Tuesday-Friday
case, only a portion of the sap
Itcnt of your tree would be
pned away, so, that would not
you exact information. go
your old tree and drain all
sap from it yourself, or, If you
fer let the tree alone and keep
Jssing about the sap.
It may be well to submit the
1st ion to a lawyer—I believe
Lshington. D. C. is the address
jinost of them. Should you deto submit your question to a
liness man, why, perhaps you
puld address your letter to—some
|er address. If you wish to subyour question—any questionla politician, why, ask the first
son you meet—If he isn’t a
Itician. he’d like to be!
think that politics and childish

tering should be buried, deep,
111 we win this war—a fight for
}dom from slavery. I thought I
turned in every bit of scrap
|ould dig up but I have put in
ew hours of careful investigation
have quite a little pile all ready
I turn in—dig hard for scrap!
)’ll be surprised!
retty speeches won’t win the
|! We’ve got to do something
|des talk! Smash the beetles
germs with deeds!

TAKE PART
OF YOUR

WAR STAMPS
DO YOUR PART

iHlNG-STIFF
iORE MUSCLES
Por PROMPT relief—rub on Muslerule! Massage with this wonderful
[counter-irritant” actually brings
pesh warm blood to aching muscles
help break up painful local con
ation. Better than an old-fashioned
tustard plaster! In 3 strengths.
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“The Flag Is Passing”
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The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Captain Cecil B. White of the was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
Maine State Guard is not a little was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
bit ruffled because greater respect These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
was not shown the American flag
in Saturday night’s parade. He
[EDITORIAL]
says;
Everybody, but more especially the
“There was a patncie in Rcck
firemen, felt a deep twinge of regret Sat
SCRAPPED
land on the 10th of October, in
urday night when the old fire steamer
BUT NOT
which the National Colors were
FORGOTTEN James F. Sears was towed down over the
displayed. As the Flag went by
bank at Schofield-White Park to take its
e.ery soldier and sailor paid it
place among the great quantity of scrap which the Boy
proper respect. Three men, whem
Scouts and other schoolboys had been assembling as the
I know to be members of the
local contribution to the nationwide drive. It was like tak ng
American Legion, also were cor
leave of an old friend—a friend who could tell of exciting
rect. Seme of the younger school
times in Rockland if it had the gift of speech. Hundreds of
children also knew what to do.
persons visited the Park Sunday to get a glimpse of the
But the great majority of the peo
famous old engine before the process of dismantling, and
ple paid that Flag the same re
everybody had a word of regret to offer that this almost
spect that they might a second
sacred old relic was seeing its last day.
And now from Washington comes word that the famous
hand undershirt tied to a stick.
old battleship Oregon is also consigned to the scrap heap.
“Are the people of Rockland so
Those who lived during the period of the Spanish War do not
ignorant that they don’t know how
need to be told of her epical appearance from the West Coast
to show proper respect to ’Old
to join In the defeat of the Spanish fleet at Santiago. Urgent
Glory’ or are they so worn out
need for metal sounds the knell of the 10,000-ton fighting
from whining about their own per
craft, but her deed 44 years ago will live forever on history’s
sonal inconveniences due to the
pages.
war that they just can’t be
bothered. If they don't know how
Joe Louis, heavyweight boxing chamto act they may ask any service
OLD
pion,
announces that his fighting days are
man or former serviceman and
BLACK
over.
It appears that old age has crept
find out.
If they just can't be
JOB
upon him apace. Currently believed to be
bothered, then I say they deserve
still a young man, it is learned by a horri
to have their wartime inconveni
fied
wcrld
that
he
is 28, and will be in his 30’s by the time
ences multiplied a thousand fold.
Official Information For the “Hats off, the Flag is Passing
the war is over. He appears to have done pretty well for
himself in spite of his aging years. How did such an old
Hunters’ Benefit In
by!”
patriarch ever find his way into the Army?
Maine

The Open Seasons

The general laws of 1942-3, re
lating to game andi fur-bearing
animals, reveal the following open

seasons:
Deer

Aroostook, Penobscot. Somerset,
Piscataquis, Franklin, Oxford', Oct.
21-Nov. 30.
Androscoggin. Cumberland. Han
cock, Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln,
Sagadahoc, Waldo, York and
Washington, Nov. 1-Nov. 30.
Season Limit on Deer, one of
either sex, all deer killed must be
registered.
Rabbits
Waldo, Oct. 1,-March 15.

Franklin, Somerset, Oct. 1-March
31.
All other counties, Oct. 1-Feb. 28.
Gray Squirrels

All Counties, Oct. 1-Oct. 3J.
Fur Bearing Animals

Muskrats—Androscoggin,
Cum
berland, Knox, Lincoln, Sagahoc,
Waldo and York, March 20-April
20; (Franklin, Hancock, Kennebec,
Penobscot, Piscataquis, Somerset,
Oxford and Washington, April 1May 10; Aroostook, April 1May 15.
Mink—Month of November only
Fisher and Sable—No open sea
son.

All other fur-bearing animals,
including raccoons (except Beaver
Be beat and Lynx), Oct. 16-Feb. 15.
All trapping (except for bear in
bounty towns) prohibited. May 15Oct. 15.
Upland Game Birds

’Twas Rotary Day

Tlie situation in Russia assumes greater
complexity with alternate announcements
AS TO
that the Germans are shifting their theatre
RUSSIA
of action and that they are throwing in
fresh troops in a determination to capture
Stalingrad. Whichever the case may be the fact remains that
ccld weather is setting in across there in Europe, welcomed
by the Russians for the reason that it will stave off the
enemy for another Winter at least.
GUESSING

Dr. John Smith Lowe Elo
quently Points Out Club’s
Ideals and Aims
Because Rotarians are supposed
to take Rotary seriously, and mest
Rotarians do take Rotary seriously,
it is customary for Rotary clubs now
and then to observe what might be
called “Rotary Day.” It is a day on
which the members of the club
take pains to remind themselves
that Rotary is something more than
a luncheon club. Their purpose is
to refresh their minds on the sub
ject of Rotary's ideals, aims and
purposes.
Last Friday was such a day in
Rockland Rotary circles. Rotarian
John Smith Lowe was called on to
state the case for Rotary. With
pointed words he threw out to the
men the challenge of Rotary’s ideals
and aims.
He pointed out that
Rotary is not a religion, that it in
terferes with no man’s religion, but
he stressed the point that the ideals
of Rotary parallel the ideals of the
best religions on earth. No religion
impasses higher obligations upon its
followers than Rotary puts upon
the consciences of its members.
Rotary does two things for Ro
tarians. It confers upon them the
privilege of representing their voca
tion or profession in Rotary. It im
poses upon them the obligation of
representing or exemplifying the
ideals of Rotary in their business
and professional relationships with
their fellowmen.
There were no visiting Rotarians.
Commander J. T. Kennedy was the
guest of Carl Duff.

The Black Cat

Pheasants, Nov. 1-14, daily limit
2. possession at one time, 2.
Partridge. Oct. 1-Nov. 15, daily
Parents of men in the war service:
limit 4, possession at one time 4.
Is
your son receiving The CourierWoodcock,* Oct. 10-24, daily limit
Gazette regularly Can you imagine
4. possession at one time, 8.
anything that would have a greater
value ln the eyes of the absent
fighter?
Ed. Dean’s

Famous Sauer Kraut
On Sale at the Local Markets
the Last of This Week

FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIENTIST
BOCKLAND, MAINE
Announces a

Free Lecture On Christian Science
“CHRISTIAN SCIENCE, HOW TO APPLY IT”
By Peter B. Higgins, C. S. B., of Seattle, Washington
Member of the Board of Lectureship of the Mother Church
The First Chureh of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts

CHURCH EDIFICE, Cor. Cedar and Brewster Sts.
Sunday Afternoon, October 18, 1942, at 3 o’clock

In spite of the late blight the Maine
potato crop is looking better than the midseason’s promise and is expected to total
CROP
45,375,030 bushels, which is 3 percent higher
than the 10-year average. And war or no
war spuds make powerful fine eating.
Wendell Willkie is going to be a much
Interviewed man when he again sets foot
WILLKIE
on the homeland. Opinions may differ as
COMES
to the wisdom of his assertions regarding
the need of a second front, but it must be
remembered that he has just traveled through countries
which see the necessity of it if they are to survive. He spoke
his convictions and his sympathies—aloud. Too loud per
haps for the war generals who fear the results of such inter
ference at the present moment.
WHEN

Needs Recruits

Hostess List

Age Limit For Enlistment In
Company L Lowered
To Sixteen

Rockland Servicemen’s
Club

Co. L, Maine State Guard
needs recruits.
The age limit for enlistment
t
has been lowered to 16, provided
the young man has the written
consent of his parent or guardian.
This low minimum age require
ment is necessary because so many
of our young men are now in the
armed forces of the United
States.
Pour men have left Co. L for the
regular service. Due in great part
to the training they received' here
two of these men are now officer
cadndiates in the Army. Two are
wearing Navy blue and have found
their way eased considerably be
cause they already had their basic
training. So whether you wish to
help guard your own home, or
whether you want your basic
training as against the day when
you go in the Army or Navy you
can do your country a real service
and at the same time help yourself
by enlisting in the Maine State
Guard
Remember, if invasion comes, as
it probably will, the man without
training and discipline is useless;
so enlist now and learn how to pro
tect yourself and your homes. For
further information apply at the
Spring St. Armory on Tuesday
evenings or telephone 1167-M at
any time.
Cecil B. White
Capt. Co. L., M8.O.

THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVTED TO ATTEND

Stt-yo

Read TLie Courier-Gazette
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RADIO SERVICE

FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS

PLENTY OF PARTS

ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE _

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

W. H. EMERY
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Establtahed IMS. Member Federal Deposit Insurance

Wednesday, Oct. 14—1.30 to 4.39,
Mrs. Ruth Fogelman, Mrs. Doris
Fogg; 4.30 to 7.30, Mrs. Gladys Orff,
Miss Sarah Block; 7.30 to 10.30, Miss
Lucy Ball, Mrs. Violet H. McNulty.
Thursday, Oct. 15—1.30 to 4.30,
Mrs. Thomas Stone, Mrs. Donald
Leach; 4.30 to 7.30, Mrs. Sanford
Delano. Mrs. Philip Howard; 7.30 to
10.30, Mrs. Walter Barstow, Mrs.
Samuel Small.
Friday, Oct. 16—1.30 to 4.30, Mrs.
Doris Carle, Mrs. Ada Snyder; 4.30
to 7.30, Mrs. Frank Tirrell, Mrs.
Kenneth Mills; 7.30 to 10.30, Mrs. J.
A. Jameson, Mrs. Willis Anderson.
Saturday, Oct. 17—1.30 to 4.30,
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson, Mrs. Fred
Lindsey; 4.30 to 7.30. Mrs. Earl
Perry, Mrs. Seymour Cameron; 7.30
to 10.30, Mrs. Persis Kirk, Mrs. Al
bert Leventhal.
Sunday, Oct. 18—1.30 to 4.30. Miss
Deris Coltart, Miss Victoria Accardi:
4.30 to 7.30, Mrs. Lenora Cooper,
Miss Marftha Leo; 7.30 to 10.30, Miss
Marguerite
deRochemont, Miss
Erleen Cates.
Monday, Oct. 19—1.30 to 4.30.
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., Mrs
Lawrence Miller; 4.30 to 7.30, Mrs.
Elmer Trask, Mrs. Rose Poust; 7.30
to 10.30. Mrs. Gilmore Soule, Mrs.
Kenneth Spear.
Tuesday, Oct. 20—1.30 to 4.30, Mrs.
Cheever Aras, Mrs. A. J. Dolliver;
4.30 to 7.30, Mrs. William Elling
wood. Mrs. H. V. Tweedie; 7.30 to
10.30. Mrs. Sydney Hardin. Mrs. A.
C. McLoon.
Substitutes—Mrs. W. O. Fuller,
Mrs. Hervey Allen, Mrs. Herman
Stanley, Miss Helen Winchenbach,
Mrs. Lena Stevens. Mrs. Leroy
Chatto, Mrs. Ivy Brackett, Mrs.
Geneva Huke.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wondersl

AND TUBES
CALL 590-W

RADIO SERVICE
34 UNION BT.,
ROCKLAND
04* It

Young’s Barber Shop
Rockland

65 Park St.,

Haircut,
Shave,

'

Fire Steamer Included
Bearing signs reading "Going in
Scrap to Get Me A Jap," Rock
land's long unused steam fire en
gine, dating back to 1870, one of
the vehicles in a parade held at 6
o'clock Saturday night, was left as
part of the pile of scrap in Scho
field-White Park.
The parade, arranged as part of
Fire Prevention Week observance
by Fire Chief Van E. Russell, in
cluded city police, members of the
State Guard, Women’s Auxiliary
Firefighters, the handtub, Gen.
Berry, new defense pump and regu
lar equipment of the department,
and the old steam fire engine
James F. Sears
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., Knox
County and Rockland chairman for
the salvage campaign, reports that
up to date, 73 tons of scrap, includ
ing the fire engine, has been de
livered at the place of deposit.
Schofield-White Park.
Shortly after 3 o’clock Friday af
ternoon, trucks began rolling into
the park, and by dark 43 tons had
been weighed in. The pile included
a great variety of articles, some of
which dated back to the days of
gaslighting in Rockland residences
and stores. There were gas stoves,
gaslight fixtures, axles, carts, tri
cycles, grates, tanks, urns, stoves,
lawn rollers, iron beds, headlights.

furnace castings,
kettles,
bed
springs, automobile wheels, shot
guns, vacuum cleaners, number
plates, rubber tires, garden hose, a
fireless cooker, knitting machine,
silver moustache cup, crowbar, cop
per tubing, copper water boiler and
other items too numerous to
mention.
An old typewriter, a Bing No. 2,
Made in Germany, was one of the
pieces brought in Friday afternoon.
Boy scouts, under the direction of
Horatio C. Cowan, Scout Commis
sioner, and chairman of the drive
in the city, assisted in collecting
the scrap. Members of Troops 202.
Methodist Church, 203, High School,
204, Baptist Church, 206, Congrega
tional Church and 209-A, Red
Jacket Sea Scouts, were on the job
from start to finish of the effort
City owned and donated trucks
were used.
The work of making collection of
the scrap was continued Saturday
morning. Two or three trucks, ac
cording to Mr. Sleeper, will be used
Wednesday to bring in the items
which were too heavy to be handled
by the boys Friday and Saturday.
Included in the list of heavier items
are ranges, gas stoves, furnaces and
even iron rails. Mr. Sleeper ex
pects the total to go quite a way
above 100 tons.

Lincoln Baptists

Air Raid Tests

One Hundred Attended Ses Seventeen “Incidents” Were
sions In Camden—In
Carried Out With Success
spiring Addresses
Sunday Afternoon

BUMPER
POTATO

35c
20c
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TWICE-A-WEEK
Workers For Great Naval Capt White Ashamed Be
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Base May Enroll Here
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
cause of Rockland’s Lack
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents. Rockland’s Scrap Drive Great Success—Old
Thursday
Of Respect For It
Advertising rates based aipon circulation and very reasonable.

Additional workers for the great
Naval Base at Pearl Harbor are
still urgently needed, according to
Manager Charles D. Jillson of the
local U. S. Employment Service
ofiBce who said yesterday that Civil
Service representatives would be at
his office Thursday to sign up appli
cants. Machinists and helpers, ship
and shop electricians and a wide
variety of metal tradesmen and
helpers are needed at once. The
need for classified laborers is es
pecially urgent and men previously
supplied for these jobs have been
advanced to helper positions, the
manager added.
Transportation costs from the ap
pointee’s home to Hawaii as well
as living expenses while enroute will
be paid. Complete information on
pay rates, living conditions and
other details may be obtained from
the Employment Service office at
401 Main street, Rockland, from &
a m. to 5 p. m. on Thursday, Oct.
15. when Civil Service representa
tives will be present to meet
applicants.

TUESDAY

A joint meeting oi Lincoln Bap
tist Association and the Women’s
Missionary Conference was neld
at the Chestnut Street Baptist
Church in Camden Friday and it
proved to be a very profitable one.
The term “Evangelism’’ proved
to be the keynote of each session.
Dr. F. T. Littorin speaking on the
Evangelistic program of the de
nomination stressed the need of
four different types of evangelism
as follows: Childhood and youth;
which must start in the home and
be furthered in the Sunday
School; visitation evangelism, con
tacting parents and relatives of
Sunday School pupils; mass evan
gelism which still has its time and
place; special day and special sea
son evangelism, which has its own
special value. All these various
type^ should be undertaken only
after personal intercessory prayer.
While the laymen and pastors
were receiving the inspiration
which was brought to them by Dr.
Littorin and Rev. J. S. Pendleton,
the Executive Secretary, the wom
en were holding the annual busi
ness session of their organziation.
Devotions were conducted by Mrs.
Eunice Tillson of Thomaston, re
ports were given of the work of the
past year by the heads of the vari
ous departments and inspiration
and suggestions for the new year
were brought by Mrs. Alice Libby
of Burnham, administrative vice
president for Eastern Maine and
Mrs. Ward Hatch of Pittsfield,
W.W.G. secretary for Eastern
Maine. At a later session in the
afternoon new officers were elect
ed for this year and installed by
Mrs. Libby.
Mrs. A. F. Ufford from East
China brought two fine missionary
addresses in each of which she
gave her audience a very fascinat
ing picture of the result of the
missionary enterprise and its farreaching effect upon the life of
China today. After hearing Mrs.
Ufford speak all felt that they
had had a share in the upbuilding
of Christ's kingdom in that far
country.
A Christian Education confer
ence was presided over by Dr.
Littorin at which time the mem
bers of the Association committee
brought their reports of the Con
ference recently held at Lewiston.
Roger Conant cf Rockland brought
the message to the young people,
Rev. A. S. Bishop, Warren spoke on
Adult work and Leadership Edu
cation, Mrs. Helen Overman Rock
port on Vacation Schools and Mrs.
Minnie Merrill of Belfast on Mis
sionary Education and Reading.
Following a Laymen’s Confer
ence at which Millard Hart of
Rockland presided, a presentation
of the Denominational program
was given by three laymen and

(By The Roving Reporter)

Russell P. Ames, the well known
Lincolnville boatbuilder, sent a
check to this office the other day
and neglected' the essential of
signing his name to it. But lest
anybody think he is absent-mind
ed or unduly forgetful the records
show that only once before in 623,
checks has he overlooked that for
mality.

(Under the caption “Strange Jobs
—Women at Work in Wartime—”
the Washington Post publishes a
picture of a Port Clyde woman
knitting shopping bags. The in
scription reads: "Up in Port Clyde,
Me., Mrs. Rosa Seavey knits net
shopping, bags to take the place of
paper bags. The net bags hold al
most a half-bushel of groceries. It
can be carried1 to market in a
pocketbock and can be used time
and time again. Also, the Navy
has ordered 5000 nets of about this
size. The making of these bags is
a part of a program for the pro
motion of home industries by
State and Federal officials in

An air raid test was held Sun
day afternoon in Rockland, 17 in
cidents being arranged by air raid
wardens and carried out during the
63 minutes between 2..24 and 3.27
p. m. The alert was sounded at Maine.”
2.12 p. m.
Yesterday I was handed—not an
Louis B. Cook, chief air raid war
orchid,
but an orchard blossom,
den, reported today that results of
and
what
do you think it was? A
the tests were uniformly successblossom from a banana apple tree
& M. Plan and Rev. C. A. Marstal picked Sunday at the Austin J.
Moody farm on the Old County
ler on Evangelism.
road.
Weather like that of the
Rev. C. V. Overman conducted
the evening devotions speaking on past two weeks should inspire al
the story of Christ and the rich most anything to blossom.
young ruler. In the lives of the
A tree loaded with ripe red ap
people today just as in that day ples is as pretty a sight as Miss
Christ first approves, then in America, 1942, although, let us
structs and finally commands.
hasten to add, in a different sort of
Mrs. Hatch brought a message way —Boston Globe.
to the Guild girls which due to the
Limbs, maybe.—Rockland Cou
absence of girls of that age was rier-Gazette.
finally addressed to those older
(The sap).—Lewiston Journal.
ones present urgingi them to go
Meaning Just what?
home, get their girls between the
ages of 12 and 18 together and or
Frank C. Pratt, wno conducts a
ganize a Guild group. The Guild telegraph business at his residence
slogan was read by Joyce Butler on Grace street made one of his
and Ruth Pease members of the infrequent downtown visits Satur
Anna Foster Guild, Warren.
day. Reminded him of the fact that
The closing message of the day Monday would mark the 39th an
was given by Rev. A. S. Bishop cf niversary of his connection with
Warren. The subject, “The Com the Postal Telegraph Company.
mission and Passion that is Laid His keen eyes have noted many
Upon Us.” Mr. Bishop urged a changes along the street in that
two-fold task; evangelism and period.
develpoment of leadership. He
Eighteen hogs, weighing about
outlined a very effective program
400
pounds apiece, were recently
of evangelism which if fully car
ried out will bring the gospel into sold by the City Farm to Rice
many homes and reach many, es Brothers. Only one of the many
the
pecially in the rural areas which feathers projecting from
the churches are unable to con master’s cap.
tact.
Speaking of the difficulty of
Special music for the day was a
solo “Teach Me To Pray,” Jewett getting the men out to church, it
very effectively sung by Mrs. would take a sea captain to think
Anna Grinnell of Camden. She
was accompanied by Mrs. Marilyn ful, and that the response of the
Barter who was also the organist several units was satisfactory.
for the evening service. C. O.
Among the incidents was a re
Wyllie led the song period at the port of an unexploded bomb on
beginning of the evening service. Main street, near Naum & Adams
At the business session, Mrs.
building. The building was evacu
Betty Dorr was appointed Regis
tration Committee, Rev. A. S. ated in approximately three min
Bishop and Rev. Chester Staples utes.
Other incidents, — two were
of Appleton were welcomed into
planned
for each ward, — were:
the Association. Rev. Melvin H.
Demolishing,
with several casual
Dorr was elected to fill out the
ties,
of
the
Ward
Five air raid
unexpired term on the Convention
warden
post;
fire
on
Kelly Lane;
board of Rev. W. G. Foote of Bel
fast, resigned. An Emergency Fund landing of paratroops ln the Bog
Committee made up of 'Rev. C. A. section; incendiary bomb at Ben
Marstaller, Rev. A. S. Bishop, and ner Hill School; bombing of build
Rev C. V. Overman was appointed. ings on Cedar street; explosive
It was voted to have the clerk blocking Old County road; gas
send Rev. J. Charles MacDonald bomb at comer Talbot avenue and
Lincoln street; demolishing of Com
a letter of Christian greeting from
munity Building, with loss of life,
the Association expressing the
reported at 17; crashing of plane
hope that he will soon be out
at Jefferson and Cedar strets, with
again. The matter of the advis fire resulting; breaking of water
ability of having the Winter As main on Maverick street; several
sociation was left to the Executive persons evacuated from the Tyler
Committee.
A rising vote of School building by Women’s Motor
thanks was extended to the Cam Corps; and escape of prisoners
one pastor.
Adin L. Hopkins, den Church for their hospitality. when the Knox County jail was
Camden, spoke cf the Emergency The attendance for the day was blown open by a heavy bomb.
Fund, A. K. Walker, stewardship, 102. registered.
Grace A. Wyllie, Asso. Clerk.
Herman Hart, Rockland, the M.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

of the Shanghai process.
Last
Sunday morning Capt. Frank
Powers was driving to service
when he took aboard a man who
allowed that he was headed for
Stonington to visit a relative, but
was grateful for the ride to the
corner where he would transfer.
Said the Mayor. ’The craft is
headed for the old Church-on-theHill and she ain’t going to make a
stop until she gets thar,” which
was true enough. On arrival the
passenger got a cordial invitation
to attend divine service, which he
did, and I am quite sure he was
glad he did so. It’s much better
for the men to go to church vol
untarily, but they must be got
there somehow, and this is one
quite effective way.—Deer Isle
Messenger.

I have never placed any pecuni
ary value upon myself as a feline,
but I am worth exactly $5 to the
North End woman who was acci
dentally “short-changed” during a
Main street shopping tour. The
merchant made a frantic search
for her, but in vain; and the wom
an made a frantic search for her
missing money. It took a Black
Cat item to bring the two togeth
er. And1 that is the chief aim of
this column—to do good for some
body, if nothing more than to
create a smile.
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon,
who reside on the Waldoboro side
of Warren, are wondering if their
hen pen has been invaded by a hos
tile hen from the island of Nippon
or whether she came as a good
Republican from the Sunflower
State.
On each of two eggs
brought to my department this
morning appears a design which
might indicate the Rising Sun or
could be construed into a sunflow
er. I am going to see what devel
ops at tomorrow morning’s break
fast table.

One year ago: Charles A. Mor
ton, who had superintended' the
construction of many cottages an<f
other buildings, died at the age of
74.—The Baptist Men’s League
held its first meeting of the season
with Elmer B. Crockett the new
president in the chair—Rockland
High lost to Morse High of (Bath
13 to 0—Among the deaths: Rockhand, Almon S. Maxey, 80; St.
George, Mrs. James Riley, 82;
Rockland; Charles R. Staples, 74;
Camden, Mrs. Julia Clancey, 80—
Merle Orff of Washington was
fatally injured in an auto acci
dent at Stickney’s Corner.

Parents of men in the war service:
Is your son receiving The CourierGazette regularly Can you imagine
anything that would have a greater
value in the eyes of the absent
fighter?
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I bad my life to live again X
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of thess
tastes Is a loss of happiness—Charlss
Darwin.
SOMEONE PRAYED

The day was long, the burden I had
borne
Seemed heavier than I could bear.
And then lt lifted—but I did not know
Someone had knelt ln prayer.

Had taken me to God that very hour,
and asked the easing of the load.
and He.
Infinite compassion, had
down
And taken lt from me.

In

stooped

We cannot tell how often, as we pray
For some bewildered one. hurt and
distressed.
The answer comes—but many times
those hearts
Find sudden peace and rest.

Someone had' prayed,
reaching hand.

and

Faith,

a

Took hold of God and brought Him
down that day!

So many, many hearts have need of
prayer—
Oh, let us pray!

—by Grace Noll CrowsU
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WALDOBORO

TWTCK-A-WEEK
Them that honour me I will
honor, and they that despise me
shall be lightly esteemed.—1 Sam.

MRS. ISABEL LABE

Correspondent

War Price and Rationing Board
7-1 of Rockland reports these cer
tificates issued fcr the week ending
Oct. 10:
New

230

Navy Men Get $13,700 Welding Award

Tire Certificates

“CAMDEN” Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

Passenger,

Truck

and

Bus

Tires

Telephone 78

WARREN
Zs
X\ A
X\ (A,
X\

Miss Florence Geele left the
middle of the week for East Hart
ford, Conn., where she has employ
ment at the Pratt-Whitney fac

Correspondent
Tel. 4fl

Highway Dept. City of Rockland.
Dr. Edwin Scarlott, Rockland.
Maynard F. Sukeforth, Burkettville.
Joseph W. Allen, Rockland.

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

quota,

is IO%1

HEAD GOBS
mmiet

TALK OF THE
•
»

ALENA L. STARRETT

Frank A. Winslow. Editor of the
Courier-Gazette. Rockland, will be
speaker Thursday n ght at the
Second Annual Exhibition
October meeting of the Congrega
tional Brotherhood which will be
Miss Nevelson Captures
tory.
held
at the Ccngregational Chapel,
Retreads — Passenger Car and
New York’s Fancy
The Community Garden Club
following
a 6:15 supper. Members
Trucks
met
Friday
at
their
culb
room.
not
solicited
are requested to fur
Louise Nevelson, formerly of
Grevis F. Payson. Union.
Clinton
Matthews.
Valaaa
Ca.nish sweets.
(Rockland, has achieved further
Claude D. Athearn, Rockland.
distinction by her seoond annual ron, and Ralph Miller were Rock
Mrs. Blanchard Start, Union.
Mrs Flora Kallcch, and Mrs.
Navy approved photo
modem sculpture exhibition. Writ land visitors, Saturday.
John L. Stevens, Friendship.
Nida Copeland of Thomaston were
Winnie Sherman is a guest of
ing of it in a New York newspa
CLEVELAND, OHIO, OCT. 6 welding of the 40mm Bofors anti
Robert A. Stevens Jr., Rockland Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Isa Teague in Warren.
—
Capt.
C A. Trexel, (upper left), aircraft gun made of high-strength
per “H. D.” says:
Ralph W. Johnson Jr., Hope.
Mrs. Selden Robinson.
and
A.
Amirikian,
(upper right), of low-alloy steels and though only
"In her second exhibition of
Miss Mary Tuck of Qumcy.
William E. Bramhall, Friendship
the Bureau of Yards and Docks, U. 30% more weight was added,
Four
thousand
salmon
were
re

highly modern sculpture at the Mass., is the guest of her aunt,
Sidney E. Oxton. Jr., Glen Cove leased recently in the Georges S. Navy Department, Washington, strength was increased 50%. Cost
Nierendorf Gallery, Louise Nevel Mrs. Janies Duane.
today were named recipients of the per chassis was $76.80 less than
John Bird Co.. Rockand.
River.
$13,700
Grand Award from The former construction. The total sav
son carries forward the experi
Mrs. Elsie Mank. Mrs. Rose
Thomas McLean Jr., Thomas
James F. Lincoln Arc Welding ing with 35,000 units is estimated
Two
hundred
pheasants
were
re

mental promise of earlier work. Weston, Mrs. Lillian Reed, Mrs
I ton.
w
Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio, in its at $6,000,000.
cently released in Knox County, nationwide
An award of $500 went to Lt.
There is less of the linear <quality Bessie Kuhn and Mrs. Geraldine
$200,000 industrial study
Robert Watts, Thomaston.
under
the
auspices
cf
the
Knox
Junior
Grade, H. S. Knerr, V. S.
on
arc
welding.
this time, line having given place Waltz were in Portland Thursday
Paulette Goddard takes aim with a bucket at an invading salvage
Roland G. Ware, Rockland.
Navy,
Navy Yard, Portsmouth,
County
Fish
and
Game
Association.
They
are
shown
with
a
modern
pirate, while Lynne Overman covers other ‘‘sea bandits" with a pistol. In
to mass. Sometimes it is hard to
Alton H. Crone, Rockport.
New Hampshire.
drydock
having
an
all
arc
welded
Prof, and Mrs. Anthony Jobin this scene from ‘‘Reap the Wild Wind,” new Cecil B. DeMille sea epic.
The regular meeting cf the E. A. caisson, the welded construction of
tell whether the sculptor is entire
The subject was the design of a
Franklin Clough, Rockport.
have returned to Ann Arbor The Paramount Technicolor film, featuring a huge cast, co-stars Ray
Starrett
Auxiliary, SUV. will be which costs 25 per cent less than 30-toot cabin cruiser.
ly serious or engaged in a little
Milland and John Wayne with Paulette. Other players are Raymond
Willard Wentworth, Hope.
Mich.
held Wednesday afternoon. Mem other methods.
An award of $250 went to Edgar
humor of her own. as in examples
Massey, Robert Preston, Susan Hayward. Charles Bickford, Walter Hamp
Mrs. Gladys Grant, Mrs. Bessie
This
means
a
saving
on
caissons
Brooker
and Loren L. Elliot, Ord
bers not solicited fcr the dinner, will
den, Martha O'Driscoll and Hedda Hopper.
with movable parts which can be
Built, under contract and soon to be nance Engineers, Ordnance DepartKuhn and Patricia Kuhn were in
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
furnish sweets.
re-arranged in ways to change
contracted for, of $5,192,000. Enough ment, U. S. Army, Washington,
Rockland, Saturday.
Mrs. Vernard Watts and Mrs.
steel is saved to bomb-proof* the D. C. Their subject was the welded
Mrs.
James
Ewing
and
daughter,
the rhythm of the pieces.
FRIENDSHIP
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Edith Chapman and daugh
construction of an armored tank
George Bitgood visited relatives in Jean were dinner guests of her caissons.
Solid, somewhat cubistic volufhes
The 2-j4-year welding study, in
Thelma Prior and Gladys Burns
Mrs. George Vannah of Boston, Portland and Milford, Mass., last
ter of Thomaston, have been re
An award of $150 went to ! ■!
sister, Mrs. Clyde Hilton of Waldo which 408 awards were made, indi
and the use of somewhat primitive
ward G. Biederman. Fisher Tank
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Her were hurt quite badly when the bi Mass., was guest of C. L. Fales last week.
boro, in Rockland, Wednesday, the cated a possible annual cost savings Division, Flint, Michigan. The -uh
masses characterize many of the
cycle they were riding turned over. week.
bert Standish.
»
Mrs.
Sarah
Chaples
and
son
By

occasion
being the birthday anni by arc welding of $1,825,000,000, in ject was the welding of armor plate
pieces. The ‘Self-portrait' seems
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay, Mrs Gladys was taken to a hospital
Mrs. Lettie Hyler of Thomaston ron have returned from Portland versary of Mrs. Ewing. Present at cluding 7,000.000 tons of steel valued for tank production.
to be bestowing a benediction on
at $271,000,000 and 153,000,000 man
Rena Crowell and Mrs. Blanche where three stitches were taken in is guest of Mrs. A. V Grafton.
An award of $100 went to Harold
after making a week-end visit with the dinner party also was Althea hours of labor.
the show. ‘Nobleman’ is slapstick
Nagin, Chief Engineer, Reliance
Morse were Portland visitors Fri forehead, and her face was badly
her
daughter
Doris.
Mrs.
Fannie
Copeland,
daughter.
Reports
of
arc
welding
progress
Hilton, of Waldoboro.
satire. ‘Mother and Child,’ ‘Bird,’
bruised. Thelma received cuts on Ruth and Mrs. Ralph Copeland,
in production of wanequipment, in Steel Products Company, McKees
day.
Fred Wilson’s family of Crieha
The Social Club met Thursday cluding ships, tanks, planes, guns, port, Pennsylvania. The subject was
‘Duck,’ and ‘Head’ are serious
left
knee.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson
went to Atlantic City, N. J. last ven are occupying part of the Wat afternoon w’ith Mrs. Albert Mank etc., featured prominently in' the the design of welded girders and
pieces which reveal more of the
stringers for a military pontoon
returned to Dorchester, Mass., Fri
The
Pythian
Sisters
of
Friend

Friday to visit Private Ralph son Barter house on School street. at West Warren.
awards.
underlying intent and, ability.
day. Mrs. Thompson has been in ship Temple gave a chicken pie Copeland.
Mr. Wilson will join them later for
An award of $11,200, (Second bridge, capable of supporting 60-ton
•Circle of Figures’ suggests adap
Miss Julia Libby visited Mrs. Grand Award), went to John L. tanks.
town since February, sharing the supper Oct. 8 in honor of Gertrude
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Philbrook the Winter.
An award of $100 went to Harold
Elizabeth Hoffses in Thomaston, Miller, chief metallurgist, Guntation for a modern garden. Masks
Rev. Mr. Lincoln of Hodgdcn
care of Mr. Thompson’s mother.
Oliver who left for Fairhaven, of Matinicus visited Mrs. PhilD.
Bickford, Mechanical Engineer.
Mount
Division,
The
Firestone
Tire
Wednesday afternoon.
and drawings are not the least
Traction
Engineering
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gore of Mass., to join Mr. Oliver for the brook's parents a few days last who was a candidate at the local
and Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio. Lombard
effective part of the show."
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hahn of Gar
The subject was the redesign for Company of Waterville.
Kittery have been recent guests of Winter. Mrs. Oliver will be greatly week. On their return Thursday church recently was extended a
Another New York paper said:
missed in the community as she they were accompanied by Harold call and has accepted. The fam diner were Friday guests of Miss
Charles Howard.
“Louise Nevelson, who gave her
Susie Hahn and Joseph Hahn. Mr.
Mrs. I. T. Marple has returned was active in any work that was Jameson who will be their guest for ily will move here in the near fu
first sculpture exhibition a year
and
Mrs. Thomas Chaffee of Gar
ture.
The parsonage
is being
from a visit to Boston and vicinty in anyway helpful. It was with re a week.
»
diner
came with them and were
ago at the Nierendorf gallery, is
Mrs. Marie Abbotcni, wife of grets the sisters bid their most ex
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wyllie and shingled and ether necessary le- guests that afternoon at the home
now repeating there with a second
Luigi Abbotoni, died Oct. 8, at cellent chief good-bye.
Neil Wyllie of South Warren, were pairs and renovations will be made of Mrs. Vesper Rokes. who returned
show of her work, including about
shortly.
Miles Memorial Hospital, Damari
Callers at the home of Mr. and Sunday guests at Frank Miller's.
(From the office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster!
to Gardiner with them for a short
20 abstract figures and composi
Charles
Morris
and;
daughtc
scotta, at the age of 62. Services Mrs. Alfred Russell’s last week
John Matson has employment at
visit.
tions. Among the pieces showing
Airport Expansion—Maine Lumber—The Man
Donna are making a brief visit
and Mass were held at St. An were Mirna Simmons, Gertrude Gray's boat shop at Thomaston.
Axel A. Erkkila has returned to
a playful mixture of wit and so
power Problem
with relatives in Massachusetts.
thony’s Church, Revere, Mass., Oliver, Mary Wotton, Laura Po
Miss' Gladys Burns had the mis
New York after a short visit with
phistication are ‘Circle of Life,’
Mrs. Frank Barter is in failing
Monday morning. Interment in land, Hattie Wotton and Hattie
fortune of falling from a bicycle
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Axel
’Lovers,’ 'Masque' and a piece
health.
She welcomes callers
St. Michael’s Cemetery, Forest Lawry.
last Thursday^afternccn, receiving
Restrictions on publicity were re terest in the Maine lumber re
Erkkila. He was on the ill fated
called ‘Eagerness,’ which captures
Hill. Surviving beside the hus
The Ladies Aid presented Gert injuries to her face and was taken heartily and enjoys their visits "Wakefield."
laxed sufficiently this last week to sources. R. E. Broderick, executive
the spirit of a James Thurber
band, are several sons and daugh rude Oliver with an hand em to Knox Hospital where treatments with her.
caricature."
Lowell Moody, Jr., student at allow it to be said that many more cf the Northeastern Lumberman
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson and fam
ters.
broidered pair of pillow cases last were given. She is now being at
Tuft’s college. Medford. Mass., spent millions are going into Maine air Association, also came to Washing
Harold W. Flanders and Joseph Wednesday. Mrs. Susan Wotton tended by Dr. Benson at her home. ily of Portland spent the week
ports even though cur present air ton to go over the picture and con
CARELESS? YES.
end at their newly purchased the week-end and holiday with his port development amazed the Tru firmed the impression as to the
Brooks were business visitors in presented and Hattie Lawry em
Mrs.
Dwight
Stanley
cf
MonMuch too often we read in the Malden, Mass., Friday.
broidered. Mrs. Oliver was presi hegan, was guest Friday of her home, the former Hathorn house. mother in this town.
daily newspapers the ghastly item
Lowell Moody, Sr., has been pro man Committee cf the Senate at possibilities for producing several
Ela Rider has employment in dent of the Ladies Aid for several aunt, Mrs. Frank Miller.
moted to foreman in the pipe-fit the time of its recent visit. Some hundred million feet in Maine it
of a child or baby falling into a tub Portland.
years. The gift was given in apGREEN APPLE SAUCE
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Peppicello and
ting department of the South Port cf these developments are already proper arrangements could be mad?
or pail of boiling water. This time
The Stuart Hemingways have perication of her faithfulness to daughter of Holiday Beach, were
What could give more lilt to the
under way as people know in the and adequate labor supplies as
land Shipbuilding Corporation.
I read of a 2-year-old child fall closed Glenhurst and returned to the church and Ladies Aid.
appetite and a zest to a meal than
guests at R.»O. Doe’s.
various localities and others will sured.
ing into a bucket of scalding lye. Syracuse, N. Y.
Sherman Simmons visited Miss
R. L. Thompson suffered a slight
green or fresh apple sauce, when
very quickly be activated. Mean
The Manpower Problem
Would not the person who puts
Kerwin Deymore left Sunday shock last week but is able to be up
If a 10-horsepower searchlight it is first ready for the table? Ruth Starrett recently, at the Gor while additional recommendations
such a sure death when that kind afternoon for Deland. Wa
ham
Normal
School,
in
Gcrham.
Every problem these days ccmes
and around.
was kept lit fcr 100 years, the There are ways and ways to (pre
are pending frem competent mili
of thing might happen be guilty?
back
to manpower which meanMrs.
Ernest
Campbell
returned
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Vogel
Rev. Walter A. Smith preached a weight of light issuing form it dur pare this very simple item of
tary and naval authorities that will
I think punishment should follow have closed their Summer home very interesting sermon "Bringing ing that time would amount to less food, but my way is never to peel Friday night from a visit with her
also
womanpewer and youth power
further extend airports in the
such carelessness.
K. S. F.
as became evident this last week
and returned to New York.
in the Sheaves” fcr his Harvest than one one-hundredth of an the apples but cook skins cn with daughter and sen-in-law, Mr. and State cf Maine.
when
steps were taken to organize
Mrs.
Lowell
Walker
in
Westboro,
Sunday Sermon Oct. 11 at the ounce, according to the Better Vi core removed and apples cut small
Maine is more and more coming
the
High
School youth cf America
Mass.
A
daughter.
Sarah
Elizabeth,
Methodist Church.
sion Institute.
WEST ROCKPORT
to insure speedy cooking. To say,
to be recognized as the hepping off
PORT CLYDE
for
the
war
effort.
Mrs. Jennie Mitchell of Nahant,
five cups of apple, about two-thirds was born to Mr. and Mrs. Walker, spot for Europe. Airports are be
Victor Blomberg, US.NR. visit
The
Truman
sub-committee cn
Mass., and Mrs. Paige of Lynn are ed Sunday with his parents, Mr.
ing developed to handle any tpye
cups of water. Cook until soft, on Oct. 5th.
Park
Theatre,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday
Those from this town who at of traffic in the present and in the manpower of which Senator Brew spending a few days at Mirror Lake. and Mrs. Victor Blomberg.
then strain through course wire
tended
the quarterly meeting cf the years to come. Those runways far ter is a member held several hear
Mr. and Mrs. John Laine and
add sugar or corn syrup of even
The whooping cough is prevail
ings this past week in Washington
family of New Hampshire are ing among the children.
honey to taste, a pinch of salt and Lincoln Baptist Association held at kff^ond those hitherto envisioned.
Land based planes are the key and visited aircraft factories o
spending their vacation with Mr.
some nutmeg. If apples are not the Chestnut Street Baptist Church
Miss Elizabeth Monaghan is
Long island where thousands o!
Laine's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gus visiting in New Jersey.
tart, a slice of lemon or a generous in Camden Friday ware, Mr. and to the airways of the future and
women are new employed. Two
tave Laine, Mount Pleasant street,
squeeze. Cook one minute more. Mrs. Chester Wyllie, Rev. and Mrs. here Maine is in a fair way to be
Mr. and Mrs. George Baum,
plants
cn using 50 percent wemen
Aubrey Bishop, Mrs. Mattie Kal come the port of arrival and de
and Mrs. Laine's parents in South sons Edwin and! George Jr. and
K. S. F.
workers
and one plant believed ’
loch. Mrs. Ribert Wotton, Mrs. E. V. parture for an ever growing Euro
Uhlon.
daughter Marilyn of Kittery visit
could
go
to 80 percent women
Oxton, Mrs. Laura Slavey, Mrs. pean traffic.
Daniel Andrews was home from ed at their home here over the
workers.
Augustus Moon, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
the U .of M. for the week-end.
week-end.
Maine Lumber
The CcmmTee heard estimate
Butler, and family, Richard and
Freddie Collins was home from
Mrs. Abbie Davis vfsited Satur
Maine
lumber
production,
pres

cf
requirements for this next year
Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie
Peaks Island for the week-end.
day at her home in Rockport.
ent
and
potential,
has
been
the
from
representatives of the Army
and Ruth Pease.
Mrs. Gladys Keller will entertain
Mrs. Raymond Harper and in
subject
of
many
conferences
in
Navy,
and War Production Board
the Tuesday Club this week.
Mrs. Frederick Richards and chil
fant son Gary of Rockland are
Washington
this
past
week.
Wi
’
h
and
analyses
of the situation from
The Mission Circle will meet
dren, Peter, Thomas, and Susan of
visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
a
national
shortage
of
six
billion
Major
General
Hershey of the
Thursday with Mrs. M. A. Fogler.
Bangor, have returned to their
Freeland Thompson for two weeks.
feet
for
essential
war
activities
the
Selective
Service
Administration
Mrs. George Hamalainen and
home in Bangor, after visiting her
Mrs. Phoebe Kelley of Bath and
Maine
delegation
decided
not
to
let
j
and Director Paul V. McNutt of t'n('
daughter Maureen of Portland were
father. Perry Greene, at the Greene
the Maine light be hid under a War Manpower Commission A'
in town for a short visit the last of son Earl Brennen of the UB.C.G.
Kennels. She also was guest of
bushel.
added lrp to thp fact that everyone
the week and to attend the TTama- visited Mrs. Ada Brennen recently.
William Fowle, and daughter. Mrs.
Mrs. Kenneth Hamilton and
Gov. Sewall joined the delegation , in Maine will need to buckle up
lalnen-Keller wedding.
Marjorie Gephart.
Mrs. Vera Anderson of Pennsyl
for a conference on the situation i their belt and increase their out
Hamalainen - Keller
The Study Unit of the Warren and the officials of the War Pro- '
vania are in town.
put all along the line if Ameri'-i
Woman’s Club will meet at two duction Board evinced a great in-1 is to win the war.
A very pretty wedding took place
Eugene Crone has returned from
o’clock Thursday afternoon af the
at the local church Saturday night a visit on Matinicus.
home
of Mrs. Willis Vinal. Papers
when Dorothy Ellen, daughter of
Mrs. Alec Wilson. Mrs. Minnie
Mrs. Margaret Sawyer Soloist for names cf lodge members in the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller, be Wilson and daughter Harriet of
in nutrition will be given by Mrs.
the
evening will be Mrs. Carrie armed forces, rrem Edwin GamCornelius Overlook and Mrs. Wil
came the bride of David, son of Mr. Thomaston were dinner guests Destination Unknown,’’ Universal’s intriguing action drama, features
Butler.
men. Six names of members thus
Turhan Bey, left, Irene Hervey and William Gargan
and Mrs. Martin Hamalainen, Sr. Tuesday of Mrs. R. B. Ulmer.
liam Cunningham. Members will
The Finnish people of Union arc serving are on the plaque and
A more detailed account of the
come prepared with current events,
1 Mrs. Etta Teel entertained the
to sponsor a dance and entertain there is room for* many other
wedding will appear m this paper. Baptist Circle Wednesday after
and with suggestions for the pro
BEAUTY DUTY. Rouge should
ment for the benefit of the Ameri
look natural, says Bonita Granville, gram for the coming year.
noon.
can Red Cross in Warren Town1
*
«x-SSf-i' . youthful screen star now in RKO
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., will be in hall Saturday night.
Pvt. Clayton Pease has beitf
ihW®:.:,,
Radio's "Syncopation.** Bonita ap spected Friday evening by D.D.G.M.
spending a few days with his par
i.o.oV Installation
plies hers with an upward move Nellie Staples of Rockport. Invited *
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Pease.
ment on the cheeks, then carefully
Elected and appointed officers in,
for the evening and the 6.30 sup
Capt. Fred B. Balano of Staten
blends it in. She sometimes adds
Warren
Lodge, I O O F.. for the!
per is Harbor Light Chapter, O EJS.,
just a touch to her chin.
Island, N. Y., has been in town a
of Rockport. Committees appoint coming year, were installed Friday!
few days.
French Togoland is trying to pre ed for the affair are. supper, Mrs. evening by District Deputy Grand!
Mrs. Ada Brennen visited rela
vent the shipping of spices to other Esther Starrett, Mrs. Nellie Orbeton, Master, UaForest Mank of Waldo-'
tives in Rockland last week.
Mrs. Abbie Stickney, and Mrs. boro, at a private installation cere- !
countries.
Charles Collins and friends
Vleno
Laiho;
waitresses. Miss mony. Officers inducted in the ’
from Belmont, Mass., spent the
Frances Spear. Mrs. Flora McKel offices were as follows, noble grand,|
week-end at his Summer home.
UXWAR BONDS
lar. Mrs. Mary Orne, and Mrs Earle Moore, Sr.; vice grand, Les-'
Mrs. Clifton Morse is vivsiting
Gertrude
Starrett;
decorations. lie Weaver; financial secretary.!
YOUR OWN
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work relatives in Thomaston.
Miss Frances Spear, Mrs. Evelyn Ralph Robinson; recording secre
Mr. and Mrs. Vere Crockett and
Wonders I
Rcbinscn, Mrs. Helen Maxey; re tary, George E. Gray; treasurer. Ed
daughter spent the week-end with
ception, Mrs. Emma Norwood and win Gammon; warden, Fred Star
her parents, Mr. and Merton An
ir ir ir
ANSWER TO
rett; conductor. Percy R. Bowley; ,
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
thony.
Lend your country 10% of your pay
right supporter of the noble grand,
or hava tha Nazis and Japa take
Mrs. Electa Hopkins spent a few
(not borrow) 100%l
George A Aspey; left supporter of
&T GIAISJP OiPiEZ
days in Thomaston last week.
That’s what wa and every one of
- SAFETY
ER URAL
the noble grand, John K. Connell;
us face today I
G't S’LlAlTUlRlEi
WE SERVICE
right scene supporter, Albert L
Victory or defeat!
BEBi tins
Buying War Bonds or selling our
Relief
for
Miseries
of
STICKERS
Mank;
left
scene
supporter,
L.
D.
S|N|A;(
selves into slavery!
Gammon; right supporter of the
Getting tough with ourselves or
GEil
getting taken by the Axis!
MUST BE DISPLAYED
vice grand, Maurice Cunningham:!
All Makes of Cars!
. Your quota—and everybody’s quo
left supporter cf the vice grand
ta—it 10% of wage* or income
BEFORE NOV. 1
saved fa WAR BONOS and
41T
Altti Lchto; chaplain, Arthur L
STAMPS!
We Have the Stickers!
Put »
Va-tro-nol up each
Joia America’s all-out offensive
Perry; inside guardian. Albert O
nostril. It (1) shrinks swollen mem
. ». increase your WAR BOND sav
Mank; outside guardian, Emerson,
branes, (2) soothes Irritation, and
ings to at least 10%—NOW!
Here ’tie, and you’re ill That, or something pretty much like it, is
E. 0= PHILBROOK & SON PerEinz. Lunch wa; served after |
(3) helps clear oold-ciag~ Oat tha details fre a year atnpi oy
what Marion Martin is saying to Leon Errol, in this scene from RKO
ged nasal passages.
V-B
er, hank, post oSca or other WAR
632 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MT.
I'rlVlIitf*
the installation. The iodge received i 9 - * ROCKL ANU
BONO sales agency . . . TODAY!
Radio’s "Mexican Spitfire Elephant,” for Leon has just sworn that he had
94-95
no such animal, and Marion has just lifted it from his pocket,
KSX’the gift of a plaque containing the j

Modern Sculpture

Tuesday-Friday

Oct.
13-15 Annual
Women’s Christian Tern;
in Greene
Oct 15- Baptist Men'
Meeting of the season
Oct. 16 (3 to 8 30,
Club picnic. Mr Lena ?
Broadway and Rankin

Oct. 16—Commenced
Knox County General H,
of Nursing.

Oct. 20
Member hi
Winslow-Holbrook Post.
Oct 22 Appleton An
Home at. Riverside Hal!
Oct 24—Annual mt
and Lincoln Farm Bui
boro Hlch S-hool.
Oct. 30 Thomaston H
querade Ball at Watts
Motor Corps
Oct. 31—Halloween.

The Junior Auxilia
Methodist Church, w1
the vestry Thursday i
plans for a Halloween
held the latter part of
A feature of the social
followed the busint- n
a miscellaneous show.
Winfield Chatto, with

the twenty members j
freshments were ser\ •
were Mrs. Donald E !
Robert C. Gregory. M

Trask and Miss M •
Rochemont.

A candlelight menu :
was held Friday even
the business meeting oi
Chapter. Order of E; :<•
Mrs. Sarah Rosenbei
Stevens, Mrs. Leola N
Merry, Edward C. Pay
dric Searles. The sup
charge of Mrs. Maiti

and Mrs. Laura Busw
Knox County donor
Blood Bank last week

bara Smith, Ingraham
la Kirk, Ingrahams J1
Reed. Rockland; Clenn
Thomaston; Minnie S;i
ham's Hill; Jo: ■
Gmldle. Kathleen 15: I
Ames and Gertrude D<
den. Messrs. Reed a I
dedicated their blood
Charles K M Wl .
I
patient in Knox Ho•; .
Miss Ann Ht alii: :■ I
employ a d at the offi
1
News Co.. Park street.

Milton Robert.' a nep
Edward Cross, and p |
mate of the Sea Scut
Jacket, has entered
University to take up t
chemical •
in chemistry was tart
received as a Christma.
chemistry set when hl
years of age. He n
chemistry during high
and has a well equipd
laboratoi y. H
idu
School this year. He h
home with hi. aunt
I
seven years of age
Beano GAR. Hall
Oct. 15 2 15 p m—adv

BIG

RUMMAGE S
UNIVERSALIST V]

SATURDAY, OCJ1
9.30 A. M.

JULIA A. BAR

MEDIUMI
of Augusta will ’>

82 NEW COUNT I

From OCT. 8 to C
Readings from 9 A. M tl

Phone 717-J for appoil

Raise “Victor
You can’t raise a \ i<
den during the winte
but you can raise a
Pig. Do your part to Ij
meat shortage by rai
own ham, pork, bacon,
tenderloin, spare ribs
etc. It is easy and cf
We have available now
of six, eight and ten
pure bred llampshires
ter Whites at reascna|
Phone or write BKOO
FARM. Temaquid, Ma
S&kacy. Mgr. Phone:
bor 297 or call Saturd i
days or evenings.
I

BURPEE
FUNERAL HOi
Ambulance Set
TELEPHONES |

too or 781-1 or 781

110-U2 1XMKROKK

ROCKLAND, MI

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF THE TOWN

Pupils of the four 6th grades at
the McLain School Building ate re
ceiving a course of instruction at
the Public Library’. Subjects taught
by Miss Ruth L. Rogers, librarian,
and Mrs. Stella McRae, assistant,
are use of library and arrangement
Oct.
13-15—Annual
Convention, of books on the shelves; how to use
Women's Christian Temperance Union the catalogue and how to use the
In Greene
An
Oct 15—Baptist Men's League. First dictionary and encyclopedias.
Meeting of the season.
examination
is
given
on
the
sub

Oct
16 (3 to 8.301—Educational
Club picnic. Mrs. Lena Merrill, corner jects studied. Pupils come to the
Broadway and Rankin street, hostess
Oct. 16- Commencement Exercises library jn groups of about twenty
Knox County General Hospital School each morning and afternoon and
of Nursing.
Oct. 20 — Membership Campaign. are accompanied by their teachers,
Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. L.
Oct 22—Appleton—Annual Harvest Miss Jennie McConchie, Mrs. HazelHome at Riverside Hall.
teen Simonson, Mrs. Carol G Jillson
Oct. 24—Annual meeting of Knox
The
ar.d Lincoln Farm Bureau at Waldo- and Miss Elsie Burbank.
b ro Htch School.
course,
which
has
been
given
sev

Oct. 30- Thomaston—Halloween Mas
querade Ball at Watts hall, auspices eral years, commenced Monday and
Motor Corps.
will continue for two weeks.
Oct. 31- Halloween.

^ward
—
mb

\

w.j

Navy

approved photo

. the 40mm Bofors anti
L made of high-strength
1 : ls and though only
J weight was added,
las increased 50%. Cost
L was ?76.80 less than
istruction. The total savJ5,OOO units is estimated
I'H.
Td of ?500 went to Lt.
Lie, II. S. Knerr, V. $.
Ivy Yard, Portsmouth,
kshire.
lect was tlie design of a
In, cruiser.
|l of $250 went to Edgai
fcd Loren L. Elliot, OrdImeers, Ordnance DepartI S. \riny, Washington.
Ir subject was the welded
In of an armored tank.
Id of $150 went to L«i
I’.icdcrnian. Fisher Tank
llint, Michigan. The sub
| - elding of armor plate
jduction.
It of $100 went to Harold
lief Engineer, Reliance
Lets Company, McKeesIvlvar.ia. The subject was
I ef welded girders and
lor a military pontoon
Tible of supporting 60-ton

The Junior Auxiliary of the
Methodist Church, which met in
hie vestry Thursday night, made ,
plans for a Halloween party to be
held the latter part of the month.
A feature of the social hour, which
followed the business meeting, was
a miscellaneous shower for Mrs.
Winfield Chatto, with gifts from
the twenty members present. Re
freshments were served. Hostesses
were Mrs. Donald E. Haskell, Mrs.
Robert C. Gregory, Mrs. Elmer E.
Trask and Miss Marguerite de
Rochemont.

$100 went to Harold
Mechanical Engineer.
Traction
Engineering
If Waterville.

NGTON
b. Brewster)
per—The

Man-

the Maine lumber reE Broderick, executive
brtheastem Lumberman's
li. also came to Washing|ov< r the picture and conimpression as to the
for producing several
I
i feet in Maine if
bi
ments could be mad
labor supplies as-

[uate

.Manpower Problem
roblem these days comes
Im. i.pcwer which means
f
er and youth power
evident this last week
Is '.'.ere taken to organize
|
ol youth cf America
ir effort.
|uman sub-ccmmittee cn
cf which Senator Brewslember held several hearb> i • week in Washington
Id aircraft factories on
Ind where thousands ot
| new employed. Two
using 50 percent wcmen
Ind cue plant believed It
1 to 80 percent women

SATURDAY, OCT. 17
9.30 A. M.

|

I’

95-95

JULIA A. BARKER

of the situation from

j :vir~

the

MEDIUM

Administration

"Letting Your Light Shine,” was
the theme of the opening meeting
cf the Y.P.C.U., Sunday evening at
the Universalist Church. Miss Kath
leen Weed was leader and she was
assisted by Burnell Mank, Helen
Crockett, Nada, Cary and Lu
cille Stanley. A short business
meeting was conducted by Virginia
Bowley, president, after which Dr.
Lowe introduced Louis A. Walker,
who spoke to the %roup on “Plan ning Your Future,” Refreshments
were served by Mrs. Persis Kirk.
Miss Kathleen Weed and Mrs.
Jchn S. Lowe. Special guests at
the meeting were Dr. and Mrs. John
S. Lowe. Louis A. Walker, Mrs
Thomas Sweeney, Miss Mary John
son, Albert Burpee and Mrs. Persis
Kirk.

DIED
Abbotoni—At Waldoboro. Oct. 8, Mrs.
Marie Abbotoni, age 62 years.
Sholes—At Belfast. Sept 11. Newton
Cook Sholes, formerly of Vinalhaven.
age 54 years. 4 months. 5 days. Com
mittal services at Roberts Cemetery.
Vinalhaven. Wednesday morning
Dyer—At Haddonfield. N J , Oct. 9.
Rose (Emery) widow of Charles E
river of Owls Head.
Interment in
Harleigh Cemetery.
CARD OF THANKS

- li v McNutt of the
• r Commission. All

of Augusta will be at

To the fact that evprjtohe
.'
need to buckle up

82 NEW COUNTY ROAD

From OCT. 8 to OCT. 17

and increa e their out-

I
the line if Ameti 1
Ithe war.

Readings from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Phone 717-J for appointment

94-95

lodge members in the
let
ricm Edwin Ganinames of members thus
jre on the plaque
Lorn for many others.

Raise “Victory” Pig
You can't raise a Victory Gar
den during the winter months,
but you can raise a "Victory”
Pig. Do your part to lessen the
meat shortage by raising your
own ham, pork, bacon, sausage,
tenderloin, spare ribs, knuckles,
etc. It is easy and economical.
We have available now a supply
of six, eight and ten week old
pure bred Hampshires and Ches
ter Whites at reasonable cost.
Phone or write BROOK14 OOD
FARM, Pemaquid, Maine, Emil
Sakacy, Mgr. Phone: New Har
bor 297 or call Saturdays, Sun
days or evenings. 94&95-98&90

’BUY

WAR
^BONDS
ra

IE

Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockport will
be the speaker at the first meeting
cf the season of the Baptist Men’s
League Thursday night. A chicken
supper will be served at 6.30.

11, James Wentworth of Hope and
laboratory. He graduated from High Miss
Phyllis Arnold of Camden—by
Miss Barbara J. Lamb
who is
Winfield Witham
School this year. He has made his Rev.
Shat in-Frieze—At Plainfield. N J. a pre-clincial student at the Rhode
home with his aunt since he was Oct. 4. David Shavln, of New York,
and Jeannette Frieze of Plainfield, N Island Hospital School of Nursing,
seven frears of age.
J.—-by Rev. Robert B. Rock.
lluppcr-Sprague—At Anniston, Ala . Providence, spent the week-end
Sept. 27 Corp. Leslie S. Hupper of with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Beano G.A.R. Hall Thursday, Martinsville and Miss Geraldine Eve S. E. Lamb, Rankin street.
Sprague
Oct. 15 2.15 p. m.—adv.
lt lynAchorn-Athearn
—At Vinalhaven. Oct.
6. Clyde Achorn and Eleanor Athearn.
Mrs. Roy A. Welker left for Bos
both of Rockland.—by Rev. Charles
S. Mitchell.
ton
Monday to visit her sister, Mrs.
BIG
Karl-Baker—At Lewiston. June 1.
John Fredrelck Karl of Rockland and W. C. Timmons of New Britain,
RUMMAGE SALE
Miss Anna Louise Baker of Fairfield—
Ccnn., who is a patient at the
by Rev. Walter S Rounds.
UNIVERSALIST VESTRY
Baker Memorial Hospital.

jnm t ee heard estimates
Inents for this next year
I ntatives of the Armv.
1 War ProductiOU Board,

Hershey of

A meeting of church school work
ers of the First Baptist Church will
be held in (he vestry, Friday night
at 7.30.

Activities at the Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church this week inelude: Wednesday, all-day sewing
for Red Cross with luncheon at
noon, rummage sale, under direc
tion of Mrs. Cheever C. Ames, start
ing at 9.30 a. m., Missionary pro
gram of Women’s Society of Chris
tian Service, subject, Latin Ameri
can, using "On This Foundation,’’
by Rycroft, with Mrs. A. G. Hemp
stead in charge, at 3 p. m., and
A Social Security account number
Baraca Class, with Mrs. Corwin H. in the name of Charles Elbert
Olds, guest speaker, at 7.30 p. m.; Ranquist was found on the street
Thursday, 7 to 9.30 p. m., Youth and may be obtained at this office.
Fellowship will hold a social and
A candlelight memorial service installation of officers.
Where are the “eight fronts” it
was held Friday evening following
is claimed the United States already
Mrs. Avis Brasier is on a two have in rebuttal for the clamor for
the business meeting of Golden Rod
Chapter, Order of Eastern Star, for weeks’ vacation from her duties at “a second front” and now? Educa
Mrs. Sarah Rosenberg, Mrs. Annie the postoffice.
tional Club forum.
<
Stevens. Mrs. Leola Noyes, Hollis
The Rcckland Townsend Club
Fred C. Black is home from
Merry, Edw’ard C. Payson and Kenmeets
every Thursday night at 7 New York highly enthusiastic over
dric Searles. The supper was in
o’clock.
the three World Series games he
charge of Mrs. Maitie Spaulding
witnessed in that city, along with
and Mrs. Laura Buswell.
The Rockport Farm Bureau will
his son Gerald who had joined
meet with Mrs. Minetta Paul in
Knox County donors to the Rockport Thursday with all-day him from his Army Camp in the
Blood Bank last week were: Bar sessions.
Subject, “Slip Covers." South. “Lots of inside baseball’’
says Fred, who has been keeping
bara Smith, Ingraham's Hill; Car
in touch with the World Series
la Kirk, Ingraham's Hill; Mark
BORN
Brackett—At Rockland. Oct 10. to classics ever since he was old
Reed. Rockland; Clement F. Moody,
Mr and Mrs. Ralph E. Brackett a enough to understand the game.
Thomaston; Minnie Smith. Ingra daughter.
Goldman—At Wyman Hospital. Cam One thing which mystified him
hams Hill; Jocelyn Christie, Ruth bridge.
Mass.. Oct. 11. to Mr and Mrs.
Grnidle, Kathleen Brown, Robie Lc.ward Goldman (Helen Rubenstein) is why Manager McCarthy kept
a son.
Ames and Gertrude Dority, Cam
Richards—At St. Andrews’ Hospital. Red Ruffing in the box so lohg in
Bocthbay Harbor. Oct. 8. to Mr and the final game.” The St. Louis
den. Messrs. Reed and Moody Mrs.
Clifford E Richards, formerly of
Cardinals are a wonderful team,”
dedicated their blood donations to Rocknort. a son—Bruce Cabot.
Wright—At Camden, Sept. 25. to Mr
Charles K. McWhinnie, a local and Mrs. Cleveland W Wright, a is his conclusion.
daughter—Kathryn Evejyn.
patient in Knox Hospital.
Savitt—At Knox County General
Liberate Paladino. an employe of
Ho.-pltal. Oct. 9. to Mr. and Mrs. Sam
the Consolidated Aeroplane Com
Miss Ann Heald of Rockland' is J Savitt, a son.
pany, has been transferred from
employed at the office of the State
MARRIED
San
Diego, Calif., to Tucsan, Ari
News Co., Park street.
Hamalainen-Kelier—At West Rock
port. Oct. 10. David Hamalainen and zona.
*
Miss Dorothy Ellen Keller, both of
Milton Roberts, a nephew of Mrs. West Roekport.
—At Belfast. Oct.
The Women's Auxiliary of St.
Edward Cross, and popular second 10.Hastings-Goodwin
Ellis E Hastings and Eleanor F.
Gcodwln.
R.
N..
both
of
Rockland.
—
Peter
’s Episcopal Church will
mate of the Sea Scout Ship, Red
by Rev. Arthur F Leigh.
meet
Thursday night at 7 ‘o'clock
Jacket, has entered Northeastern
Mitehell-Spircuco—At South Port
land.
Sept.
18.
Richard
Mltehell
of
in
the
Undercroft, to make plans
University to take up the study of Rockland and Ml.-.s Phyllis Splocuco of
South
Portland.
for Christmas boxes for the men
chemical engineering. His interest
Mitchell-Hilt—At Camp Edison, N
in chemistry was started when he J., Oet 9. Charles J. Mitchell of in the service.
and Dorothy Morton Hilt
received as a Christinas gift a small Rockland
of East Union.—by Chaplain W. L.
Winslow-Holbrook Post, Ameri
Young.
chemistry set when he was 12
Waldron-Norman—At Rockland. Oct. can Legion, will meet Thursday
years of age. He majored in 10. Sumner Robert Waldron. and
Margaret Josephine Norman, both of night. A supper will be served at
chemistry during high school days, Rockland
by Rev A G Hempstead
and has a well equipped home
Wentwortli-Arnold—At Camden. Oct. 6.30.

«

SERVICE

Makes of Cars!

Tills Is to thank all our friends and
neighbors for flowers, cards and gifts
presented to us on our Golden Wed
ding anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs Benj. B Bisbee

BENEFIT BEANO
K P. HALL. THOMASTON
THURSDAY. 8.15
LUCKY’ GAME $12.00
MARATHON $5.00
FREE GAME $4.00

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Grange Hall, South Cushing

SECURITY SALESMEN
For Established Boston Investment'
House

Music by
BILL BROWN’S COLORED ORCH.
We have an attractive opening for
Admission 15c and 25c
an experienced security salesman to

RUSSELL
Ambulance Service

llfl-tf

Charles M. Dennison Moves
From Swan’s Island To
Waldoboro

• CLAREMONT ST.
bockland, ME.

TEL. 662

represent us in Rockland-CamdenBelfast. and adjacent territory. This '
should prove to be a permanent po
sition for the right man. If you are
familiar with securities and know
how to take advantage of the active
and friendly co-operation of wellrounded trading, statistical and dis
tributing departments, you will find
this connection a congenial and pro
fitable one. Compensation will be
arranged on the basis of experience
and records. Our sales force have
been informed of this advertisement.
Write in strict confidence to The
Courier-Gazette Roc ki arte. Me

wASH1[NGTON-ANl) YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith1

Washington, Oct. 7—The next,
big legislative problem facing Con
gress Ls how to make sure that we
have the necessary control over the I
manpower and womanpower, to
back uh the fighting men.
At my request Miss Bertha Nienburg, assistant director of the U. S.
Department of Labor’s Women’s
Bureau, has gathered some figures
on what labor will be needed, and
what proportion must probably
come from the ranks of women.
Miss Nienburg says that there is
talk of ten million men in the
armed forces by next year, but that
7,500,000 is the figure on which her
figures are based, going up to Octo
ber of 1943, a year from now. She
says she doubts if more than 2,500,000 can be added to our approxi
mate 5,000,000 by next October.
The net increase in workers
needed in the next year is 6,200,000. Part of the men in the armed
forces will come from agricul
tural and non-agricultural civilian
groups. Miss Nienburg’s table shows
only 200,000 more workers needed
for agriculture. But she says that
probably the armed forces will take
a million men from the agricultural
group. That means that this mil
lion will have to be replaced, and
200,000 added, which means 1,200,000 more agricultural workers must
be found.
In estimating how many workers
are available, Miss Nienburg starts
with the 103,127,000 persons 14
years of age and over, in the United
States. These ' are all counted as
a potential labor force, because
many young people of 14 years of
age work on farms. There are
about four million boys and four
million girls over 14, in schools.
Most of these are between 14 and
19 years of age. There are more
than eight million men and five
million women in institutions of
one kind or another, which takes
them out of the potential total
from which workers can be drawn.
Therefore, says Miss Nienburg,
women make up the large reservoir
from which we must draw, espe
cially women under 45 years of age,
who do not have children under 16
years of age. There are migratory
problems involed she says, because
many of these women are concen
trated in the non-industrial States.
She estimates that there were
65.1 million persons employed on
July 1st of this year. This must
go up to 61.4 million by next July,

civilian workers will be added. Of
the civilians, two million will be
Dr. Charles N. Denison, w’ho has
non-agricultural.
been located in Swan's Island
Miss Nienburg estimates that we
nearly four years, has located in
Waldoboro.
have 800,000 unemployed women, of
The newcomer is a native of
whom 700,000 are under 45 years of
Stillwater, N. Y„ and graduated |
age. There are 13,480,000 home
from Long Island College Hospital
women without young children, and
j in Brooklyn.
of these 6,066,000 are under 45
He practiced in Howland before
years of age. Of those under 45
' going to Swan's Island, and prior
years, 1,432,000 are single, 4,346,000
to that was located for 30 years |
are married, 288,000 are widowed.
' in Cheshire, Conn.
It is from this approximately six
million women that we must be
Mrs Victor Mackie of Long Cove ( Air Base, Yakima, Washington. help out the cause. A Halloween
gin to draw workers, as the armed
sends us the following interesting He was sent from Fort Devens to
party
is
one
of
the
projects
being
forces Increase.
Atlantic City, N. J., and later spent
note:
planned.
As Winter comes on, and farm
"In answer to an article in the a short time at Salt Lake City, Utah,
• * * *
work
decreases in Maine, there is
Oct. 6 Courier-Gazette, ‘What Knox and is now receiving training at
Llewellyn Oliver of Friendship
interest
in farm work in the South,
County family has the largest num the above address for an airplane has enlisted in the Reserve Train
and
inquiries
whether or not the
ber of boys in the service?’ I would mechanic . Like all the boys in the ing School. His address is Dick
Government
will
provide transpor
like to tell you I have four sons in service he eagerly awaits the mail inson Hall, Westfield, Mass.
tation
to
the
South.
The Division of
the service. They are: Pvt. Wiljo frem home and appreciates hearing
Transportation*^ Agricultural La
Mackie, who has been in the service from friends.
A surprise black-out was held in
bor
says it can provide transporta
»
»
*
*
19 months; Pfc. Waino Mackie, 18
Knox County Monday night, very
tion
only if there is certification
Pvt. Charles Mackie of Paterson
months; Pvt. Charles Mackie, nine
few of the Civilian Defense officials
that the labor is needed in a defi
months; Sgt. Technician Lamic Field, Ohio, has been visiting hts
having any advance information.
nite
locality. Workers naturally
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Mackie
Mackie, six months.”
John M. Pomeroy, County Co-ordi
are
brought
from the nearest
And The Courier-Gazette greatly of Long Cove, on an eight day fur
nator for Civilian Defense, said this
source,
so
it
is
not likely workers
doubts if that record can be equalled lough; he also visited relatives in
morning that only a few com
would
be
brought
South from
New York.
in Knox County.
munities had reported, but that ap
* • • •
Maine. Information can be ob
• • • •
tained from your nearest Federal
Vernon M. Simmons, son of Mr. 1 Pfc. William S. Carver who is parently it was a success. The
alert
in
Rockland
was
sounded
just
Employment
Service.
at Camp Edwards,
and Itlrs. Lewis M. Simmons of stationed
before
8
o
’
clock
and
the
black-out
When
constituents
wrote me that
South Thmoaston, has enlisted in Mass., spent last week-end at his
was
from
8
20
to
8.40.
Louis
B.
they had heard New England was
the U. S. Naval Reserve as fireman, home in South Hcpe, visiting his
Cook,
chief
air
raid
warden,
who
being
discriminated against in gaso
mother
Mrs.
Mary
Carver
and
first class. He reported for active
was
attending
a
meeting
at
the
line
rationing,
I asked Joel Dean,
other
relatives
and
friends.
duty in Boston, Monday.
Ward Five post, said that more
• * * •
• * • *
Director of the Fuel Rationing Di
Corporal Irving William Rich, wardens, auxiliary police and mem
vision about it. He replied that
Coxswain Joseph P. Bailey, Jr.,
bers
of
the
various
services
reported
gasoline
regulations are uniformly
20,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
of the U. S. Coast Guard, who is
for
duty,
than
were
present
at
the
applied
throughout
the rationed
Rich,
of
Union,
Me.,
received
the
stationed at Quincy, Mass., recently
mobilization
Sunday.
area.
"Local
Boards
are
restricted
visited Mrs. Bailey at the home of rating of Staff Sergeant Pilot and
in
matters
of
law
by
the
regula
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph was awarded his Army Air Forces
Chester
Reed
of
Rockport,
be

tions, although questions of fact
Pellicane, Park street, white on a silver wings at impressive gradua
are determined individually,” he
tion exercises held Friday, Oct. 9 fore Judge Zelma M. Dwinal in
48-hour leave.
• • • *
said. Plans are now being drawn
at Spence Field, Ga. Sgt. Rich Municipal Court, Friday, pleaded
up for Nation-wide rationing of
Friends if Guy Torrey, Jr., who graduated from Union High School guilty to a charge of driving white
gasoline to save rubber. Mr. Dean
Was recently reported by the Navy in 1939 where he was a member of under the infuence of liquor at
Thomaston,
Oct.
8.
He
was
sen

said he would investigate any spe
Department as missing, will be re the basketball teams. Following
tenced
to
serve
90
days
in
jail.
cific
instance of discrimination that
lieved to know that he has more a congratulatory message
by
Robert
Olson
of
Rockland,
before
I
could
bring to him.
recently been reported as alive, al Colonel Y. H. Taylor, Post Com
Judge
Dwinal,
Monday,
pleaded
I have been appointed to a sub
though on the casualty list.—Deer manding Officer, Lt. Claude T.
guilty
to
charge
of
assault
and
committee
of my Committee on
Isle Messenger.
Ennis, Post Chaplain, gave the
• * ♦ *
battery
on
person
unknown
at
Education
to
study a program of
graduates a realistic picture of
Mrs. Eva N. Spear, Talbot avenue. the task facing them.
vocational education for persons
Rockland, Oct. 10. He was sen
Rockland, has two sons and two
with serice-connected disabilities,
tenced to the Men's Reformatory.
♦ ♦ • •
grandsons in the service. Kenneth
or others who may be physically
Mrs. 1 Charles Bodman of Lawn
R. Spear is an engineer in the U. S. avenue has received word that her
handicapped by birth, accident or
Alvah L. Anderson of Camden,
Army Transport Service, Quarter son, Corp. Charles Bodman, has member of the Selective Service
disease. A bill has been introduced
master's Corps, stationed at Port been promoted to sergeant.
by Representative Barden of North
Board, was speaker at the Kiwanis
• ♦ • »
land and his son, Midshipman
Carolina to rehabilitate these per
Club meeting at the Hotel Rock
sons, not only because of human
Richard G. Spear, U. S. Naval Re
Pvt. Robert E. Hillgrove’s address land Monday evening. He talked
sympathy and compassion, but to
serve, is at present on training ship is: Drill Instructor, Parris Island, on the Selective Service System. A
Alleghany in New York. Com S. C. He would be pleased to hear question period followed. L. C.
make them self-supporting mem
mander Tyler W. Spear, U.SN., is from his friends. “Bright spot cf Tibbetts of South Portland was a
bers of society if possible. Funds
at Marine Barracks, New River. the night,” he writes, when he re visiting Kiwanian.
would probably be apportioned to
States on a matching basis maybe
N. C., and his son, Aviation Cadet ceives The Courier-Gazette.
• • • •
Robert W. Spear, is stationed at
Mayor Edward R. Veazie reports and to 62.3 by October of next a fifty-fifty plan. Hearings have
From Texas comes word that that the total receipts for the year.
been held on this bill, and we are
Rankin Field, Tulare, Calif.
• • • *
Adriel B. Fales, son cf Mrs. Charles United China Relief Campaign, so
She figures that on July 1st of preparing a report for the CongressHilding E. Seastrom A. S. son of Fales, has been promoted to successfully conducted by the late this year there were 3,500,000 per
Mrs. Ernest Hanson of Long Cove Sergeant.
Parents of men in the war service:
Rev. Helen Hyde Carlson, w’as sons In the armed forces and 52,• * • •
has enlisted in the U. S. Coast
600,000
employed
civilians.
By
July
Is
your son receiving The Courier$1067.80. The expenses were very
Since his visit to Rockland in
Guard and is stationed at South
of
next
year
there
will
be
6,700,000
Gazette
regularly Can you imagine
low, only $48.73, leaving the net
August, Francis J. McAlary, son of
in
the
armed
forces
and
54,700,000 anything that would have a greater
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. McAlary, has amount $1019.07. Rockland’s quo employed civilians. By October of value in the eyes of the absent
* * * •
ta was set at $1000. The final do
Pvt. Wilmer A. Ames of Port been promoted to Captain in the
nation
to the fund, $50, w’as made 1943 there will be 7,500.000 persons fighter?
O'Conner, Texas, is home on fur Engineers Corps of the Army. His
in the armed forces and 54,800,000
lough. Pvt. Ames who has been headquarters are in Washington, by Mrs. Louis W. Fickett, who is employed civilians.
For dependable radio service
especially interested in the wel
in Lake Charles, Louisiana for the D. C.
That is, there will be four million call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
fare of Chinese children.
• * • «
past year has been transferred tc
more men in the armed forces by 517 Main street. Complete Philco
The Winter season at the Rock
60tf
Boat service in Port O'Conner,
next October; and 2,200,000 more line.—adv.
land Service Mens Club is getting
SOUTH WARREN
Texas.
off to a good start. Parties are be
• • ♦ •
Mrs. Mary Libby is visiting rela
Word has been received that Sgt. ing planned and those of the Junior tives in Portland.
Reino E. Erkkila, son of Mr. and hostesses under the direction of
W. E. Maxey and daughter of
Mrs. Axel Erkkila of Warren is Miss Bernice Havener are much Gardner were callers Thursday at
an instructor of Flight Engineers enjoyed.
O. A. Copeland’s.
The club room needs very badly
at Geiger Field, Spokane, Wash.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lermond
a wardrobe or some sort of a closet
• • * w
were
Sunday guests at Percy LerThe Coast Guard Cutter Muske- in which to store games, dusters mend’s, Jefferson.
get has been overdue in the At and such things. More bookshelves
Miss Mildred Fulton, who has
lantic for some time and must be could be used to good advantage. employment at Augusta, spent the
presumed lost, says a Navy com Already more chairs and sofas have week-end at her home here. She
munique. The ship formerly be been given by kind friends. Any was accompanied by her friend.
longed to the Eastern Steamship one donating may be assured that Anita Everett.
Lines, and had often visited they will be gratefully received.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Linekin and
There is a demand for apartments
Rockland and Camden.
daughter,
Inez of Worcester, Mass,
or rooms with kitchen privileges.
• • • *
and
Mrs.
Mary
penry of Thomas
Sgt. Hadley Milter of Friendship Anyone wishing to rent will do a ton, called on friends here recently.
stands for"Regiihas graduated from the Anti-air favor to the boys by calling at the
tered & Guaranteed” On
craft Artillery School at Camp Service Room and listing with the
a Middishade Blue Suit,
NORTH HAVEN
Davis, N .C. and has been commis hostess there.
it stands for quality with
The boys are well fed at the Base
Members of the Young People's
sioned a 2d Lieutenant in the U.
out question .. . satisfac
so refreshments are only served at Library, Pulpit Harbor, are request
S. Army.
special parties. However, they seem ed to meet at Mrs. Frank Water
tion without stint. Your
• « * •
The address of Pvt. Lloyd Maxey to like our Maine apples and any man’s, Nov. 12, at 7.30 p. m., to de
Middishade is individually
of Warren is now 1st Provisional one having a surplus or wishing to cide what will be done with the
guaranteed ... in black96T99
Training Squadron, 2nd Air Force buy a few pounds for the room, will Library Books.
and-white ... to give you
Field Training Detachment, Army

• Two "letters" for
the First-Class |

MALE!

BINBO

DANCE

FUNERAL HOME

Ue-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME. '

BENEFIT BEANO

Has A New Doctor

WORKING FOR VICTORY

I. O. O. F HALL, SATURDAY, 8.15 TUES. NIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7-45
Given Away $5.00—1 each
FREE GAME. $10.00
Door Prize $1.50
LUCKY GAME. $20.00
DOOR pftlZE $7.50
Eight Lucky Games
OTHER GOOD PRIZES
95* lt
Lots of Good Prizes on Evening Play
PLENTY OF GROCERIES
95‘lt
95’lt

FUNERAL HOME

TELEPHONES
•M ar 781-1 ar 781-U

All registered nurses are to be
fingerprinted, graduates of the lo
cal hospital and other hospitals as
well, so it is highly important that
all nurses attend the Knox Hos
pital Alumni meeting which is to
be held tomorrow night at 7 30 at
the Bok Home.
Following the
meeting Dr Hall will speak on
“Civilian Defense."

This morning's Press Herald says
that Fred P. Knight of Rockland,
will leave today in custody of
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to extend heartfelt thanks Deputy U. S. Marshal William
to my many relatives and friends for
the lovely flowers, cards and all other Doherty for Danbury, Conn., Cor
gifts to me during my recent Illness rectional Institution, where he will
and many thanks to the nurses at
Knox Hospital and Drs. Soule and serve sentences imposed in U. S.
Weisman.
District Court, Oct. 1. Knight was
Mrs Donald Huntley
given a six months' sentence after
Rummage sate in Methodist he was found guilty of carrying on
Church vestry Wednesday morn the business of a retail liquor dealer
ing.—adv.
K without payment cf the special
federal tax.

BURPEE1S
Ambulance Service

5
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WALDO THEATRE
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

READ

the kind of service a suit
must yield in wartime I

______

“FLORIMEL FLUFF”

Come in and slip on a k
Middishade 1

A Cat’s Journey Into Wonderland

#42-50

By Leah Ramsdell Fuller,

Rockland, Maine.
Please have your publisher reserve for mo
................ copies of "Florimel Fluff” at $1.25 a copy.

Name ........................................................................................................
Address
..................................................................................................
95-98

SHOW TIMES

Matinees
Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00
Evenings at 8.00
TUES.-WED., OCT. 13-14

SHRUBS—FOR FALL PLANTING

JUDY CANOVA

in

Next three weeks is an ideal time to plant them;

“SLEEPYTIME GAL”

40 varieties of Hardy Shrubs, Trees and Vines

THURS.-FRI., OCT. 15-16

Universal Presents
Robert Stack, Broderick Cran
ford and Jackie Cooper
tn

“MEN OF TEXAS”

[ BLUE SUITS

GREETINGS TO THE FARM BUREAU

Delivery Once a Week

LILY POND NURSERIES

GREGORY’S

W. S. Chater, Prop.

Route 1, Between Camden and Rockport

REGISTERED & GUARANTEED

95-97

■I
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A—, r<Mi?

LINCOLN FARM BUREAU MEETS WAR PROBLEMSIT’S AL
4-H ERS ARE IN VICTORY FIGHT

FOOD FOR VICTORY MEMBERS

GOOD POULTMNGE ESSENTIAL

4-H CLUBS IN WAR WORK

Frank Flagg of Jeffereson
and Ruth Norwood of Al
School Boys and Girls Organized In Special 4-H Over 10,000 Maine Boys and Girls Have Made
ford Lake Will Com
pete for Harvester
Splendid Record In Victory Effort
Club Groups For Conservation
Prize

Frank Flagg of Jefferson and
A great many newcomers to the i tered in 19 other communities i Red Cross work has been a Grange hall, washing all the win Ruth Norwood of Alford Lake were
4-H organization were enlisted l throughout Knox and Lincoln popular activity for the clubs. Tht- dows and cupboards in prepara • chosen to compete in the State All
tion for the Pomona meeting. They
Happy-go-Luckies of Warren led
through a county-wide campaign I counties.
also cleaned up rubbish along the Round Victory Contest. Tlie InterSimplified reports have been pre
with the co-operation of the school pared for these members. Upon i by Mrs. Luella Crockett sold waxed State highway a mile in each di • national Harvester Company »
superintendents and teachers. The j submitting this report, the member paper and turned over the receipts rection from the Corner. The Jolly I awarding $25 war bonds to eaclVaf
ccunty club agent visited nearly receives a red. white and blue cer I to the local chapter. The Jolly Highlanders cleaned up the Rock three boys and three girls in the
every grade school in rural areas tificate signed by Governor Sewall Highlanders of Rockland, Mrs. land Farm Bureau Hall. Vinalha state who have done the most out
where there were no organized and Arthur Deering, director of i Lura Sawyer, leader, sewed for the ven clubs sold poppies for the standing work contributing to
clubs, enlisting boys and girts as I the Maine Extension Service, stat I Red Cross at several meetings. American Legion.
Victory—by raising or preserving
“food for victory” members.
ing that as a member of the 4-H Earle Moore's George's Valley boys
Damariscotta Fair was held and food at home, by assisting with
Good rad Loud pullets
A total of 265 of these food pro • organization he has helped to pro ' collected paper and turned the Lincoln County members received salvage campaigns, and community
duction and conservation projects duce or conserve food. If a mem proceeds of $30 over to the local prizes amounting to $54.10 lor ex and civilian defense activities.
he has been able to keep his
During the past 10 years
have been carried on during the ber wishes to compete for further , chapter. The Alford Lake Club hibits, but Union Fair was not, and
Frank has completed ten projects recommendations of thu Ext Ige grassed over all Summer with
Summer months. In some in prizes and awards, he has the privi was instrumental in obtaining an Knox County members were un in six years of club work. In 1939
Frank Flagg, a club member from Jefferson, shows his pure-bred Holstein
a few bare spots near the
stances it was possible to find in lege of submitting the account instructor for a First Aid course in able to earn the usual $110 allotted he was county chick raising cham Service and Farm Bureau
bull. Cooper, aged seven months
terested persons who acted as form required of regular 4-H their community and all members for prizes.
pion, in 1940 county gardening erating many changes have| liters. Another practice which
The attitude of rural youth to 50 chicks for him which he has “victory guides” visiting projects members.
This year, too, because of trans champion, and in 1941 placed in tiie place in the county in cor Lji.s more dollars and cents to
took the course. They also or
get into the fight for victory is re raised in his chick raising project
poultryman is keeping his
portation
difficulties the annual county blue ribbon group with his with poultry management
ganized a Red Cross sewing circle
this year.
tices.
ses
filled to capacity during th»
ct^ick
raising
project.
He
was
a
flected in the work accomplished
with their mothers which met County Field Day. to which mem
Ruth Norwood, a member of the
Liner
months when eggs are
delegate
to
State
Camp
at
Orono
In
One
of
the
most
im
porta
every other Saturday during the bers andi leaders always look for
by over lO.OCO Maine 4-H boys and Ajforcj Lake club of Hope and
111.
1940
and
represented
the
county
at
better
ranges
and
range
ward for a day of fun, was not
Winter.
girls during the past year. You ieader of the Victory 4-H, a
The
Orff
’
9
Corner
Bean
Club
held.. The club pins which a club Camp Vail in Springfield in 19-41. A few years ago rangi were, kventy-nine poultrymen report will find victory gardens and vie- groUp of 12 young girls she organcollected almost a ton of scrap member receives upon completing This year he has carried a dairy and houses crowded. Nov 11hat with a housing capacity ol
tory pigs in evety nook and corner
i3st December, has not only
rubber andi bought defense stamps his project each year may be tied project with profits valued at ranges are provided and the| p45 hens they had 25.685 laying
of the State. You will find 4-H'ers canned 1700 pints of fruits, vege
with the proceeds.
up to save valuable metal for war $594.75; 35 square rods of garden range shelters may be fou August 1. The following men
buying war saving bonds and tables and meat so far this year
and one-half acre of potatoes be most poultry farms. Gooai orted1 as having hens in laying
The Best Maids of Whitefield pui poses.
stamps, collecting scrap metals, tut is also carrying cooking and
sides
helping with the haying, plant ranges are being developed liters during the Summer: W W
In spite of these limitations, club
gave $3 toward the community
rubber and paper, raising money housekeeping, sewing, and garden
ing,
caring
lor and harvesting en- j use of lime and sup. i p [rdelich and Walter Butlei
members knew they must do with
room for first aid equipment.
and sewing for the Red Cross, and projects besides. Audrey Grassow,
silage corn, helping pick and pre- j This means continued us
Dthbay; Donald Johnson. JefIn their effort to help in war out in older to have these things
serving Civilian Defense organiza- a member of the same club and
pare products for his mother to can same range over a period < ^on; Mrs. Gertrude Hupper,
work clubs have not forgotten their and more back again. More work from his garden, and helping with
tions in many capacities as mes- winner of the County Style Dress
and the range furnishes
enant’s Harbor; E. C. Teague
own community needs. The Noble and less play are necessary to
sengers and observation
post Revue, is raising a Hereford baby
other work abcut the farm. For a- deal of feed for the birds.
Charles Kigel, Warren; F D.
wardens.
boro girls gave $2 to the Sunday bring about victory. 4-H Club year he was the County Dairy Herd
beef animal, a pig, and taking
|neson and James Calderwood
Ralph
Hunt
of
Hope
repon
Of the 594 rural boys and girls room improvement. Prank Flagg,
School for the purchase of flags. members can be counted upon to Improvement Association inspector.
enrolled in 4-H Club work in Knox- a member in Jefferson has cared
The Hill Top Juniors of Hope, Mrs. do their share as their past year’s Frank is active in both local and by moving the feed hoppe; Idoboro,
Lincoln Counties, 403 are enlisted | for six dairy animals, raised a garMabel Wright, leader, cleaned the work has shown.
Pomona Grange. He is a member of
in food production and conservation den and a plot of potatoes besides
the Jefferson Observation Post and
projects—garden and crops, dairy. I dcing most of the other farm work,
takes care of fuel for the local Can
pig. poultry, and panning. Pro- These boys and girls represent a
teen unit.
One of the interesting txhibits at the Lincoln County Fair was the 4-11
ject enrollment in garden, bean, small portion of the accomplish- canning
Ruth Norwood has completed 20
booth. I-tft to right are Muriel Cunningham and Helen Humason
chick raising, pig, and canning ments by individual members,
members cf the Sheepscot 4-11 showing folks how it is done.
projects in her nine years of club Organization Has I Great Progress and
is doubled last year’s figures. Por I
____________
This program has helped in Group of Lincoln Farmers Are Enthusiastic work. She was county champion in
in their neighborhoods at intervals,
this reason the $11,760 worth of '
cooking and housekeeping in 1939
Done Splendid iince 1919—Anand giving help ul suggestions and reaching new communities. In
Clothing Program
food produced and conserved in j
and 1940. canning champion in 1949,
these
communities
where
there
are
encouragemenet
to
the
members.
Over New Food-Good For Hay or Pasture
this county last year is expected to 1
-------and in 1941 she placed in both the
enough
members
a 4-H Club will
nual Meel I Waldoboro
The
club
agent
visited
as
many
be greatly increased.
| Remodelling and Renovating
Ccunty
and
.State
blue
ribbon
be
started
early
so
the
members
members as time and gas allowed
October marks the end of the1 Assume Prime Importance
►■•-•-•-•-•-a
groups. She was a delegate to State
may have the advantage of subject
from regular duties.
club year. Reports of projects are
Wartime
Camp
in
1941
and
has
attended
In South Jefferson, nine mem matter at Winter meetings to im
The Knox-Lincoln Count; t; W. F. Hatch, Washington;
coming in. Earle Moote, Jr. a 1
_____
State contest three years. This yeaiprove
their
project
work.
Others
bers,
carried
projects
as
a
part
of
Bureau
was organized in 19| |ilip Lee, Waldcboro; Norman
14-year-cld club member from
Repairing and remodelling cloth
she has done 146244 hours of house
will
be
called
upon
again
early
in
their
juvenile
Grange
work
under
rman, Edgecomb; Edgar Smith,
Warren has sent in reports on five ing on hand will be ^ery important
keeping, prepared 323 meals, canned since that time has been
the
Spring.
The
food
problem
and
the
guidance
of
Mrs.
Winifred
th
Edgecomb; Dennis Stahl,
"food for victory” projects—chick
1718 pints of food valued at $382.56, rural people with their
during this war period.
Banks.
On
October
1
they
held
a
farm
labor
shortage
will
be
even
ikland;
E. C. Teague, Warren;
raising, beans, potatoes, garden,
of these 1421 pints were home grown ! problems.
The membersh ner True, Hcpe; Mrs. Rose
The
War
Production
Board
has
public
victory
exhibition
showing
greater
next
year.
These
boys
and
and pig. with a total value of
! foods, she has made 28 articles l'i past year was 291 men s ker, Woolwich; Mrs. Annie Bar$168.75. The quality of Earle’s had to curtail some textiles entire- some of the work accomplished. girls are in a key position to help,
I
sewdng including two baby dreSses, women. Each year the
Camden; Miss Estelle Bartlett,
work may be judged by a few’ of ly and limit others for Civilian use The town of Camden has 59 of fight this battle an the “home
!
two
nightdresses, two skirts, one meeting is held for election
front.
”
these
members.
Others
are
scatmden;
' Mrs. Maud Calderwood.
the honors he has received during because of the need for them in
; shirt, two children’s dresses and two cers and to conduct other t
Son;
Mrs.
H. Carver. West Rockthe past year. His potatoes won a ihe war program. This means that
sweaters for the Red Cross, and has of the organization.
t;
Mrs.
Mary
Crooker, Bristol,
first prize at Windsor Pair and his mest people will make what they
raised a garden of six square rods.
This year the meeting will
. E. E. Dunton. Whitefield; Mrs.
garden exhibit cf a variety cf four have go a long ways by taking good
, She organized and leads the Vicat Waldoboro High School, la Fernald, Camden; Mrs. Fannie
vegetables won first in the 4-H di- care of it. by repairing, and by re
i tory 4-H Club in East Union which
boro, Saturday, Oct. 24, at 1 [over, Wiscasset; Mrs. Jennie
vision at the Camden Victory Gar- modelling.
' finished 14 projects 100 percent and j
den Harvest Show. The dozen i The Extension progiam for 1943
has enrolled 100 percent for 1943 j There will be exhibits of 11, Nobleboro; Mrs. Julia Harproducts both from the
id, Hope; Mrs George Hausen,
eggs Earle sent to the Farm and will include clothing clinics, repairwith two new members.
home.
Tlie
speaker
this
y<|
nitefield;
Mrs. Lizzie R Hawes,
Home Week 4-H Egg Show at ing information, and possibly coat
Clover important crop
be
Payson
Smi|h
from
tin
ion.
Orono placed third and won the schools.
versity of Maine teaching sta, •Irs. Nathan Hopkins, Camden;
A new clover which is of im-, clover takes its place,
Smith was former Conuni:
portance to both dairymen and | Poultrymen will find that a smal
■s. Sarah Jameson, Friendship;
Education in Maine and Mas ■s. Fred M. Kenniston, Union;
poultrymen in the county is a new plot near the poultry house tha
PROMPT SERVICE TO YOU
setts.
giant white dutch clover which is can be cut and fed to the bird:
s. Ralph Knight. Camden; Mrs
Wallace Spear, North Noli W Payson, East Union; Mrs. W
known as ladino clover.
that are confined will be good foi
president of the organizatio Payson, East Union; Mrs RanThis clover can be used for either the birds and save on feed.
AT ALL TIMES
be in charge.
hay or pasture. If used for hay tt
The following men in the countj
!1 Robbins, East Union; Mrs. Eva
ssell, Bristol; Mrs. Fred Soule, I
Another
feature
of
the
should
be
cut
in
early
June.
Sev

are
now
growing
this
new
clover:
UNITED
WIRTHMORE FEEDS
will
be
the
honoring
of
those]
eral dairymen have found it ideal Bristol, Gerald Foster; Boothbay
Iscasset; Miss Frances P. True.!
STATES
bers who have been connected »pe; Mrs. S. E. Wentworth, Union; ,
for the silo and many acres were Bickford
Giles;
Damariscotta
DEFENSE
cut for ensilage this year. It does Round Top Farms, Milton Plum
the organization over a pq •s. Albion Wotton. Friendship; :
I. E. PERRY
best on lower land than most mer; Jefferson, R. Ellis Moody, D
onds 20 years.
's. W. P. Young, Camden; Mrs I
TELEPHONE 51-12,
WARREN, ME.
In other years the foll( Irvey C. Bailey, Whitefield; Mrs
clover and is apt to Winter kill on Lee Shepherd, Harold Dow, Walstamps have been presented with i ibert Belknap, Damariscotta; Mrs .
dry sandy ridges. Por pasture, it lace Spear, Osgood Eugley, Howarc
is hard to beat as it will produce Sproul, Arthur Hall, Leroy Cunbuttons and the women
llph Brown, Hope; Mrs. Mary
a good crop in a few days. Three J ningham. Clive Brown, H. A. Clark
year pins: Alden Alien. Hq impus, Damariscotta; Mrs. John
or four acres will handle 10 or 12 Nobleboro, Joe Chapman, Hudson
N. Ayer, Jr., Aina; Ralph
zell, Camden; Mrs. S T.
cows most of the Summer.
Vannah; Orff’s Corner, Albert ElRockland; O A. Copeland. Wl amer, Nobleboro; Mrs. Leon A
The mixture used for seeding is well; Union, Miles Jones; WaldoRalph Cripps, Camden H Bi dge, North Edgecomb; Mrs.
two pounds ladino and seven boro, W. A. Mink, Thurlow Ludwig:
ningham, Washington: E B
nes Dornan, Union
pounds timothy to the acre. This Whitefield. L. C. Rogers, T. Vigue
Damariscotta; S. D Gillette, tfrs. Viola Mae Lucier, Damariwill give a very good stand of grass Charles Tibbetts, George O’Neil
J. Herbert Gould, Camden;
»tta; Mrs. Stephen Prentice, BrisDAMARISCOTTA, ME.
Mrs. George Hausen of Whitefield has a good garden
and as the timothy dies out the Arthur Jean.
H. Hendrickson, Wiscasset;
Mrs. Emma Waltz, DamarisHills,
Warren;
E.
N
Hobbs,
'tta;
Mrs. Norris Waltz, DamariPURE BRED HOLSTEIN AND GUERNSEY CATTLE
Congratulations to the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
Foster Jameson, Waldcbc
•tta; Mrs. Roxie Weeks; Miss
Light, Waldoboro; W. L.
Mia Weeks, Bristol; Mrs. Melvin
MAKE EVERY PAY DAY
Our herd of 80 head is tested and accredited
Union; H H. Nash, Came Try, Friendship; Mrs. Lettie BagPeaslee, Aina; Frank Piper, . Camden; Mrs. Harold Haggett.
for T. B. and Bangs Disease
land.
BOYS AND MENS FURNISHINGS
Irth Edgecomb; Mrs. Wesle\
O. H. Rollins, Noblebo
hols, Nobleboro; Mrs. Florence
434 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
BULL CALVBES FOR SALE AT ALL TIMES
Snow, Rockland; E. A Win ^derwood, Union; Mrs. Elizabeth
JOIN THE PAY-ROLL SAVINGS PLAN
BOYS’ MACKINAWS, $4.95, $6.75, $7.50
Friendship; Fred Wyllie &| hey, Sheepscot; Mrs. A. B
Call and look over the herd!
JACKETS. $3.00 to $4.95
Thomaston; Harold Allen.
'Ut, Nobleboro; Mrs. Angie
W.
W.
Cochran,
North
h,
Appleton; Mrs. Edgar Smith
BOYS’ FLANNEL SHIRTS. $1.00. $1.10, $1.25
BURNHE1MER BROTHERS
George Nash, Camden,
th Edgecomb
BOYS’ SWEATERS, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.95
Hardy, Hope; Miller Hobbs.
here have been the following
NORTH WALDOBORO, ME.
Frank Johnson, Waldoboro; hen presented with 20-year pins:
PHONE WALDOBORO 147-2
Keller, West Rockport; Henfl^
A. P. Allen, Hope; Mrs. Bessie
ler,
West
Rockport;
O
to
SPECIALS NOV. 2 TO NOV. 7
Ifdy, Hope; Mrs. Arthur Harwood.
IHvyfHWYRTRVfRW
POULTRYMEN
Wiscasset; Clifford Ove: k. (Pf; Mrs. E. N. Hobbs, Hope;
PILLSBURY’S FLOUR, bag ........................................................... $1.13
CRISCO, 3 pound tin ....................................... . ....................................... 70
aston; Robert Oxton, West k Harold Nash, Camden; Mrs
Ai AJvtrtind
FOR
SALAD A TEA, Red Label, 1-4 pound .................................................. 24
port;
F. M. Payson, Ur.; n;
Lace Robbins, Camden; Mrs
/■ UH
OOLONG TEA, pound .............................................................................. 70
Seigars,
Wiscasset;
H
V
s:l ham Start, Camden; Mrs. Alice
POULTRY EQUIPMENT
BAKER’S COCOA, 1 pound tin ......................................... „.................. 16
Warren; Walter Swift,
ie, Hope; Mrs. Katherine True
OXYDOL, large; 2 packages ....................................... .......................... 45
SPRY,
3
pound
Un
.....„
...................................................
................
67
E.
A.
Walters.
Waldob'.'
fie;
Mrs. Susan Wotton, FriendSmart
LARGE STOCKS
PROMPT SHIPMENTS
V
Wotton.
Friendship;
R
[P: Mrs. W H. Wotton, FriendSEE
Appearance rett. Union; H. B. C
|P.' Mrs. Florence Allen, Hope;
counts with Lee Frank Farrand, Rocklan
E. W. BURBANK SEED CO.
Mrs. Amber Childs. Waldoboro
Zlr
AJ
Garments! We Hall, Waldoboro.
his
year 20-year men and womCONGRATULATIONS and
T
I
Top prices go to the
20 FREE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.
|fjr
guarantee they
Martin Hamalainen, W<
tvill again be honored with pins.
A\1VLz» dairy farmer who

STORY OF IARM BUREAU

LADINO CLOVER IN COUNTY

A VICTORY GARDEN MATURES

FCBVICTORY
BUY

B

ROUND TOP FARMS

WHICH MAN

b Going Places?

RALPH P. CONANT

* BOND DAY

MIJLK

• •. clean and cool...
commands the

supplies milk that is clean, cool, and low in
bacteria. Best profits, too, when he uses
the ESCO Milk Cooling Cabinet.
Designed especially for the dairy farm, this
electrically-operated cabinet quickly and eco
nomically cools your milk to below 50 de
grees. It keeps the milk in the best possible
condition—NIGHT AND DAY.

CEHTR
POWE

IHE
MPAMY

APPRECIATION to the

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

tMDRNER31^1’
PRESCRIPTION
MAIL
DRUGGISTS
,jgL, °&DE
11C3VS (SH'HifiMJ'e)

TEL.378

MAIN AT LIMEROCK STS. - ROCKLAND

Congratulations for a splendid year of progress.

Appreciation for a year of generous patronage.

H. H. CRIE CO.
HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS

328 MAIN STREET,

|

/ \\ are better in evj /
\\ ery way—or a
f

new pair FREE!

/ V/ OVERALLS • UNION-ALLS

kV

SHIRTS & PANTS • COWBOY
PANTS • DUNGAREES

GREGORY’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

CONC ITIONS
On another ye| lievement to the
KNOX LIN<3 tM BUREAU

WISCA!
wirI

feeds
POULTRY. DA, STOCK FEEDS
WISCASSET, TIE.

TEL. 47
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LEMlIT’S ALERT MEMBERS ANSWER FOR THE HOME FRONT
cod poultke essential

Avoid Saccharin
Authorities Do Not Recom
mend Its Use In Home
Canning

CANNING AND STORING BUDGET USE OF LIME, SUPERPHOSPHATE LIVELY NEW INTEREST IN CANNING
Extension Service Presents Plan To Provide The Dairymen Are Getting More Clover and
Better Stands Of Hay

Food For Eight Months’ Period

Can saccharin be used for can
ning fruity? Is lt safe? How is it

used? These are questions which
Miss Helen Monsch, head of the
department of foods and nutrition.
New York State College of Home
| Economics, Ithaca, N. Y., answers.

We have no recipes using sac
charin in pickles and canning, and
do not recommend its use. Sac. charin is made from coal tar and is
from 300 to 500 times as sweet as
sugar. It has no food value. Many
|{0od pullets
persons do not like its peculiar
i.i been able to keep his taste and it may cause diminished
cd over all Summer with appetite.
We believe that saccharin should
w bare spots near the
be used only under a doctor’s order.
Another practice which
Even for a diabetic patient, we
lore dollars and cents to recommend that: fruits be canned
poi ltryman is keeping his without sweetening and that sac
>d to capacity during the charin be added to them before
months when eggs are serving, since saccharin cooked in
foods tends to develop a bitter
-nine poultrymen report- taste.
\ ith a housing capacity of
Saccharin cannot be used1 In the
n. they had 26,686 laying making of jellies and preserves be
1 The following men cause it does not help make fruit
a having hens in laying juices jell. There is no reason
luring the Summer: W. W. why all fruits cannot be canned
Ii and Walter Butler, without sugar, either as fruits or
Donald Johnson, Jef- as fruit juices.
Currants and
Mrs. Gertrude Hupper, grapes, for example, may be
s Harbor; E. C. Teague canned as juice, and then used
ties Kigel, Warren; F. D. during the Winter either for fruit
and James Calderwood. ' sauce on puddings, or for fruit
sherbet or fruit drinks. Fresh jelly
! may be made from it when wanted
' in the Wintertime by adding sugar

Good rs
curing the past 10 years t

commendations of the Ex
Irvice and Farm Bureau
jting many changes have
^ce in the county in con
th poultry management
tes.

)ne oi the most imports
her ranges and range s

few years ago ranges wen
id houses crowded. Now
nges are provided and th
lge shelters may be fo
)st poultiy farms. Good
pge.. are being developed t
lime and superpho
ii; means continued use
me range over a period of
ol

the range furnishes a
al of feed for the birds.

Ralph Hunt of Hope repor
moving the feed hopper

TORY OF 1 ARM BUREAU

Better Nutrition

String Beans,

6

50
50

Cabbage,
Carrots,
Shell Beans,

2

Other vegetables,

3

12
*25
50
12
3

Beets,
Rutabagas,
Squash or pumpkin,
Onions,
Parsnips,
Celery,

3

Apples, pears,

88
(2 bu.)

Berries, rhubarb, plums
and all other kinds of
fruit,
25
Tomatoes,
25
Dried Fruit,
Dried Beans,
Potatoes,

25
20
180

Meat, fish and other,

Total

106

Done Splendid Since 1919—Annual Mee Waldoboro

518

Are Planning Well

Mrs. Gertrude Bergquist of
North Edgeeomb has canned over
250 quarts of foods this Summer
which include a wide variety of
fruits, over 12 varieties of vege
tables and greens, 100 quarts of
tomatoes and tomato juice, and
meat and fish.
Mrs. Florence Peck of Nobleboro
who has a family of seven raised a
garden this Summer in which she
had tomatoes, cucumbers, onions,
carrots, beets, parsley, peppers,
radishes, peas, beans, corn, cabbage
celery, and five varieties of greens.
She has canned about 400 quarts
oi fruits, vegetables and meats and
{later in the year as jars are empj tied, she will fill Liem again with
I pork, squash and pumpkin. She
I has made 57-75 lbs. of sauerkraut,
! has dried corn, has salted down
green beans, and plans to store
a variety including potatoes, tur
nips, carrots, beets, celery, onions,
cabbage and apples.
Mrs. Walter Butler of Boothbay
has canned about 250 quarts of
fruits and vegetables and over 100
quarts of tomatoes.

MULCH FOR YOUNG ORCHARDS

IN CO.

WISCA!

wirtIfeeds
poultry; dab stock feeds
I

TEL. 47

BUILDING MORE SILOS

Young orchard mulched

For many years orchardists have, obtained good results,
used either nitrate fertilizers or a| Other orchardists in Hope who
. . ,
, x „
have also used mulch are: F. M.
mixed
fertilizer on their trees. Now
- Payson, E. N. Hobbs, Bert Brown,
with the war demanding most of j John Wilson, Jr., A. P. Allen, Allie
the nitrates produced the orchardist Dunton, Wallace Robbins, Raymond
must Iturn to some other source of Ludwig, Malcolm Libby and Herbert
plant food for his trees.
Hardy.
Many orchardists in the county
In using mulch orchardists should
have found that mulching their take precautions against mice as
trees with either hay, straw or even the mulch makes an ideal place for
shavings and sawdust have been a them to Winter. Poison baits are
great help in keeping the trees in used to protect the trees during the
good condition. Howard Coose of Fall and Winter. Information on
Hope is a great believer in plenty preparing the poison baits may be
of mulch for his orchard. He has obtained from County Agent Went
used hay for many years and has worth, Rockland.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
13.00 a year

______

DELAWARE FEED STORES
DELIVERY SERVICE
Waldoboro—Friendship Street,
Rockland—Park Street,

Tel 180
Tel 616

Distributors of

I

let’s

DELAWARE QUALITY FEEDS

ALL
Good winter feed

FIGHT

* 4ft ■*

OUR BEST TO THE FARM BUREAU
AND THE 4-H CLUBS

NEWCASTLE GRAIN CO.
With Stores at
NEWCASTLE. THOMASTON. WALDOBORO'

PARK & POLLARD FEEDS

FLOUR

POULTRY SUPPLIES

•

•

SEEDS

•

This past year many of the dairy
men in the county have found that
their silos were not sufficient to
handle all of their silage also many
have been cutting in some of their
early hay which has resulted in
less space for their corn. As a re
suit several silos have been built
this year.
Joe Chapman & Son, Damari
scotta, have built a 11x25 silo, this
replaces a smaller one that they
have used in the past. They will
fill it with corn. The silo was also
built outside the barn which gives
more room for cows and young
stock.

feed for this Winter as he is increasing his herd this year.
Another silo is being built by
Wallace Spear and son, North
Ncblebcro. They now have twe
silos that will be filled this season
They have an exceptionally fine
piece of silage com this year.
Roy Genthner, Nobleboro, is con
sidering a temporary silo as he has
five acres of corn that will more
than fill his present silo. Several
men are considering silos next
year, and are planning to get out
lumber this Winter. In some cases
it may be possible to obtain a sec
ond hand silo which is not being
used by the farmer.
There is an Extension Service
bulletin available on silo construc
tion at the Rockland office.

Ralph Keene. Damariscotta, is
using a silo for the first time this
year and has put up grass millet
and oats as well as ccm. He has
built his outside the barn. Although
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Wort
he has his barn filled with hay he
feels that he will need the extra j Wonders!

GREETINGS AND BEST WISHES

TO ALL FARM BUREAU MEMBERS

to the

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
AND 4-H CLUBS
Make Our Store Your Headquarters When in Rockland

MAIN STREET HARDWARE CO.
441 MAIN STREET,

and bread.

NEW USE FOR LAYING SHELTERS

Poultry Dim-outs

vilian Defense Co-oper
ate To Make’Folk
Stronger

The Extension Service co-oper
ated with the Maine Civilian De
W. F. Hatch, Washington; fense Council last Spring in giving
The Knox-Lincoln County
lip
Lee, Waldcboro; Norman j Courses in nutrition in the rural
ireau was organized in 191
rman.
Edgeeomb; Edgar Smith,! communities where the Red Cross
ice that time has been as
■:li Edgeeomb; Dennis Stahl, could not provide nutrition in
1'l>a with their li
eland; E. C. Teague, Warren; j
oblems. The members mi ler True, Hope; Mrs. Rose structors.
In Knox and Lincoln counties, the
fet year was 291 men a ter Woolwich; Mrs. Annie Bar- home demonstration agent, Lucinda
•men. Each year the
Camden; Miss Estelle Bartlett, Rich, was responsible for this
feting is held for election < rater.; Mrs. Maud Calderwood, course given in 23 communities.
and to conduct other
ion; Mrs. H. Carver. West Rock- The course was comprised of six
the organization.
Mrs. Mary Crooker, Bristol, lessons, given two at a time at
This year the meeting will
E. E Dunton, Whitefield; Mrs. three meetings. At least two of the
Waldoboro High School,
a Ferr.ald. Camden; Mrs. Fannie I lessons in each town were conduct
ro Saturday, Oct. 24, at K :ver. Wiscasset; Mrs. Jennie! ed by the home demonstration
riiere will be exhibits of
Nobleboro; Mrs. Julia Har- agent. The Maine Civilian De
lucts both from the fart
Hope; Mrs. George Hausen, fense Council gave certificates to
e. The speaker this yei iiefleld; Mrs. Lizzie R. Hawes, 236 women who attended' all six
Payson Smith from the ion.
lessons. This entitles them to be
ity cf Maine teaching s :
Nathan Hopkins, Camden; called Nutrition Aides.
11th was former Connnissiq
Sarah Jameson, Friendship;
Better nutrition will be a big
ucation in Maine and Mas
Fred M. Kenniston, Union; factor in the health and strength
Ralph Knight. Camden; Mrs. of our nation. Scientists and nu
Wallace Spear, North Nob IV Payson, East Union; Mrs. W. tritionists know that high morale
■sident of the organizatioi Payson, East Union; Mrs. Ran- and good physical condition are
in charge.
. Rcbbins. East Union; Mrs. Eva directly dependent on good food
Another feature of the m : ell, Bristol; Mrs. Fred Soule, habits. Nutrition will be an im
11 be the honoring of those scasset; Miss Frances P. True, portant part of the 1943 Extension
who have been connects ?e; Mrs. S. E. Wentworth. Union; program.
organization over a pe •. Albion Wotton, Friendship;
years.
W P Young, Camden; Mrs
Group Organization
n other years the foil •'ey c Bailey, Whitefield; Mrs.
been presented with 3 Jert Belknap. Damariscotta; Mrs.
(tons and the women wit ph Brown, Hope; Mrs. Mary Each Neighborhood Will Be
ir pins: Alden Allen, Hoj ranis. Damariscotta: Mrs. John
Serviced Through New
Aver, Jr.. Aina; Ralph 0 sell. Camden;
Mrs. S . T.
and Better Plan
ckland; O A. Copeland, Wl amer Nobleboro; Mrs. Leon A.
Iph Cripps, Camden; H B ige North Edgeeomb; Mrs.
Each neighborhood- in the county
igham, Washington; E. B
tes Dornan, Union.
will be serviced by the Extension
mariscotta; S. D Gillette, irs viola Mae Lucier, Damari- Service through the neighborhood
Herbert Gould, Camden;
Mrs. Stephen Prentice, Bris- group plan which was organized in
Hendrickson, Wiscasset;
Mrs Emma Waltz, Damaris- June, 1942.
Is. Warren; E. N Hobbs,
i Mrs. Norris Waltz, DamariDuring this War Period it will be
*>ter Jameson, Waldoboro;
a.
Mrs. Roxie Weeks; Miss necessary that all rural people re
Waldoboro; W. L. M8 aa Weeks, Bristol; Mrs. Melvin ceive timely information on the
ion; H H. Nash, Ca nide^r;-. Friendship; Mrs. Lettie Bag- food production program and on
ee, Aina; Frank Piper
C :i;den; Mrs. Harold Haggett. conservation of materials. The
Edgeeomb; Mrs. Wesley government authorized the Exten
H. Rollins, Nobleboro;
•ol Nobleboro; Mrs. Florence sion Service in the Spring of 1942
JW, Rockland; E. A. WiM ierwood, Union; Mrs. Elizabeth to appoint neighborhood leaders in
endship; Fred Wyllie & iey Sheepscot; Mrs. A. B. each community. These leaders
omaston; Harold Allen.
m. Nobleboro; Mrs. Angie will serve as key men or minute
W Cochran, North Edg
Appleton; Mrs. Edgar Smith, men to distribute the literature or
urge Nash, Camden; :!« :h Edgeeomb.
give the information which will be
rdy. Hope; Miller Hobbs,
'
have been the following sent to them from the county farm
ink Johnson, Waldoboro;
'■<•:. presented with 20-year pins: bureau office or from the Univer
Her. West Rockport; Hen: v I
P Allen, Hope; Mrs. Bessie sity of Maine, to all those in their
West Rockport; Otto 1 ' Hope; Mrs. Arthur Harwood. neighborhoods. This neighborhood
(•asset; Clifford Overlook.1
Mrs. E. N. Hobbs, Hope; plan has been organized all over
Harold
Nash, Camden; Mrs. the United States and should work
on; Robert Oxton, West
F. M. Payson, Union; 'V ace Robbins, Camden; Mrs something like the -grapevine sys
irs. Wiscasset; H. V. Sti am Start, Camden; Mrs. Alice tem'’ which they have in England.
Hope; Mrs, Katherine True
rren; Walter Swift, ThonU
In Knox and Lincoln counties
Mrs. Susan Wotton, Friend- there are nearly 500 men and wom
A Walters, Waldoboro; J
Mrs. W H. Wotton, Friend- en leaders. Early in the Summer
tton. Friendship; Reuben
Mrs. Florence Allen, Hope; the women leaders gave out circu
Union; H. B. Coose. 1
nk Farrand, Rockland; J Mrs Amber Childs. Waldoboro lars to every rural home on Ways
year 20-year men and wom- of Saving Sugar in Canning.
Waldoboro,
■-1
again be honored with pins. Neighborhood leaders assumed a
lartin Hamalainen, West
big responsibility, also, in making
the Canning program successful
CONG ATIONS
this Summer. They notified all of
the people in their areas to attend
On another yel levement to the
the demonstrations, and distribut
KN0X-rulN( to MBUREAU
ed literature to those who were
unable to attend.
The next assignment to neigh
borhood leaders will be to distrib
ute information on Enriched flour

of calcium and phosphorus.
minerals are fast being put I
b^ik through the Agricultural Con-!
stands of hay in their mewing li
than ever before. O’d permanent servation Program. The following
pastures ars also showing great i.gures give the amount of materi- ;
rls used in the past:
improvements.
The reason fo" this is more wide
Tons Lime Tons Super
spread use cf lime and superphos 1938
825
133
( 20%)
phate through the Agricultural 1939
926
279
(20%)
Conservation Program which has 1940
1221
227
(47%)
been a great help to farms in the 1941
2525
352
(47%)
county.
1942
2745
1217
( 20%)
Before the pregram was put in
In the past five years there has
operation in the county very little been 8,242 tons of lime and 3,060
A neighborhood canning demonstration
lime and superphosphate was used tons of 20 percent superphosphate
Eight hundred and fifty women Simpson assisted also,
as the cost was too great for the applied to the farms of KnoxLinaverage farmer. Soil tests made coln county. This is the answer to attended the canning demonstra- i The neighborhood leaders were
throughout the county' indicate a more clover and better hay.
Lions given this Summer in 63 com- in a very great measure sponsible
for the success of this program.
munities of Knox and Lincoln T „ ,
. . ..
Leaders were notified about the
Counties. In response to the ur- demonstration in their community
gent call by Secretary Wickard for ■ and were responsible for letting
people to raise and conserve as everyone in their neighborhood
large a supply of their fruits and know about it. Leaders distributed
vegetables as possible, rural wom literature to those who were un
en have done a big job.
able to come. Over 3000 publica
Mrs. Loana Shibles of Rockport, tions were circulated in the two
former assistant State Club lead- . counties.
er in Maine, and Mrs. Helen Dana
The p ressure cooker was used for
of Thomaston, at one time a home processing all non-acid vegetables
demonstration agent of the New and the boiling water bath method
Hampshire
Extension
Service, for tomatoes and fruits. Ihformaserved as emergency home demon- tion on drying, salting, and sitorstration agents for one month this ing was given, also. The need was
Summer. Their full time was de- stressed for every rural family to
voted to the canning program. The provide as much of their fruits and
regular home demonstration agent vegetables as they could, because
Lucinda Rich spent most of July of the heavy demand being made by
second
hand
house
heater
may
be
and
early August giving demon- (the government on the commercial
During the past few years there,
strations
and the club agent, Anna , canned supply.
used
to
furnish
enough
heat
for
the
nave been many Summer laying
shelters built in the county. These birds.
Charles Kigel. Warren, county
houses, drop cords may be used to
shelters have been a great help in : poultry project leader of the Farm
lower lights below the level of the
furnishing low cost housing for lay Bureau, has used a Summer shelter
If windows are full
ing hens.
two years and he said that it paid Specialist Reed Tells What windows.
length,
the
lower half should be
At the presnt time with a good for itself the first Summer he had
the Farmers Should Do
demand for poultry meat it will be hens in it. His shelter has a board
blacked out. Windows facing sea
possible for a poultryman with one floor and he is thinking of using it
Effective methods that may be ward should be covered with a cur
of these shelters to have removable for raising of broilers.
used by Maine poultrymen in the tain. Old bags or curtains made
sides made and house the cockerels
The accompanying cut shows a dim-out area along the coast are
until they can be sold for either house that is being used for raising outlined by Frank D Reed, poultry of black building paper can be used.
On the other hand, the only prac
broilers or roasters. If regular broilers in early Spring and laying specialist in the Maine Extension
brooder stoves are not available a hens during the Summer.
Service. He suggests that poultry- tical way to black-out a poultry
men provide hoods for their lights, house completely is to turn out the
lower lights below the level of the lights, hut such periods are not
window, and curtain windows fac likely to be so frequent as to in
ing seaward.
terfere with production.
These recommendations must be
Lights may well be eliminated
checked with local Civilian Defense for birds of good breeding, hatched
Dairymen Find More Space To Handle Silage authorities.
between March 15 and May 15, with
Poultrymen need artificial lights no loss in total annnual production.
Is Profitable
to provide a 13-hour working day in Early-hatched pullets usually . re
the Fall and Winter for their flocks. quire lights if a partial molt in the
The dim-out area now includes a Fall or early Winter is to be avoid
belt three miles shoreward from an ed. Late-hatched birds sometimes
artificial coastline somewhat inside require lights to bring them into
the headlands on the coast of production.
Maine. This zone may be extended
by army orders.
Parents of men in the war sfirvic
Hoods to throw light back from Is your son receiving The Courie
the windows may be made my cut Gazette regularly Can you imagh
ting a section from a 5-quart oil anything that would have a great
car..
value in the eyes of theabse:
In upper stories of multi-deck fighter? %
Dairymen throughout the cou ty lack
are getting more clover and better Tilt

25

Great Progress and Extension Service and Ci

rganization Has

SCASSET, DIE-

In order to release as much
of the commercial supply of
canned food for government use as
possible, rural people have done
more canning this season
The Extension Service of the
University of Maine recommends
the following budget which should
provide enough food for the eight
months of the year when fresh
foods are not available.
For each person—
Product
Qts, to can lbs. to Store
Leafy greens, any kind, 10
Peas,
10

ROCKLAND, ME.
•

•

Success With Your Special Edition and Good Luck

Through the Year

AGRICULTURAL LIME PRODUCTS
Don’t experiment.
Insist on Lime of proven
quality. Buy from a Maine Manufacturer who has
supplied your lime for generations.

R-R LAND LIME
(Regular)

ROCKLAND AGRICULTURAL HYDRATED LIME
(Calcium)

R-R GROUND LIMESTONE

(Calcium)

R-R GROUND LIMESTONE
(Magnesium)
17 to 22% Magnesium

PJNE TREE SPRAY HYDRATE
(99.6 % thru 325-mesh screen)

“For Your LAND’S SAKE use LIME”
It is the KEY to SOIL FERTILITY
Guaranteed analysis of our Agricultural Lime en
ables you to secure the fullest benefits under the
Agricultural Conservation Program.

Prices and complete analysis on request

PETER W. EDWARDS
Rockland-Rockport Lime Co., Inc.

Buyer of Poultry and Beef

Seller of Fine Dressed Poultry

271 LIMEROCK ST.,

ROCKLAND

TEL. 806-)

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday
THOMASTON

CAMDEN

ftftftft
ADELLE M. ROES

Correspondent
zs
Z\
Tel. 94

NAOMA MAYHEW
Correspondent

zx

ZX ZX
zx zX
z\ zx
zx

Tel. 659

Captain Raymond Mayhew of the
The Lincoln Baptist quarterly
meeting was held at Camden Fri yacht “Sandrala” has returned
day. It was an all-day session and home for the Winter after spend
those from here attending were ing the Summer in Pine Ochard,
Mrs. Letitia Starrett, Mrs. Francis Conn.
Tillson, Mrs. Minnie Nwbert, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Sacco, daughter.
Edna Hilt, Mrs. Lucy Silery and Martha and son, Arthur and Mr.
Mrs. Minnie Wilson.
and Mrs. DeMaio and son, John,
Catherine Sheffield, six year old of Worcester, Mass., were week-end
daughter cf Mr. and Mrs. Henry guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Sheffield returned Friday after be Tranquillo.
ing a patient at Knox Hospital,
Michael Nuccio of Boston has
Rockland.
been spending a week with his
Mrs Ava Caldwell and daughter, uncle, Dominico Leo.
Miss Helen Caldwell, who have been
Mr. an^f Mrs. John Rcberts of
guests of the former’s brother, An Lynn, Mass.. were week-end guests
son Prior, for a few days, returned in town where they attended the
Friday to their home in Lynn, wedding of her sister, Phyllis
Mass.
Arnold Wentworth on Sunday .
Edward H. Crie arrived Tuesday
Lieutenant and Mrs. Russell have
Dan Dailey, Jr., and Grace McDonald, center, have leading romantic
from Mission Beach, San Diego, rented the Arthur Hatch house on '
i roles in Universal’s “Give Out, Sisters.” The famous Jivin’ Jacks and Jills
Calif, and was the guest of his Elm street, Mr. and Mrs. Hatch appear with them in many sequences.
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and having moved to Portland.
Mrs. Oscar H. Crie fcr a few days
Miss Helen Prince of Cambridge,
enroute to Criehaven to visit with spent the week-end with Mr. and
liis parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Mrs. George Thomas.
MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Crie.
Irving Moutlon, who is stationed
Mrs. Clarence Lunt has organized in Boston, spent the week-end with
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
a senior Girl Scout Troop for mem his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Mitchell WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
bers of High School age, and the Moulton.
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
first meeting was held at the Scout
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Souviney of
Rooms Thursday evening with eight Portland are the guests of Mr. and
The Sterling Salt company are, jorie Mills, New England Network,
girls present. Several by-laws were Mrs. Milford Keene, who will ac always right out ahead cf the pic- i Bostcn, or your own station,
discussed and these officers were company them to Old Town to visit
Send a self addressed envelope
ture with timely offers and we’re
elected: Chairman, Miss Virginia) Mrs. R. L. Robbins for a few days.
and get still another helpful set of
Roes; secretary, Eleanor Gregory;
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller and quite sure you’ll be interested in recipes. These are the Ceresota
treasurer, Nancy Lunt; program son of Boston, spent the week-end their latest. If you will send the sugar saving recipes, tested and
committee for the month of October, with Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden usual bit if paper form the pouring retested with Ceresota enriched
chairman, Mary Luce, assisted by Miller.
speut of a box of Sterling Salt with flour and family favorites, every
Nathalie McKinley and Audrey
ten
cents and your name and ad one. Address Marjorie Mills, New
Mr. and Mts. Granville Carleton
Simmons; budget committee, Nancy of Boston, spent the week-end w<lh dress to Marjorie Mills, New Eng England Network, Boston, Mass.,
Lunt, chairman, assisted by Natha Mrs. Mildred Oliver.
land Network, Boston, or in care for your set.
lie McKinley, Audrey Torrey and
The 25th wedding anniversary of of your station, the Sterling people
Braised Pork Liver With Vege
Carol Sewall. Tlie next meeting Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson was will send you a dozen lovely French tables—1 pound pork liver, sliced
will be held Thursday evening at observed Oct. 11 w’ith the whole type mat finish Christmas cards
thick, 2 tablespoons Ceresota
7 o’clock.
family in attendance at a dinner; and matching envelopes. The Sterl- enriched flour, % teaspoon Sterling
Mrs. Lilia Ames and Mrs. Blanche follcwed by festivities.
Present ing Christmas cards are lovely— salt, % teaspoon pepper, 4 table
Vose entertained at ca^ds Thurs
and it you send now, you can feet spoons lard, 2 scraped carrots,
day evening. Late lunch was served Young and Hollis Young have re- them off to a soldier son before the diced, 6 potatoes, sliced
thick
and those present were Mr. and turrted to their home in Somerville. November deadlines for overseas 1 onion, diced, 1 cup tomato juice,
Mrs. Leroy Seekins, Mr. and Mrs. Mass.
mail. Or get a set to send to him 1 cup boiling water.
Edgar Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Irving
Ask for liver from young porkers.
Miss Ethel Upham who is em fcr his own use.
Condon, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ames, ployed at the Thomaston National
That’s one,of the nice things the Cut into 2-inch squares. Roll in
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights, Mr Bank is enjoying a two weeks sponsors cf the program do. Here combined flour, salt and pepper
and Mrs. Aaron Clark, prizes w’ere vacation.
are others. Br’er Rabbit is offer Brown the liver in lard. Remove
won by Mrs. Edgar Ames, Edgar
Mrs. James Creighton entertained ing their big illustrated book of liver from pan. Brown vegetables
Libby and Mr. and Mrs. Aaron at luncheon Saturday the guests recipes that call for Br’er Rabbit slightly in the fat. Add liver, to
Clark.
being Mrs. Elizabeth Dunn, Miss Molasses, plus a handy tuck in mato juice and the boiling water.
Richard Whitney of Roxbury, Hattie Dunn, Miss Margaret Jor folder of 15 sugar saving recipes.— ' Cover. Simmer gently for 1%
Mass., spent the week-end at his dan, Mrs. E. G. Weston and M s. the kind of recipes yo» want and hcurs or until tender.
home on Beechwood street.
N. F. Andrews. Sowing was enjeyed need right now.
Perk Hocks And Vegetables—
The seccnd in a series af card in the afterncon.
Nestle's have a brand new book Cover pork hocks with water and
parties will be held at the Ameri
Mrs. Walter Johnson returned to let to offer you. Lunch Box treats simmer for Hi to 2 hours. Add
can Legion rooms Tuesday evening her home in Chicago today after is the name of it—and it contains whole potatoes about forty-five
at 7 30, sponsored by the American being the guest of Levi Seavey fcr a sheaf of delightful recipes de minutes before hecks are done, and
Legion Auxiliary. Those wishing to two weeks.
signed with Defense and school cabbage wedges about fifteen min
make reservations may call Mrs.
Reginald Henderson, U.S.N., re lunch box needs in mind. These utes before meat is done.
Jessie Bell, Tel 206.
turned to Squantum, Mass. Sunday are the kind of recipes that keep
Brains In Tomato Sauce—2 cups
Mrs. Winfield Tabbutt and Miss after spending the week-end with moist, that pack well., and of parboiled brains, 2 tablespoons
Annie L. Bunker are at the Tabbutt his family at their home on Main course have the delightful flavor of chopped onion, 2 tablespcons but
Camp, Togus Lake, Augusta, for a street.
the Nestle semi-sweet chocolate in ter, 2 cups cooked tomatoes, ’a cup
few days.
every way.
•
chopped celery, 1 tablespoon Cere
Thomaston High School
At the weekly meeting of the
Then there’s the big illustrated sota enriched flour, Sterling salt.
No school today. Bofiks will be
Contract Club which w’as held at
Kyanize bock—“Bring Your Bright
Cook onions in butter about three
forgotten
while the pupils cf Thcm Ideas to Life with Color” that will
the home of Miss Lizzie Levensaler,
minutes.
Add tomatoes and celery’.
Friday, there were two tables in aston High Schocl go out hunting perk your imagination to new Cover and simmer about 20 min
play with Mrs. Mary Overlook and scrap and more scrap to help win heights and give you counsel on do utes. Add flour and seasoning
Mrs. Helen Dana receiving high the war.
ing over the rooms of your own Stir until thickened. Cut brains
Rehearsals are in progress for the
scores. The next meeting will be
homes with Kvanize paints.
in servings and add to sauce. Sim
held Friday at th home of Mrs. minstrel show which will be held in
All these books are free and mer until heated through. Serve in
November under the direction of
James Creighton.
yours fcr the asking. Address Mar- ring mold of macaroni or rice.
Miss
Ethel Armstrong, head of the
Mrs R O Elliot, Mrs. Leila
Smalley, Mrs. Estelle Newbert and mathematics department.
The Commercial Club presented were Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, Mr. Hope. The church, with white
Miss Hlen Carr spent Thursday in
and Mrs. Rae Dennison, Mr. and flowers on the altar, was filled with
Portland. Transportation was fur ‘‘Secretary vs. Boss” as part of the
assembly program. Oct. 9. The Mrs. Cleveland Whittier Wright friends and relatives of both fam
nished by Mrs. Luther Clark.
The Parent Teacher Association characters were taken bv the fol and daughter Kathryn and Miss ilies and many out-of-town guests
held their first meeting for the lowing actors: Miss Meigs, the first Beatrice Johnson irom the Pelletier from Hope, Rockland and Warren.
Beverly
Kirkpatrick;
season, Thursday evening at the secretary,
Schocl cf Beauty Culture, Lewiston.
The bride, lovely in white moire
James
Sims,
the
office
bey, Enos
High School Mrs. Guy Lermond,
There were many gifts including taffeta with fingertip veil caught
vice president presided, due to the Verge; George H Blaine, the Boss, silver.
with lilies of the valley and
absence of the president. Robert Lawrence Chapman; Mabel, the
carrying a shower bouquet of
Arn nld-Wentworth
MacFarland. Mr. MacFarland. who office clerk. Barbara Sullivan; andi
bridal white roses and white sweet
The Congregational Church was
has recently enlisted in the Naval Miss Wendell, the new secretary,
peas, came in on the arm of her
Betty
Barton,
who
were
well
the
scene of a simple but beautiful
Reserves, resigned and Robert K.
uncle, Fred Start. The ccuple was
Mayo was elected president. The adapted to their parts and did a wedding ceremony Sunday night at attended by Miss Harriett Arnold of
new
teachers, Horace Maxey, good job. Arthur E. Andersen re 8 o’clock when Miss Phyllis Arnold, Middletown, sister of the bride and
principal, Mrs. Jennie Horne and ceived his thirty-two word certifi daughter cf Mrs. Arnold and the Phillip Wentworth, brother of the
Miss Ethel Armstrong were given cate fcr typing, also Eleanor Thi late Colburn Arnold, became The groom. The maid of honor wore a
an informal reception in order bodeau for thirty-four words and bride of James Wentworth, sen of charming gown of aqua blue taffeta
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wentworth, of
that they might get acquainted Janice Simmons for thirty-eight.
caught with baby velvet bows, a
with parents and teachers. The
ccrcnet of deep red carnations
attendance banner was awarded the
fringed with white and wore a cor
freshman class. The speaker w’as
sage of the same flowers.
Frank Winslow of Rockland, his
The double ring service was per
talk on his travels as a “Roving
formed by Rev. Winfield Witham.
Reporter” was much enjoyed. A
I Mrs. John Wilson of Hope played
musical program was presented un
• the Wedding March and Miss Lotte
der* the direction cf Miss Ruth
I McLaughlin of Rockland sang “O
Sanborn. The selections by Mis^
Promise Me” and “I Love You
Bertha Luce .violinist, were much
j Truly.”
enjeyed, and also singing by the
I Ushers were: Vinal Hardy, Hilton
following girls: Winnifred MacFar
Start. Frank Knight, Paul Start.
land, Naomi Henderson. Gertrude
The bride graduated from CamHanley, Laverne Patterson, Lealita
j den High School in June of this
Porter. Jean Elliot, Lillian O’Neil,
year and has been employed at
Helen Lynch, Jean Cushing and
Nancy Ellen Frocks. The groom
Marjorie Jordan. Refreshments were
• graduated in 1941 and is employed
served, the committee being Mr:.
at Pratt Whitney in East Hartford,
Edwin F. Lynch and Mrs. Guy
, Conn.
Lermond.
Tlie reception was held in the
Mrs. E. C. J Price who were
Parish House which was decorated
week-end guests of Miss Margaret
in evergreens and Autumn leaves.
Miss Corine White of Biston and
/‘To relieve distress ef MONTHLY^
j Mrs. Agnes Witham poured. Mrs.
John Roberts, sister of the bride.
• served the punch.
Miss Pearl
Knight
was
in
charge
of
the guest
AND HELP BUILD UP RED BLOOD!
bock. Five of Phyllis' classmates
Lydia E. Plnkham’s Compound
TABLETS (with ndded iron) have
served refreshments. A bride's and
helped thousands to relieve periodic
patu with weak, nervous, blue feel
groom's cake was cut. The couple
ings — due to functional monthly
disturbances. Also, thelr Iron makes
is honeymoonin'* at I-ake Cobbos-

daughter of Bath, Mrs. John Beck
man and children of New Hamp
VINALHAVEN
shire, are guests of their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Wadsworth.
ft ft ftft
Frank Osgood of the U. S. Navy,
MRS. OSCAR LANE
returned Tuesday to Bostcn, Mass.
Correspondent
A zx zx a
Early Saturday morning the
zx ZX ZX zx
Summer
residence of Dr. Cameron
Telephone 8-5
Rae of West Newton. Mass., located
The Lions Club met Thursday for} at' Granite Island, burned to the
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
supper and business meeting, at ground be fere discovered, cause un
known.
Insured
with
the
SpringUnion Church Vestry. *Guests of
henor were: Dr. Ada Balfour and field Fire and Marine Insurance
Red Cross Nurse. Mrs. Fred Osburn. Company.
Miss Olga MacDonald and friend.
The latter was guest speaker.
Eleanor Frost, student nurses at
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Mrs. Lyford Philbrook left Friday
Knox Hospital, Rockland, were
fcr a visit with relatives in Bangor.
Advertin this column not to exceed three lines In
guests over the week-end of Miss
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
There was a large attendance at MacDonald's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
Union Church Circle, Thursday. Edward MacDonald.
small
words to a line.
....
Housekeepers were: Frances Gil-i
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called L e. advertise
clirist, Nellie Nickerson, Evie Hen
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierOil burner for sale. Good con
nigar.
Gazette office for handling,, cost 25 cents additional.
dition
Phone Vinalhaven 14—
Mrs. Fanny Roberts returned adv.
Wednesday to Merrimac, Mass.,
LOST AND FOUND
FOR SALE
having been the guest of Miss E. F.
Roberts.
ARMY bracelet found. Edv
D
1937 Terraplane Coach for sale;
Fotrg. Camp Lee, Va
MARY Woo«
1936
Terraplane
Coupe:
1934
TerraA large picture cf the steamboat
plane Sedan; 1933 Chevrolet Coupe; TE1R. 9 Sweetland St City
Pioneer, has been recently present
1 1934 Chevrolet panel truck.
ton.
FREDERICK WALTZ. 165 Broadway.
ed to the Public Library by S. L.
Tel 1 838-W
95-97
TO LET
Winslow
IN BOCKLAND: Nearly new 6-room
bungalow Ior sale, modern, 3 acres of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pelkey and
LARGE furnished room t > •
I
land.
grandson returned Thursday to
SIX-Room Cape Cod type house for Beech St. MRS TREFETHlx
ROOM to Jet at 31 E3m St rEfB
sale.
Newly re-condltloned.
Modern
Worcester, Mass.
Bath, garage, large lot land, excellent 519-R.
gg |
Mrs. Abbott Martin, daughter
nelohborhood.
NORTH Main street, pleas,uc
SIX-room house with bath. $1600
Phyllis and son Byley, left Sunday
I
If you are Interested In buying or room, to let, furnished, run
Adult family.
Men pri'lernd'B
selling anv property get in touch with ter.
for Portland, where Mr. Martin has
TEL.
672-M.
95^|
L A. THURSTON, 468 Old County Rd
employment.
TEL. 1159.
95-tf
THREE Room furnished apt ' ~7'M
bath, garage; 17 GAY STREE1 9f, srB
The officers of Ocean Bound Re
MAN'S Winter coat for sale: mediROOMS to let at 97 Union St telB
um size, almost new; price low. TEI.
bekah Lodge, will be installed Oct.
I
970-M
95’lt 970-M.
13 by District Deputy President
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove Ht MR?|
3-200 Crystal bottom office or store
:.n |
Blanche Kittredge and District
lights for sale cheap; 344 MAIN ST. FLORA COLLINS. Tel 579-W
95
97
ROOMS
to
let.
with
home
e
:nlorB
/
Deputy Marshal Beulah Drew. Re
meals If desired; 120 CAMDEN ST ■
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale,
freshments will be served after the
'■ 1
excellent condition
Tel. 1212. MRS
AT Warren. 1 minute walk from tbel
DAVID GOLDBERG. 613 Main St.
ceremonies. All members not soli
___________________________________ 95*97 post office. 4 rooms and attic • .
cited please bring money.
newly papered and painted thr ugi-.B
FURNACE for sale, burns coal or
TEXAS INGENUE. Nancy Gates,
G. W WALKER. Tel Warrenl
A. E. Libby returned Thursday vivacious lass from Denton, Tex., wood. 20 Inch grate. This ls at Bel out.
17-4 or 48.
94 9(|
fast
Station
of
Maritime
OU
Co..
TEL.
from a business trip in Augusta. who scored in “Tlie Tuttles of BELFAST 31. at 127 High St.' or
APARTMENT of 5 rooms to
1
Meadow Road bath, furn.e h-jB
Leslie Dyer, Jr., of the U. S. Na Tahiti,” has just been chosen by PHONE Rockland. 1341 (Rockland West
Tel. 195. MRS JONATHAXB
Sunoco Station) for details.
95-97 garage.
GARDNER. 63 Summer St
93'96|
val Reserve, has been home on a RK.O Radio to play a principal
ELECTRIC range for sale, WestingTWO newly decorated apartment®
few days furlough. He returned role in “The Great Gildersleeve,” house, like new; 1941 model. TEL 870
for rent Adults preferred It.
1
or 92 CEDAR
________ST.
_
aw
, 95, ’..97- 28 JAMES ST. City.
Saturday.
\ comedy featuring Harold Peary, ______
1
CLEM-Cross Pullets for sale.
All
notable
entertainer
of
the
air
waves.
C. F. Grimes returned Thursday
FIVE rooms, 2nd floor. unfurnlshedB
laving. $2
C B. TOLMAN. Warren,
Tel. 44-5
95-97 apartment to let. Corner Wan :i at.®
from a few days stay in Boston.
Main streets. Adults only
H< t v.®
DAPLE
Gray
Horse
for
sale,
six ter heat and bath. Tel 986-J, (' .(■
Mr. and Mrs.. Edward Philbrook
years old; good worker, kind and HAMILTON, 29 Chestnut St
91 ><■
clever. Call between 7 and 9 p. m.
have returned from a visit with
EVERETT WOOSTER. Beechwood St..
M’s
relatives at Matinicus.
Thomaston, Me.. Hill Crest Farm.
WANTED
,_______________________________ 95*97
Mrs. Susan Woodcock and daugh
THIRTY pigs for sale. $6 each
ter Marion went Friday to Worces
SPROWL BROS.. Searsmont.
95*97
COMPETENT woman wanted !-■
ter, Mass.
VACUUM cleaner and attachments general housework.
MRS
ENSIG5®
for
sale,
three-piece
mission
set,
bed
1 OTIS. 21 Lindsey St
95
Burton Dyer, U. S. Naval Reserve,
and spring, sofa, kitchen table, two
MAN or boy wanted for recetvln®
rocking chairs, marble tep table, pic
who has been at the heme of his
ture frames and ecru curtains; 28 and shipping room In Rockland plan®
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Dyer,
JAMES_ ST._______________ .________ 95 96 Apply in writing to "ROCKI.AN’eB
PLANT" care The Courier-Ga/ette 1
returned Wednesday to Bostcn.
1941 G. E. Refrigerator. 7 cu. ft.
95-9t(
perfect condition. Call CAMDEN. 538.
The Public Library has recently
DINING-room
waitress
wanted
«;;■
evenings.
95*97
per week THORNDIKE HOTEL 95-l;|
been fitted with dim-outs.
1937 Ford four-door sedan for sale;
100 baby carriages wanted to
excellent condition.
TEX,. CAMDEN
Mrs. Frank Winslow and Mrs.
I 701 after 8 30 p. m.
95*lt tire. No more tires after recent ' :|
ATTACK!
ls
gone for the duration. Ha
[
Frank Mullen entertained the
COW. Jersey and Guernsey for sale, bicycle repaired and stored for tbcl
no dealers. Call after 4 p. m BERT Winter
Washington Club at the home of
DAVIS BICYCLE SHOP -I
ATTACK!
CGIUAMORE.
New
County
Road. Ma 111 Ht P ■ 4-.
J
Mrs. Winslow, Wednesday night.
Thmoaston, next Trotting Park.
BELL BOY wanted " Applv ,i' THM
95*9
7
____________________________________
ATTACK!
Lunch was served.
THORNDIKE HOTEL
m ::r
SIX-Room house for sale, bath, fur
Mrs. C. E. Smith is in Rockland,
STANDING hardwood lum • r fri
nace, garage.
Central.
Apply 45
I
GROVE ST., after 5 p. m.
94*96 sale, oak. elm .ash, etc for
where her husband has employ
her. A. R. NOYES. Union. Mi
I
HOT
POINT
Electric
stove
for
sale.
ment.
PIGS for saltT MASON-Jf-:
|
MRS. PERLEY MILLER. 20 South
I
Mrs. Lizzie Kay, who has been in
Main St., Tel, 217-W_____________ 94-96 West Meadow Road, Cltv Tel
O4*96|
1941 Oldsmobile Sedan for sale. TEI,.
town for a few days, left Sunday
30 FT. motor boat with Gl iy 11»-1
67-J.
94 96
rlne engine.
AVA M. RICH. I
I
for Worcester, Mass.
1956 Oldsmobile 4-door Sedan for Haut._________________________ __
I
Mrs. Mary Daniels of Medford,
sa’e
Price reasonable for quick sale.
FIFTY
laving
pullet-,
er
>r|
MRS. DANA H. SMITH. Warren. Tel.
America's attacking on both the
Mass., has been the guest of Mrs.
57 22
94*96 sale. CHARLES C. BOWES
fighting front and the home front
boro______________________________ 94*961
today!
Edith Vinal, the past week.
SIX
small
lambs
for
sale,
$3
each.
We're giving the Axis a bitter
ELDERLY LADIES to board. good|
O.
W.CARROLL.
Rockville.
Tel.
813
13
Msr. Blanche Davidscn and
taste of what's to come.
home and
care
Rea :..

0%

I

I

land, Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Went
worth of Denmark, Miss Ruth Tait
of Brockton, Mass., Miss Polly
Leake of Washington, D. C.

We’re fighting the inflationary
6th column that blows prices sky
high here at home, too.
And every one of us who saves
at least 10% of his pay in War
Bonds is an important soldier in
the attack!
’ Join the attack yourself!

J.

MEAT SHORTAGE TREAT

____________________________________ 94-95
39-POOT Boat. 12-Foot Beam, with
1941 Buick Motor for sale In perj feet running condition.
Completely
equipped, with Kinney Clutch. Winch
and Gear. ALGIN CORPORATION OF
AMERICA. Rockland.
94-97
| 35-FDOT Boat. 7-foot Beam with
j 1941 Packard Motor for sale In perfeet running condition
Completely
! equipped with Klnnev Clutch. Winch
■ and Gear ALGIN CORPORATION ov*
| AMERICA. Rockland.
94 97
NICE roan colt. 2 yrs. old. draft
I stock, for sale or exchange for young
cattle ALBERT SHERMAN. Appleton.
Tel. 741.___________________________ 94*96
DORY boards, 500 feet, good qual
ity. for sale; 18>i ft. long. ALVIN E
WALLACE. R. 3. Waldoboro.
94*96
COLLIE puppies for sale. SCHUL
LER HAWES. JJnion.
93*95
PIGS for
sale—GLEASON
HILL
FARM. Union, phone 4 ring 5.
93*95
UNIVERSAL electric range for sale.
Cabinet style with automatic oven
control and
thrift cooker.
TEL
1179 R
93-95
RENT plan house and 6 acres land
for sale. Thomaston. $500
Four
room
house. Pleasant Gardens, $350.
V F. 8TUDLEY, 283 Main St, Tel
1154.
92-tf
SEPCO electric hot water heating
tank for sale $80
Good condition.
Apply K. S. F. at The Courier-Gazette
Office.
92‘tf 1
DESIRABLE property for sale In
Camden, to settle estate J. HERBERT
GOULD, Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden.
69-tf
D. & H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
$15.50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
$10 25 ton del. M B. & C. O. PERRY.
519 Main St.. Tel. 487.
92-tf

Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday

Female Weakness

them a fine hematic tonic to help
build up red blood. Plnkimm’s Tab
let- arc made especially for ~c~cr.
Fellow label directions.

C^zuajxce Bennett *Urt in Universal’: “Madame Spy ” vivid story of
c.C—i"in»• iic”? », i,.rr» feature oon M'crtcr. center, and -icnn x-.kCi_,
of
tcwn guests included;
Many distinguished players appear in the supporting cast. Edward S
°
, Mrs Marguerite Dudley of PonBrophy, John Eldredge and Nana Bryant have conspicuous roles.

Tuesday-Friday

What 'L/ouBiUf, WUk

WAR BONDS

MRS. JAS. EIWING, Tel. Warren

u.
Chicken Omelet Dinner — Easy to get and make

Here’s a new delicious dinner that
uses only foods that are plentiful.
A grant! way to use left-over
chicken for either the family or a
party. Easy to beat the eggs and
whip the potatoes with your Mixmaster, or can be done by hand if
you haven't one.
INGREDIENTS: 4 eggs, sepa
rated, 1 teaspoon salt,
teasuoon while pepper. 4 tablespoons
raiik or crea.ii, 2 tablespoons buttc»*. 2 cups diced cooked chicken,
I it u p. on grated onion, 1 table*
epoca, ch, pped green pepper, 1 ta*.vatG, mashed potatoes,
b '.ttcreyi ncas.
METHOD: Beat egg yoiks at No.
b speed 6ft Mixmaster. Add

teaspoon of the salt, the white
pepper and milk or cream. Beat
until blended. Melt butter in an
omelet or frying pan. Add yolk
mixture. Cook slowly until "set.
Add remaining salt to egg whites.
Beat until stiff at No, S speed of
Mixmaster. Spread over yolk mix
ture. Bake in slow oven of 325° F.
until whites are puffed and firm.
Meanwhile, brown chicken, onion
on green pepper in butter. Add
water. Spread over cooked ome
let, then fold and turn out on a
large platter. Garni, h with pi
mento strips and par.dey if de
sired. With a pastry bag or spoon,
place mounds of Mixmaster
mashed potatoes on platter. Fili
with buttered peas, Serves 4.

Army

motor

Mrs. Grace Rollln
to Fryeburg after
Summer here.
Rev. Francis E Whiti;
pastor of the First Bap
was in Moravia, N Y
attend the wedding c:
Miss Evelyn E. Whit.:
Hills of Maine, N. Y.
will return to Rocklar

Mrs. C. F. Simme:
Saturday from Plaint:
where she attended tl
of her granddaughtt:
Friese. spending the i
route in Lynn with hei
On her way heme she
her aunt, Mrs. Selinda
of Kingston, Mass., !
Union, 93 years cld,
brilliant in ail her fan
spends her lime maki
rugs and piecing quilts
fully dene and the wai
many friends.
Spencer Foundation
individually designed
all needs. Mrs. Mona
235 Broadway. Tel. 296-Wl

Visit Lucien K. <
,
second floor, 16 School
Fellows BI ck. City,
Coats and Cloth Co •
prices.
Complete line of Gc
Simplicity f foundation
front lacing corsi ts < I
etc. Expert fitting and
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 2
Phone 1100. Rockland.

ROCKL

I

STAMPSaM

I

_______________ 94*961

CHEAP coupe wanted for c., -h
odl
rubber. Call after 4 p m . 57 I’ACTFICI

I
"I

ST.

WILL buy 5 or
Rockland. South
aston.
Camden.

6 room hen ”
Thoma-t
:T
Rockport

' I

HOUSE, care Courier-Gazette
I
AN Opportunity for Service Thtl
Army and Naw are calling
■ [
er employes to military sen me III
you. either single or a married rn'ipt'l
wonder what best to do for the comlr.cl
Winter, decide to help < lit at ! ,
same time rpeeivp a d' ... .
with full maintenance and re
hours, please write to GARDNER!
STATE HOSPITAL,
Ea t O
[
M:i - _________________________
93 95
FOUR or five room furnished
jment wanted TFT 73 W
FTIMALE cook
Not over *•*"
good health. Good homt
right person
Wages $|r. pc
I
with usual time off
Will p
pa
age here
Write to l> W HO
L
Supt
Sailors'
Snug
Ha
'
Palmer Street. Quincy, Ma
ent cook who has been here gol:
to nine years, forced to lea
to poor health.
BOY wanted to work two
I
week.
Write BOX 25. carp Co
Gazette.
|
HOUSEKEEPER wanted
No
'
Ing or washing. Tel 298- J nr ' ’ I
18 Shaw Ave., SAM SAVITT
PERMANENTS
at ’ rrour
$8, guaranteed. Shamp' i. !
manicure. $1.25. EVA WEAVE!' “'I
er-R,_________
I
LISTINGS wanted for smai:
I
5 to 7 rooms. Have several cn-'
|
to pay ca<h for desirable
; T
and farm property. L. A THl '
’,L
Tel. 1159_________________________ jgjj
FURNITURE wanted to U| ; .
L
called for and delivered T J ELEJ’;I
ING. 19 Birch St. Tel. 212 W

TODAY-WED. Tl

A

Grand and Douhl
Program

Fllll of

Thrills and I j

Hit No. 1 for Th|

1

I

William fiARGAN *

Turban BEY • Sam I

I

' I

MISCELLANEOUS
looks
much like any other automobile
trailer which may be seen on the
highways or in the tourist’s camps.
The Army's trailers are used as
traveling hospitals, dental clinics
and testing laboratories.
An

Mrs. Lizzie French \
E F A Club Wednesda
her home on School s

94-961

SMALL furnished apt centra .
cated. wanted by adults. TL:
Camden.

A charming picnic d
Friday evening
I
JMrs. E. C. Da f
their guest Mrs. Th< ma
Augiusta. whose fi
jlni. Davis (im i s bi ck 1
hcod da\s. and who
much honored friend
emblcd at tins p
ning. A gorgeous c<
the dining table wa
tically grouped num!
vegetables arranged on ]
tique platter ground j
white cabbage head ■
tic work of "Ernest" am
gardens of Clifford Sir. i
renton. The dinner w
compliment to these \
den masterpieces and ;

PACHYDERM
..as Lupe & Leon
muddle up a
missing mam- r
moth mystery!

1

I

n'ffc

trailer

ROCKLAND Sanitary Servlrremoval and trucking.
Tr
ARTHUR ST CT AIR________ ___
DENTAL NOTICE
During the Summer and I
make appointments for To
Fridays. DR J. H DAMON, D
office over Newberry's 5 At '
store. 362 Main St. Tel 415 V.'

Hit No. 2 for L;

WALTER REEO
ELISABETH RISDOH F
MARION MARTIN
r 1
Plus LATEST NI

™
I

I

*,|
' |
9B

■Ma

To prevent dazzling reflect; .
side the eye Nature has
dark curtain of pigmen- ce
-J i known as the tape turn nig:';:u.
the back of the eye, accorc ic-i
the Better Vision Institute.
These mobile surgical or dental
The Moroccans shave the: .eafl’
units are hauled to their destination
and the trucks released for other pur excepting cne tuft, left to prO'i
poses. They cost from $1,200 to transportation to paradise
$3,000 and weigh from Hi to
tons. You can help pay for them
WHAT IS EPILEPSY?
. . . help keep our Army fit. Invest
Is
It
a disease? Is it infection
1 ..
at least ten percent ot your in .‘•lherited?
what can be done ab'>u' '
come in War Bonds every payday. These and other questions ol
You can join the Ten Percent Club interest to Epilepsy sufferei
through the Payroll Savings Plan, cussed in a booklet "Can
If ycu suffer from r- ' < . i
or buy Bonds regularly through the Cured?
"’cai
write fcr a free c.y
. I
nearest bank or pcstoffice.
Educational Division
Her. \,
poration.
535- 5th
Avenue
> ?
.
t
_ t
V- S, Jrtarury Drfartmtnt Dept.
8 36.
*? 1

X

GILBER1
3/5 MAIN Si

Tuesday-Friday!

Tuesday-Friday
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Social Matters
charming picnic dinner party
Friday evening at the home of Mr
ail3 Mrs. E. C. Davis honored
.;1fir guest Mrs. Thcmas Leigh of
Augusta, whese friendship with
yrs. Davis dates back to early girl
hood days, and who is also a
mUrh honored friend of all who
ajsemoled at this party of the eve
ning A gorgeous centerpiece on
•he dining table was a most artis
tically grouped number of pirze
vegetables arranged on a huge an
tique platter ground a beautiful
white cabbage head—the artis
te w rk of “Ernest” and from the
garciti. of Clifford Smith of Warrenten. The dinner was a perfect
eompiiment to thesis Victory gar
den masterpieces and guests.

FECTIVE

Week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A. J. Nichols, Hill street, were their
daughter, Miss Ruth Nichols and
-Irs. Nichols’ sister, Mrs. Houston
I eng, both of portiand

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gamage of
Crescent street, entertained Thurs
day night at their cottage, “The
exceed three line* lnAnchorage,” Crawford’s Pond, honr 50 cents. Additional
cring Harold E. Coombs in his
for three times. Five
oirthday. The evening was spent
called I. e. advertise*
socially, with much interest in
sent to The Courier
bowling games. Mr. Coombs re
ed! tional.
ceived several gifts. Those present
were, Mr. and Mrs. William Clem
IT AND FOUND
ent, South Thcmaston; Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Prescott, Camden; Mr
bracelet found. Edward rl
and Mrs. Pearl M. Lock, Mrs
imp I.,e Va
MARY WCXisl
Evelyn Peas’ee, Mrs. Isidor Gordon,
Sweetland St. City.
ggizl
Mrs. Hilda Suomela, Miss Sarah
Mr Lizzie French will entertain Blcck, Glen Athearn, Maurice
1 EF A Club Wednesday afternoon at
1 0 LEIF
Athearn, Mr. and Mrs. Louis B
her home on School street.
Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Coombs and
5 furnished room to let at
It
MRS
TREEETHEN 95. _
Mr. and Mrs. Gamage. Luncheon
31 rim st7“ja
M:. Grace Rollins has returned was served.
,_____________________________
95 9(
to Fryeburg after spending the
T Main -treet. pleasant. iTrrf
Summer here.
'
running v-,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Snow of
lult family.
Men preferred
• M____________________________ 95*
Berlin,
N. H., formerly of South
Rev Francis E. Whiting, associate
RiH.m furnished apt to leii
pa-tor of the First Baptist Church, Thomaston, have been visiting rela
1 a 1 17 (I v, STRAW 95.
to let at. 97 Union SU Te3
was in Moravia, N. Y., Monday to tives and friends in this vicinty.
»5«l|
attend the wedding cf his sister, Their daughter, Miss Carlene Snow,
S to let at 15 Grove St. Mr?3
Miss Evelyn E. Whiting to Carl is a teacher of social science in the
?O1 I.INS, Tel 579 W
94
to let. with home comfort
Hills of Maine, N. Y. Mr. Whiting Troy High School, Troy, N. H.
de-.red; 120 CAMDEN St"
will return to Rockland Thursday.
94-94
Mrs. Jchn Andrews has returned
,rrc:.. 1 minute walk from thi
ce. 4 rooms ar.d attic to letl
Mrs. C. F. Simmons returned to Damariscotta after having been
ap red and painted through!
Saturday from Plainfield, N. J„ guest the past month of her niece,
W
WALKER. Tel
Warren
______________
94 9t(
where she attended the wedding Mrs. Donald Huntley.
■MENT of 5 rooms to lea
of her granddaughter, Jeannette
no
R 1 1 bath, furnace an<i
'I
l'».
MRS
JONATHAN
Frie.se, spending the nights, en
Another unbelievably attractive
63 Summer St
93*91
route in Lynn with her son, Eaton. Educational Club program is ar
11 Adv decorated
apartment!
Adult preferred
Inquire ;,l
O11 her way heme she also visited ranged for Friday at the home of
3T ■ City_______
93 n|
her aunt, Mrs. Selinda Henderson, Mrs. Lena Merrill, corner Broad
ro n* 2nd floor. unfurnlsheJ
at 1 , 1 • Corner Warren amf
cf
Kingston, Mass., formerly of way and Rankin street, from 3 to
re
Adult
only.
Hot Wal
Union. 93 years cld, clear and 8.30. County Agent Ralph Went
and bath
Tel 988-J, C. Al
ON. 29 Chestnut St.
91
brilliant in all her faculties. She worth will talk on “The Farmer’s
spends her time making braided War Taxes.” Mrs. Donald H. Fuller
WANTED
rugs and piecing quilts all beauti will not cnly give read ngs from her
fully dene and the wonder cf her forthcoming, eagerly-awaited boox.
JTENT
woman
wanted
fol
“Flcrimel Fluff,” a cat’s journey into
many friends.
I Use work
MRS.
ENSIGli
wonderland, to be used for the
95
b . wanted for recelviiTJ
Spencer Foundation Garments j Christmas trade, but will show
pi
Rockland plant!
Rev. Winfield
n wr
“ROCKLANI] individually designed supports fur j travel pictures.
care The Courier Gazette.
Witham, Camden's well known
all
needs.
Mrs.
Mona
McIntosh,
j
___
___________ 95-9^
G
om waitress wanted; $13
235 Broadway. Tel. 296-W—adv 93-96 ‘ Congregational paster, will speak
on “Today’s Outstanding Church
TH, ■ ' UK1 HOTEL 95-1
kbv carriages wanted to rei
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s Controversy.” Box lunch at 6. Re
m re tires after recent stock
for lhe duration.
Have thaij
second floor, 16 School street. Odd ports on membership increase, with
repaired and -torerl for the.
Fellows Blcck, City, for Furs, Fur study subject for 1943 selection for
DAVIS BICYCLE SHOP. 22<1
. Rcckland
95*
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate brief papers and current events.
\| i
at 1 Hi
prices.
9tf
TIKE HOTEX.
94 tf]
Mrs. Arthur Johnson, who has
)l.-'(i
ha dwood
lumber foil
Complete
line
of
Gossard
’
s
Mtss
been
employed at the office of the
•'.m oli ( 'c for ship tlm
R NOYES Union, Me. 94*1#
Simplicity Foundation garments, | State News Co., is to leave Wed
MA ON JOHNSON.)
front lacing corsets, combinations, i nesday for Lincoln, Neb., to visit
R
Cit]
Tel. 553 Rl
04*961
etc. Expert fitting and alterations. 1 her husband, t*vt. Arthur Johnson
motor boat wtth Gray Ma
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St., She will be accompanied by Mrs.
1.
AVA M RICH. I.-le aul
Phone 1100. Rockland.
41-T-tf Carl Oxton cf Warren. Both Pvt.
94*991
avlng
pullets,
cross,
fori
Johnson and Pvt. Oxton are beth
(t ARLES C
BOWERS, Waldo-1
attending an Air Force Technical
94*961
fl.Y LADIES to board, good
School.

COSTS

Reasonable rates.
Tel. Warren. 59-2 I
94-961

EWING

1’ - oi
adults

-fto
•a
i b

r

c

'

ntra’.lv loTEL
507 1
94*961

mpe wanted for cash;
I
fter 4 p. m., 57 PACIFK’I
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ip t ’unity for Service: Thp|
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• calling our young
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to
military service
Ifl
a married coupL'l
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MOC

STAMPS® BONDS
ROCKLAND
TODAY-WED.-THURS.
\ Grand and Double Feature
Program
Full of Thrills and Laughs . . .
Hit No. 1 for Thrills

LAST TIMES TODAY
BRIAN DONLEVY
PRESTON FOSTER

in

"WAKE ISLAND”
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

.1 ble salarvl
maintenance and reasonable!
'-It- to GARDNER,
HOSPITAL.
East
Oartlaes [
93 991

]

Not over fifty, i’l
1

Vagi

home for t
wt, per W«( I

id 'Une 'iff Will paV pass
W' - to It W HOFFS!'-"
tallors’
Snug Harbor,
ln7l
Prestreet
Qutney, Mass.
Wl - has been here going OBI
' - tr
f rrced to leave owing,
In.Ith.
93-95,
•V:.

BOX

work two nights il
25. rare *Courler-J
93*95,

wanted
No rook
re] 29R-.I or cal! >’ I
SAM SAVITT
92Jf |

•'.KEEPER

Ave

tNENTS
at
(four
home.
Imp. 1
Shampoo, flngerwavc.
$’ 25
EVA WEAVER Tel
92-tf |

int No, 2 for Laughs

iCELLANEOUS
:ice
nd
trucking.
ST CI AIR

Tel.

Wa •••!
63--M
93*95

BENT \L NOTICE
the Summer and Fall will I
P titinents for Tuesdays and I
DR J H DAMON, Dentist.
.'•'• Wbt•••;
5 As 10 «*»»*1
Ma
St Tel 415 W 92' J

..as Lupe & Leon
muddle up a
missing mam
moth mystery!
Plus
JAM AND JIVE SESSION
PICTURE PEOPLE, GOOD JOB

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
ANDREWS SISTERS in

SS

5th

Avenue,

NA c>

95 It

Robert D. Hillgrove, who has
been visiting at home, has re
turned to New Britain,, Conn.,
where he has employment.
George W. Wood, Jr., a student
at Suffolk University, Boston, visi
ted his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Wood, this week-end.
Mrs. Hudson D. Ames, who has
been spending the Summer in this
vicinity, is returning to her home
in Brockton today.
The A. H. Newbert Association
will meet Friday night at Temple
Hall.
Housekeepers for supper
will be. Ralph U. Cark, chairman,
Winfield Chatto, Raymond Watts,
Frank Maxey ancTGeorge St. Clair.

Members of Tonian Circle are
to bring their own dishes for cov
ered dish supper meeting to be
held Wednesday night at the home
of Miss Katherine A. Veazie.

2519

TODAY—BARGAIN DAY
TWO BIG FEATURES TWO

Any Seat. Any Show. Any Time
Adults 25c; Children 11c

First Hit

"MY FAVORITE SPY”

lh

Second Hit

“It Happened in Flatbush”

rius LATEST NEWS

WED.-THURS.-FRI.
THREE

PERMANENTLY

INDIVIDUALIZED

z•

•

BIG DAYS

THREE

CECIL B DrMILLE’S

MANAGEABLE

GREATEST SPECTACLE

OIL
PERMANENT

, REAP

$3.00

WILD

OTHER PERMANENTS
$2.50, $4.00, £5.00

IAT IS EPILEPSY?

535

Joyce Elaine Wotton, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wot
ton. Ingraham's Hill, is an appen
dectomy patient at the Knox Hos
pital.

KAY KYSER in

WAITER REED
ELISABETH RISOON
MARION MARTIN

X.

f.r a free cop" to J;
ta; Division
Renesol Cc»-

Mrs. Walter Stanley of Swan’s
Island has been spending a few
days in the city.

PHONE

lc; oceans shave their heads I
g cne tuft, left to provide |
tation to paradise.

id other questions of sP^14’
ts, l;,..,p.\ sufferers are
i n bum let "Can Epilepsy
"
■utter from EplieP:-

Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Sanborn of
Portland were in the city Satur
day. on their way to Kent's Hill.

NEW’CflwDEN’THEATRE

’vent dazzling reflections in'l
e eye Nature has hung
urtain of pigment cellfJ
as the tapetum nigrum, in|
•< of the eye, according tc|
ter Vision Institute.

Iisease? is it infectious? Is »♦
What can be done about «■

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson of
Swan s’ Island were in the city
Sunday and Monday, coming here
in company with their daughter.
Mrs. Jchn Hughes, and grand
daughter. Patricia, who left yes
terday fcr Orlando, Fla, where
Mr. Hughes is stationed with the
Ail Force. The Johnsons returned
to Swan’s Island today.

PACHYDERM PANIC

i 1 .ted for small hou-''s|
Eave several customers I
'
d. sirable, residentialr
I A THURSTON.
92 tf
TVRE w
1 to upholster.
.’ ! delivered
T .1. FLEM-I
Bi h St
Te! 212 W
92-w |

Burnell Mank of the Central
Maine Power Company, is spend
ing a week's vacation at the home
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Le
forest I. Mank, East Waldcboro.

Methebesec Club meets Friday
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Louis Walker. 79 Summer street.
Mrs. Mary Avery will give a report
of the Maine Federation meeting.
Mrs. Angelica Glover will tell cf a
trip to England and Mrs. Elizabeth
Davis will speak on current affairs.
Assisting hostesses will be Mary
Cooper. Margaret Stahl and Caro
line Stanley.

-m furnished apar’-|

1•

Rev. and Mrs. J. Wesley Stuart
and son, Jchn, of Cape Neddick,
who have been visiting Mrs. Stuart’s
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Earl U
Chaples, left Monday to visit at the
home of Mr Stuart’s brother, Rev.
Chauncey Stuart, Topsham.

KkAMO

t best to do for the edmingl
decide to help out, at thel

73 w

Miss Eleanor Libby celebrated her
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley A. Gay of
15th birthday Friday night by en Fairfield were week-end guests of
tertaining friends at her home on relatives in this city*and Camden
Breadway. Miss Shirley Shileds and
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Angell of
George Grafton tfere winners in
the scavenger hunt. Games were Searsport were visitors in Rockplayed and a birthday luncheon I land Mcnday.
was served
Those present were
Miss Sally Wood of Boston is
Miss Nance Lunt of Cushing; Miss
Nancy Libby, Miss Shirley Shields visiting Mr. and Mrs. George W.
and George Grafton of Thomaston; Wocd, Limerock street.
Miss Evelyn ^wgeney. Miss Carolyn
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Mor
Candage, Sidney Candage, Arthur
ton
of Portland are spending a
Stanley. Morris Perry, Eriand 3eal
week
in Rcckland, visiting rela
and David Libby. Mrs. Clarence
tives
and
friends.
Lunt of Cushing was guest during
the party of Miss Libby's mother,
Mrs.
Charles
Stevens, Mrs.
Mrs. Howard Grover.
Charles Stone, Mrs. Harold Dunn.
Mr. and Mrs Harold J. Glidden, Miss Esther Wagner and Miss EllaDever, N H., who spent the week Marie Idtse of Danbury, Conn.
end with Mr. Glidden’s mother, were week-end guests cf Miss
Mrs. Daniel Glidden, Jefferson, Harriet O'Brien, 104 Masonic street.
were visitors Sunday at the horn? Mrs. Dunn. Miss Wagner and Miss
are members of the facultj'
of Mrs. Glidden’s sister, Mrs. Idtse
of the Danbury Teachers’ College.
Eleancr Grover, Broadway.

ss

93TLf

GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON

375 WiAiN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 142

JOHNSON-GREENBERG
SHAVIN-FRIESE
Miss Rosaline Greenberg, daugh
Miss Jeannette Friese, daughter
This And That
— . . , _
.
..
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Green- of Mr. and Mrs. George Milton
Tslentcd Service Men Play berg of New York city and Ernest Friese of Plainfield. N J . was marImportant Part In the
Johnson. son, of Mrs. Margue- I ried there Oct. 4 to David Shavln
1 rite Johnsen of Rockland, were of New York, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Opening IVleeting
married in Merrimac Mass., Sept. Harry Shavin of Chattanooga. Tenn.
Miss Mabel Spring was again in 30 at 2 30 p m j P Howard The ceremony took place at the
the president's chair at the Rubin- phmps reading the double ring home of the bride's parents, 1744
stein Club's first meet ng of the ceremony.
Sleepy Hollcw Lane. Rev. Robert
season and gave a short review of
Mrs. Johnson is an entertainer
Rock of the Crescent Avenue
the past month’s happenings music- , of consider#ble merit and is now Presbyterian Church officiated.
By K. S. F.
ally, also gave greetings to membe: > working at miscellaneous Boston There were no attendants. A small
and guests from our Service Center. cjubs She was a member of the reception followed. Tlie bride, well
Chairman
of the evening, Mrs. cast of the radio show, "One Man's known in Rockland, graduated from
Six thousand new members of
the “P.T.A.” would look as if there Grace Strout, with her native charm Family.” at one time.
Plainfield High School anc} attended
would be things accomplished by opened the eyes of the audience to
Mr. Johnson is at present lead Southern Junior Seminary In Buena
this excellent organization in the her broad influence and direct bene ing a well known Boston orchestra Vlstd, Virginia, and the National
fit to our momentous cau«e which in one of the better clubs just out Academy of Design in New York,
State.
is
being advanced by music. This
• • • •
andn is now a junior at 8*rah Law
side of Boston.
Dig out your scrap for real serv spirit that is of such vital need to, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson plan to rence College. New York.
brace and encourage and lighten
She is a descendant of Stephen
ice to your government.
spend a belated honeymoon at the
the hearts of men facing death and 1
Hopkins, who came from England
• • * •
home of Mr. Johnson's mother in
Vegetables are delightful to be- disaster to many of our highest Rcckland after their present con on the Mayflower. The bridegroom
ideals, needs the poignant touch
attended the University of Chatta
hold when a master like -John'
tracts are filled and are at pres
that
only
music
can
give;
and
this
is
nooga. He is the author of several
piles them in artistic display in a
ent living in Boston.
what
the
Federated
Music
Clubs
of
poems of note and is now a radio
Mr. and Mrs. Edward V. Reed market. Fruits in all the lovely
our
Nation
realize
and
are
working
script
writer.
and Mrs. Costello Hall cf Wool shades of Fall beauty with charm
KARL-BAKER
The
couple will live in an apart
for
in
every
State
in
the
Union
ing girls to serve one in another
wich were in Rockland, Friday.
Mrs. Ariela Baker of Fairfield ment in New York while the bride
where
music
is
held
sacred
to
the
fine market give us great pleasure
announces the marriage of her is completing her college course.
heart.
Miss Geraldine Norton, student to see and eat. f
daughter,
Anna Louise to Jchn
Mrs. C. F. Simmons, the bride's
The
program
opened
with
duets:
• • • •
at Burdett Business School, visited
Frederick
Karl,
son
of
Mi*,
and
grandmother,
and Mrs. Wilbert
A
—
Overture
by
Beethoven,
played
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vance
The United States Bureau of
Mrs.
Harold
L.
Karl
of
Rockland
snow.
Mrs.
Friese
’s sister, and Prof,
Norton, over the hoiiday and week Standards recently disclosed the by Mrs. Alex Vardavoulis and Miss
that
took
place
in
Lewiston
last
Wilbert
Snow
of
Middletown
College
Dorothy Lawry. B—Nevins’ Drag
end.
results cf a test which showed
June,
the
ceremony
being
per

werer
present
at
the
marriage.
onfly. memorized and played with
there was an average of 14.7 per
The bride, a very beautiful lady.
Knott C. Rankin, Jr., and Arthur
exquisite fin'sh and charm, as was formed by Rev. W. S. Rounds.
cent gasoline wastage due chiefly
was
gowned in a white crepe suit
Mrs. Karl is a graduate of Law
the first number by these highly fa
Schofield, students at the University
to inefficient carburetion.
vored members of the club, whose rence High Schocl and was a stu and carried a mass of gardenias in
cf Maine, were heme for the week
• • • •
end.
fine musicianship is deary’ ac dent of Knox Ccunty General bouquet, fter mother were black
Storage tanks for hot water
vvelvet with pink roses. Mrs. Sla
knowledged
Hospital Training School.
heaters
of the kind used in most
The Rug Club met all day Fri
The third number was Mrs. MariPvt. John Karl is in the Army vin has done noteworthy work
day with Mrs. Kennedy Crane at homes will for the duration at ana Bullard’s singing delightfully Ajr Corps and is stationed at Den- with panits and work in original
the Crane cottage, Battery Beach. least be manufactured in only and skilfully “Friends,” by Malotte.^ver Colo. He is a graduate of designing, having had many cemthree sizes as a result of WPB with a fine encore response “Loves RcckCand High School and at- i pliments cn her artistic ability.
Mr. and Mrs. William Copeland, simplification of work.
On the Highway, by Huntington , tended Fryeburg Academy
• * * •
who have been residing in South
ROSE EMERY DYER
Woodman.
____________
Thomaston, are moving today to 30
Listen to this: On returning to
And now for our service men’s
Mrs.
Rose Emery Dyer, widow of
' HUPPER-SPRAGUE
Warren street, Rockland.
the Antarctic in 1934. Admiral compliment to our club. Ensign
Mr. and Mrs. Redington C. Charles E. Dyer cf Owl's Head.
Byrd's men warmed, and ate meat
Mrs. Arthur Johnson, who is that had been left in pans cn the Richardson, who comes from Bis- _prague cf Long Cove, announce i daughter of the late Capt. J. J.
leaving for Lincoln, Neb , Wednes stove in 1930. And seme of our mark, Ind., and is stationed at our the marriage cf their daughter, j'Emery and Melissa Arey, died at
Haddonfield. N. J.. Friday, Oct. 9.
day, was given a farewell party men think second warming of port, gave us a rare treat with gen- Geraldine Evelyn tQ Corp
erous
and
highly
brilliant
mastery
Saturday night at the cffice of the
S. Hupper. The ceremony took Capt. Emery was the inventor of
beans is hard lines.
of
his
violin.
Ensign
Richardson
State News Company, where she has
place Sunday Sept. 27 at the heme the Chenery and Emery chain
• • • •
was
a
violin
teacher
at
the
Uni

stepper, still used to seme extent
been employed several months.
Dogs are the most loved as pets versity of Chicago for ever six of Rev. L. N. Claxton in Anniston,
the | cn ships.
Cards were played and refreshments
we are told in this country. Cana years. In the numbers he gave to Ala., Rev. Claxton reading
The deceased leaves three sons,
served. Mrs. Johnson was present
double
ring
service.
ries rank second, with cats third, the perfect delight of the audience
ed with a camera Those present
The bride were a street length Raymond E., a technician in the
though by their number it looks were Beethoven’s Sonata Op. 26
were Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thompson
dress
of soldier blue with match Camden shipyards, Irving B . chief
Minuet from Quintet, in E. hy Luigi ing accessories and a corsage of electrician in the Navy, knd Albert
and daughter, Jacqueline, Miss Ann like first.
* * • 0
Bocchereni and The Old Refrain
Heald, Miss Pauline Beal, Mr. and
i gardenias. Mrs. Ira Clark, the C. a technician of undersea craft
Idealists who wish for better and Rondinb-Theme on Beethoven
Mrs. Sidney Segal and Mrs.
bride’s sister and cnly attendant for the Navy. She also leaves 10
conditions in their heme town Minuet from Quintet in E. which
Johnson.
were a brown street length dress grandchildren, three of whem are
would delight to pass the school- was most enticing with its sweet
with matching accessories and a in the Navy, Harcld J. a machin
Mr. and Mrs. David R. McGinley houses and not have to walk ness of melody. He was accom corsage of talisman roses.
ists Mate now in Iceland, doing pa
were given a farewell party Friday through so much trash in the form panied by a real artist, and comThe bride is a graduate of St. trol on a destroyer, Charles Dyer,
night by St. Bernard’s Church of waste paper, would it not be ppser of piano, music. Yeoman Har- George High School, class of ’36. an Ensign in the Navy’ new sta
Choir, the affair being held at the possible to have a place for schol rjson B. Doren of the Coast Guard. She received her license to practice tioned at Key West, and Francis I.
Miss Margaret Simmons next, hairdressing in ’38 and since, has an electrician now serving in
heme cf Mrs. Jane Foley. Talbot ars to place the scrap paper they
avenue. The evening was spent let lly all over the streets and I sang “Star of Me” and “Down In been employed at Gilbert’s Beauty | Malta. She had recently become
musically and refreshments were school yard-where it sometimes > the Forest” Miss Simmons was at'n Corp. „upper is the son cf a great grandmother
served. A gift was made to the acldn to the litter of weeds and j her best and gave her numbers with Mr. and Mrs. Colby Hupper of Mar
Services were held at the home
McGinleys, the presentation beir.g grass in an, otherwise lovely hedge. artist e poise and gifted charm.
tinsville. He is a graduate cf the of her sen, and interment in beauYeoman Doren was more than Maine Central Institute, class of tiful Harleigh Cemetery, notable
• • • *
by Gerald U. Margeson. Those pres
generous
in his recalls and num ’34 and before entering the service
Have you ever heard that an
ent were Mrs. Carl W. Simmons,
as the resting place of Walt Whit
bers
played
in masterly finish of- was employed at Snow Shipyards,
Miss Mary Johnson, Miss Rosemary cients held the belief that the
man, and ether famous literary
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald U. Mar beautiful rubies so valued as preci touch and technique. His first Inc.
people.
geson, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry, ous jewels in our keeping, con offering was Beethoven’s Soha:a
Mrs. Hupper resumes her duties
Jchn A. Murphy, Benjamin Dow tained an internal fire? And this Opus 26—five variations. Next, at Gilbert’s Beauty Salon fcr the
IN TWO CEREMONIES
ling, Sr., D. Robert McCarty, Mr. was what gave them their lovely Debussey’s Prelude A Minor, and present while Corp. Hupper is sta Two Rockland brothers, Charles
for his recall Ernesto Lecurid’s tioned at Ft. McClellan, Ala.
and Mrs. George Behrens, Rev. red color.
and Richard Mitchell, sons of Mr.
“
Malaquina.” Later he responded
•
♦
•
•
James F. Savage, Mrs. Foley and
and Mrs. Charles J Mitchell, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. McGinley.
Tell me what is worse than the with Cyril Scott's “Lctus Land”
N. COOK SHOLES
cific street, have recently joined
yelping of a hound dog when one and several of his own h ghly en
Death's
call
came
suddenly
the ranks cf the benedicts.
Mrs. Lea Lajoie of Tarrytown, wishes fcr quiet—unless it’s two joyable and enticing compositions,
Sunday morning fcr a widely
From Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence I.
“
Rhythm
On
the
Left
”
and
“
Rainy
N. Y. has been visiting her parents, hound dogs.
of known and popular Knox County Morton cf East Union comes the
Afternoon.
”
His
originality
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Mackie cf Long
* • • •
thought showed fine musical appre- citizen, Newton Cock Sholes, s,rik- announcement of the marriage of
Cove.
Yes. it's a mighty pleasant thing ciation that delighted and thrilled ing him down as he arose for the
their daughter, Dorothy Morton
in
the
course
of
one
’
s
day's
work
day
at
his
recently
adopted
home
Mrs. Delia Sullivan has returned
Hilt to Charles J. Mitchell of
h's listeners.
from Alfred where she has been to meet a friend of years who
Rockland, the ceremony taking
The program was closed with the in Belfast.
Deceased was born 54 years ago place last Friday at Camp Edison,
visiting at the home of her daugh- greets you, not cnly with hearti singing of "The Star Spangled Ban
ness, but hands you a flower—a ner” by the full house with our in Utica, N. Y, son of Herbert N J., where the groom is in the
tr, Mrs. Joseph Brown.
real llower, like something that guest artists at the piano and ob Chapin and Eliza (Cook) Sholes.
armed services, a member of the
Dr. Robert L. Allen, who has a touches the inner heart, with a ligato on the violin. Light refresh He came in young manheed to this preparatory courses for the Offi
fellowship at the Mayo Foundation warming glow that no heat cf a ments were served and a social hour section in an executive capacity cers’ Training School. Chaplhin
Clinic, Rochester, Minn., ts home furnace can parallel,—a word of enjoyed.
K. S. F.
with the East Coast- Fisheries and W. L. Young performed the cere
on a six months' leave of absence high estimation. Powers of both
attained a wide popularity in this mony, the groom being accom
and expects to return the first of kinds are handy if we attune our
city. With the passing of the East panied by Lester Chappelle of
NORTH APPLETON
May.
minds to the giving of justifiable
Mrs. Nellie Crooker and daughter | ^oast Mr. Sholes lccated cn Kentucky.
bcuquets oftener.
On Sept. 18 Richard Mitchell, an
Frances Crocker of Washington, Mr. Vinalhaven. estabh'}iing the fam
• ♦ ♦ •
Mrs. Edw^n Fogelman cf Myers
ily home there and being connect employe of thn South Portland
and
Mrs.
Cebra
Crooker
of
Dam

town, Pa., is visiting at the home
Horace Greeley, founder of the
ariscotta were recent callers of Mis. ed with the Chase Net Factory. Shipyard, was married to Miss
of her son, Stuart Fogelman. New York Tribune, was the first1
Later he operated weirs of his phyllis Spiccuco, daughter of Mr
Mrs. Leland Johnson.
Broadway. She was honor guest at president cf the New York Typo
cwn.
and Mrs. Genaro Spiccuco of
Visitors last week at O. T. Keene’s
a tea given Friday afternoon by graphical Union.
With
the
outbreak
of
the
Wcrld
Portland.
The young couple
were Mr. and Mrs. George Rice cf
• • • •
Mrs. Stuart Fogelman.
War he enlisted with the Milli have their home established at 109
Long
Island,
N.
Y..
Mrs.
Shirley
Mother—Darling, you
should
Merceri, Miss Vivian Keene. R. N. ken Regiment, attaining the rank Franklin St., Portland.
never use such words.
of lieutenant. Following the war
LINCOLNVILLE
Buddy—But, Moms, Shakespeare of Palmer, Mass.. William Wood of
Searsmcnt, Philip Keene of Bath, he returned to Vinalhaven and months ago and with Mrs. Sholes,
The Wednesday night dancez used them.
among his many activities there resided a^ 39 Northport avenue
sponsored by the Grange have been
Mother—Well, you stop playing William Darroch of Rockport. Harry
was the organizing of Woodccck- where funeral services will be held
Edgecomb
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Urban
discontinued
with him.
Trask.
Cassie-Cccmbs
Post,
American this afternoon. Interment will be
Stanley Gray left Sunday far
• • • •
at the Roberts Cemetery. Vinalha
Middletown, Conn., where he has
Mr. and Mrs. Raym^d Gibsrn Legion.
So heg owners are warned to beMr. Sholes took up his duties as ven, where committal services will
employment for the Winter.
ware of an epidemic of erysipelas and son of Belfast spent the weekEdgar Allen of Bath passed the that is spreading. Donald P. Cor end at their heme here. They were bookkeeper-cashier for Frost <fe be held tomorrow noon. The bear
seme
feur ers will be Alfred Creed, Ralph M.
Belfast,
week-end at home.
bett, chief of the agricultural de supper guests Saturday of her par- Wilkins,
Brcwn, Frank White and Charles
Melvin Dickey has been taken to partment division of animal in ents, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall.
;---------the home of his son Fred Dickey dustry, says that care by the farmWebster.
Philip Keene, a sen’or at Unlver- stoekton Springs., Mrs. Louise
1 for an indefinite time, owing to Uie ers must be taken or this dreaded ' sity of Maine, left Monday to resumo , winch, and Mrs. Grace Knapp of
Deceased is survived by his
! illness of his wife net being able to disease may be transmitted to hu- his studies
widow, Marion Sholes, an aunt.
Palmer, Mass.
obtain hired help. It’s a serious mans. Watch your swine herds and
Mrs Grace Johnson has employ
Mrs. William Carter was week- Mrs. Adolphus Cock, Watertown,
problem to obtain help or a phy- keep them clean and well fed.
ment in the office cf her brother, !end guest of her parents, Mr. and : N- Y. and three cousins.
i sician. Dr. Caswell, who has sevJosiah Hcbbs in Camden.
j Mrs. Frank Meservey.
I
What cock today knows anything
; eral patients in town, will enter the
Guests Monday of Mrs. Mabefle
Mrs. Myrtle Cullinan was a RockAIR CORPS RATE!
about the use of marrowbones? And
Army in November.
Keene were Mrs. Clarence Colley of land visitor Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Talbot of Bel- what really valuable food, cheap
' fast were callers at H. A. Miller's too. and flavcrable cne can get at
lew cost? Any shop where meat is
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Heal. sold will have plenty, sometimes.
Hany’ Mathews. Stanley Gray, They give you all you want. Some
j Florence MacDonald, Evelyn Stet- day I will give some of mj- family
i son and Mrs. Jennie Duntcn were recipes that may tempt my read
ers and shew them that grand
i in Banger Frida?.
•Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Knight, who mothers knew their marrowbones.
• • • •
has been vacationing for two weeks
And
cabb'~
‘
' Some years since,
at Ocean Point, have returned home.
a
fine
1st;
ar.d
wife of one of
Joe n4ver goes off his course
Mrs. Jane Miller of Belfast was
when he'sheaded for Kate’s cookies
Pilot
Maine
’
s
irzlny
prized
poets, told
i week-end guest at Twin Elm Farm.
or cakes! She never goes off the course
Mrs. Edith Knight and Mrs. Clif-1 me that she kept her health
when she uses Rumford the reliable
baking powder that’s been bake-inton Lewis and son Ronald were normal by eating cabbage raw
aurance for over eighty years! FREE:
every day. And it is a fact that
Patriotic pamphlet oi sugarless rec
visitors at Fairfield last week.
ipes 1 Conserve supplies for victory,
The cabbage has few peers among
write Rumferd Raking Powder. Bos
Corarter-Gazette Want Ads Work' vegetables for food value. I tried
ES. Euntford, xihods isiand.
•

Rubinstein Club

Buy U.S. War Bonds
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Upper Classmen

Yearns for the Steamboats of Yesteryear
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This is the Maine Central Railroad’s handsome but eccentric side-wheeler “Frank Jones” recalled with interest

by Mr. Lee.

[Presented herewith is a letter flag decked from bow to stern and a large half circle from the Deer
from a Summer resident so rich her deep toned whistle steadily Isle wharf, with her lights all
in the warm and salty memories ablow as she answered salutes. In bright and her searchlight looking
of yesteryear that it cannot be de truth, she kept barely steam enough for visitors who might be anchored
nied this newspaper’s great family
in her path, was a sight to go far
for steerageway.
of steamboat lovers]
My father and mother were on to see. More interesting was to
Sept. 10, 1942.
the Belfast the morning she sank hear her do it in a thick fog and
Dear Steamboat Editor:—
the Morse. And that had an amus pitch darkness—her echo whistle
If this letter seems unduly fa ing side, too, for another Sargent bouncing back from schooners, clay
miliar it is because the feeling ville Summer resident, going up at banks and the wharfs. She never
which prompts it is the same that same time and hating th® missed, in a performance that was
which breathes through your de water, had played it safe by taking sheer magic.
lightful columns, a deep, longing the train from Boston, and with
On Sundays when the Morse was
for those steamboat days on the her trunks aboard, spending the running, the Pemaquid had to leave
Penobscot which we know are gone night on the Morse. Her son teased the dock and circle slowly out in
her for years—for he was on the the Reach until the Morse had
forever.
In those earliest years, (1895) Belfast.
left. Your book has given me back
Tempermental as she was, we the name of Captain Wescott, the
coming from Pennsylvania, our
family travelled by the “Horatio loved the J. T. Morse (known in small boys friend; but my memory
Hall” from New York to Portland the Fall, when we had to leave on has lost the name of the red haired
and then on the old “Frank Jones.” her, as the R. E. Morse). She was engineer (Emerson Sadler) who
Do you remember the feud between sunk by the Belfast and sunk by was equally the understanding
the Jones and Captain Crockett the Pemaquid; she scraped bottom friend of those small imps. Sun
with his “Catharine?” I do not on Bass Harbor Bar and Sunken day morning was a rare treat for
know how long this “war” lasted, Egg Rock—and your picture shows us as she circled out around and
but one day does stand out clearly her going overland on Crotch we were permitted guests. You
in my memory. The Catharine ar Island. As the Yankee, with a load can imagine what it meant to a
riving first at Castine, stayed and of passengers after one of the Cup twelve or fourteen year older to
stayed while the Jones drifted and Races, she kept in practice by have his choice of handling the
backed and filled until Crockett hanging up on Montauk Point for wheel in the pilot house, or the
was ready to leave. At Deer Isle four hours. But what wouldn’t 11 throttle and reverse lever in the
we arrived almost together, with give to hear her whistle just once engine room. I still do not know
the Jones a few fathoms in the more—or better yet, the thump of which was the more thrilling—to
lead. But just as she got her her paddles coming down the Reach bring her into the dock from the
heaving lines ashore, Crockett, com from Pumpkin on a still morning, pilot house, or to respond to the
ing up astern, wedged his Catharine while we waited on the dock at signals below. Even being deck
between the Jones and the wharf Sargentville.
hand and heaving the line was
Warping out around the corner thrill enough.
and shoved us right out. Again
we waited! It was in 1908 or 1903 of the dock at Rockland one morn
On that “pea soup” morning of
that I bid good bye to the Frank ing on the Boothbay, with a thump Sept. 8, 1915, I was alongside her
Jones from the window of a train and a bang, her stern, where I was j pjjo^ house, to starboard, as the
crossing the bridge at Albany. But standing, lifted about six feet andjMorse leaped out of the fog as
we have talked of her since, for dropped with a great splash. Mr. only a white ship can. The clear
her pilot, Gr^nt, one of the best, Hosmer, of revered memory, (the picture I still carry in my memory
came from Sargentville. Your book seagulls tamed to eat from his is seeing the bow lookout, my frfend
has the only picture of her I have hand) came rushing aft, and to my Horace Eaton of Sargentville, prac
ever seen—and that alone is worth questioning look said that they had tically entering the saloon door of
been repairing the wharf and must the Morse and then disappearing
more than its modest price.
From 1902 began our acquaint- have left a spile sticking out. When under a heap of wrecked superance with the Bangor steamers—!! asked if she might not have ( structure Before I could gather
the emotional intensity cf that day broken off a blade, he replied- my wits and climb over the chain,
of the year was almost unbearable J “Oh no, them prongs’ll bend be- out he crawled. The heavy anchor
—going to Maine! The Bay State | fore they break.” Evidently the davit of the Pemaquid had been
I recall only vaguely, but the City “prcng” neither bent nor broke for curved right down to the deck, tak
of Bangor and the City of Rock there was no noticeable vibration ing him with it—and he didn’s have
land were personal friends. And I as we went on our way.
a scratch. I was a fascinated eye
remember a trip home on the Ran
But of all the Penobscot Steam witness to that other Eaton’s (R.
som B. Fuller when she substituted ers, the Peamaquid was our boat, E. of Rockland) rapid transferral
for the sunken Rockland.
Mv for she tied up every night and all from the Morse to the Pemaquid,
Mother and I were on the Camden day Sundays at Sargentville. To and an even more fascinated ear
on her maiden trip out of Boston, see her come in after dark, making witness to the argument in which
he promptly engaged Captain Wes
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE cott when he learned that, instead
of being taken to Stonington, he
Answer to this puzzle on Page Two
was on his way back to Rockland.
It ended when Captain Wescott
rr
5"
4
b
T5
”
12
n
2
5
r7
9
1
told him, quite emphatically, that
lb
I?
he had a Boston train to connect
H
with—and he hadn”t invited him
l?>
1$
lo
17
aboard anyway.
But very vivid in my mind is the
zS
21
21
picture of two men coming aboard
at that time and one of them bring
p|i5 2b
ing his suitcase with him.
Ynv
lS IA
1$
L
No words of mine can express my
gratitude
for the tales of these old
£
3^
35
friends of ours, and the accounts
of their last sad days. Not alone
3b
37
those mentioned above, but as well,
Jw!
i
M2
M0
Ml
the Cimbria, the Juliette and the
Tremont; the Westport and SouthMM
4©
M5
port. Close friends all. Of less
intimate
friendship were the
y? HE
L
49
5*>
Rangeley and the Moosehead; the
Sieur de Monts, the Golden Rod
5i
!>3
5M 5!>
52
«
and the Castine. I’ve met the Gov.
1 57
5b
5B
Bodwell in Burnt Coat and waved
to the Vinalhaven from Hurricane.
s)
fel
b°
bl
These memories were slowly fading
but
"Steamboat Lore” has refreshed
&
t>H
b5
them, and will keep them so as
long as I live.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
John R. Lee.
1-Vehicle
45- Oispatch
13-An item in one’s
Sargentville,
Me.
5-Pant
46- Short in manner
property
411 North Main St.,
•-Musical drama
47- Speck
19-Series (abbr.)
14-Above
49- Dry measure
19-Fragment of cloth
Wallingford, Conn.
1&-Mountains between
Europe and Asia
16- Oims
17- Body of men empow
ered to make laws

* (Pl-)

Zb-Left side (abbr.)
21- To make a tour
22- Persia
23- Scarf
24- Termination of
nouns denoting
vocation
25- A jagged knot
26- Denomi nation
27- Scraped linen

29- Skin

30-Cure hides
31- Pronoun
32- Rave
33- Debarked
36- Myaelf
37- Spar
38- Yield

Tuesday-Friday
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50- June bug
51- Eternity
52- A nimbus
53- Cherry-red color
56- Musical note
57- Charities

59-Willow twigs
61- Combining form.
Wax
62- House additions
63- Bird homes
64- A waiter
65- Combining form.
Far

VERTICAL

1- Young horse
2- Affirm
3- Gets back
4- Three-legged stand
5- Sea-bird
6-A constellation
7- A thin satin
St-Six
•-More than one
40-Turkish officials
9-AJar
42-Grade
10-A dance
43- Oom b in ing form. Air 11- The (Sp.)
44-Golf mound
12- Memente

23-Look after
25- Dispatched
26- Rock particles
27- A citrous fruit
28- Entry in an account
29- Go by
30-Vat
32- Uncommon
33-To provide
34—At any time
35— Earth
37- Join
38-Shore
41- English school
42- Reclalm
43-The external ear
45- Choose
46- Musical instrument
47- Bristle (Surg.)
48- Balance
49- Woodland spirit
50- River in Scotland
52- Pronoun
53- Surfeit
54- Part with for a price
55- Feminine suffix(Fr.)
57- Wager
58- Girl’s name

60- Exist*

GLEN COVE
Robert Gardner and family of
Rockland have moved into the Ev
erett tenement.
C. E. Gregory has returned to
work after two weeks’ vacation, a
part of which he and Mrs. Gregory
spent in Portland.
Emil Koehler has been a recent
guest of his daughter Marion and
son-in-law Donald Wood, returning
to Boston Monday.
Everett Humphrey attended the
Lincoln Association of Churches in
Bath last Tuesday at the Winter
street Congregational Church, in
company with Rev. Roy A. Welker,
Mrs. L. W. Pickett and Mrs. Jesse
Bradstreet.
Buy War Savtags Bonds and Stamps

Sixteen students from Rockland
and vicinity have registered as up
per-classmen at the University
of Maine this year. At the head of
the first day of registration the
total enrollment had reached the
figure of 1829, as compared to the
enrollment on the same day last
year cf 1880.
Students from this area are:
Rockland—Arthur Carlson, Jo
seph Dondis. Grant Davis, David
Hempstead, Mary Hempstead, Paul
Horeyseck, Madeline Hurd. Stan
ley Murray.
Ncrth Haven—Arthur Beverage.
Jr., Richard Bloom, Richard Wa
terman.
Tenant’s Harbor—Malcolm Purson.
Thcmastcn—Iva Henry,
Ruth
Rowell.
Union—Bruno Aho.
Warren—M. Jean Kimball.

AND

1

For Army Relief

Knox County Has 16 of Them Jeannette MacDonald Gives
At the University Of
Two Wonderful Concerts
Maine
—Encore Auction

ISSUED
TUESDAY

FRIDAY

Established Janu
9 • • •

• • 9

99999999

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which Interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1917.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
When the conductor called ’
“Springfield!" I realized' at last
The Maine State Sunday School I Mrs. George E. Boynton, a son
that I was in Springfield to see
Jeanette MacDonald, who was convention was held in this city, Geoige Edwin.
South Thomaston, Oct. 12, to Mr.
singing there at The Auditorium i Rev. Arthur S. Pheps of Waterville
and
Mrs. John Stanton, a daugh
,
being
elected
president.
for Army Emergency Relief, Inc.
ter
—
Idajean.
Miss MacDonald was given a
Rockland,1 had 17 doctors in acTenant’s Harbor, Oct. 9, to Mr.
military escort to and from the ! tive practice.
and
Mrs. Edwin B. Hart, a daugh
Auditorium. Soldiers sat at at
Dodges Mountain was snow
tention behind her on the stage. capped (Oct. 12).
ter.
These same soldiers were used la
Rockland, Oct. 17, to Mr. and
George W. Bachelder deposited
ter to collect the money which was $100 at The Courier-Gazette office, Mrs. Charles H. Morey, a son.
received in auctioning off her en i his bet that George Braden would
Liberty, Oct. 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
cores.
! beat Robert W. in a race at the Everett Overlock, a daughter.
A DANDY hat, modeled on ihose
Miss MacDonald walked, or | Belfast fair .
Union, Oct 6, to Mr and Mrs R. worn by swagger dandies buck in
should one say floated, ento the I The British schooner C.T.W. was
C. Farris, a son—'Albert.
the 1820’s.
The fabric, however,
stage amidst a thunderous ap ' lost near Isle au Haut.
• • * •
ia very 1942, being one of the iirw
plause of 4000 people, who had
Francis E. Harrington, former
The marriages for this period materials called straw cloth. Tall
jammed the Auditorium to see the ly of Rockland resigned as prin
crown is tucked a bit in front.
red-headed beauty of the cinema. cipal of the Lisbon Falls High were:
Rakish ribbon and perky nose veil
Thomaston, Sept. 29, James A. are navy blue. Anne Baxter, fea.
She was dressed in a pink flowing School to become superintendent
gown. Her coppery-colored hair, of schools in Thompson and Creighton and Helen M. Copeland. lured lead in “The Magn ificent
Rockland, Sept. 27, Oswald P. Ambersons,” new Orson Welle,
the like of which I have never Woodstock, Conn.
production for RKO Radio, chose
McDonald and Lena Lena I.. this summer bat to wear with
seen, was done in a long bob with
John Wilson and Alex Johnson
soft rolls about the face.
new suit of pussy willow grey.
were injured when a staging fell' in Lawry.
Tall Hollyhocks
North Haven, Sept. 22, William
She asked the audience to join the Cobb shipyard.
with her in singing the Star
George E. Redman of Thomas D. Paton of Bridgeport, Conn., and
Mrs. Andrews Writes Also of Spangled Banner. The remain ton was elected president of the Nina M. Webster of North Haven.
THE LYRIC MUSE
der of Miss MacDonald’s program Knox County Federation of Farm
Rocklnad, Oct. 1. John O. Park
a Quiet Black-out and
consisted of popular songs, light ers.
er of Camden and Nina M. Ludwig
Good Place To Live
clasics, tw’o songs written by her
The Rockland Cemetery Associa oi Camden.
Rockport, Oct. 10.
husband, who is now Captain tion, was incorporated with Alan L.
Rockland. Sept. 29. Willie R.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Gene Raymond of the Army Air Bird as president.
Rivers and Eloise Carl, both of
Last Summer I reported the Force Combat Command serving
Ruel J. Whitney sold his fruit Cushing.
height of a hollyhock in my garden overseas, and a group from her and confectionery business in
Isle au Haut, Sept. 26, Charles
and in the next issue a Mr. Simp films. Several of her songs were Oregon, and moved to Akron, Dodge and Miss Edna Dyer.
Publication Limited to Brief
son of North Haven reported one sung to the soldiers seated be Ohio, where his brother Leslie
St. George, Sept. 29, Thorwald
Poems
which made mine look like a dwarf. hind her. One was observing his was employed.
of Original Composition
T. Peterson and Miss Katie Mc
The latest this year measures 9 birthday that night, and as a
By Subscribers
Herbert H. Stover bought the H. Kenzie.
4*4” but there are a lot of them and present to him, Miss MacDonald N. McDougall house on Limerock
Camden, Sept. 29, Alvah Babthey look pretty yet.
song “Donkey Serenade” while the street.
bidge of Rockand and Mrs. Etta
CHILDREN
My musical friends may be in soldiers joined her.
Capt. Harold J. Bond, formerly M. Goddard of Camden.
| For The Courier-Gazette |
terested to know that my song,
At intermission Miss MacDonald of Port Clyde and Chief Engineer
Rockland, Sept. 29, Herbert W.’
Little faces sweet and fair.
Rosy cheeks and floating hair,
“My God” has been accepted in was presented1 with a lovely bou Milton F. Elwell of Rockland were Lord of Thomaston and Mildred
Eyes of deepest darkest hue.
Hollywood and records made of it quet of red roses.
Eyes that rival Heaven's blue
drowned when the steamship M Snow of Rockland.
Through the kindness of the Maine
Lissome firms with willowy grace
At the end of the concert proper Itasca was sunk in passage from
Thomaston, Oct. 1, Andrew H.
Lightly bending In each place
Music Company, one of these rec Miss MacDonald said she would Bermuda to New York.
Where the feathery sunbeams fall:
Stone and Bertha H. Mahoney.
ords was played there for friends sing as many encores as would be
Where soft bird-notes sweetly call
F. A. Crockett sold his market
Camden, Sept. 29, William E.
recently.
Dancing feet that fearless go
humanly possible.
There was, at the North End and located in Oakey and Dorothy C. Simonton,
O'er these flinty slopes below.
Regarding the latest black-out, however, a catch in the program. Worcester, Mass.
May they never, never stray.
both of Cranford, N. J.
Always walk the narrow way
as I was about to retire I thought Miss MacDonald is making this
James Burns, who had been
Rockland, Oct. 1, Arthur W.
Dimpled hands that gently press
I could hear the siren faintly blow tour in the interests of the Army managing the Western Union
Marsh and Miss Velma Thornton.
Tired brows through life's distress,
ing. We did not hear any “all
Fraught with messages of love.
Emergency Relief, funds of which office in Camden, went to Bath to
Rockland, Oct. 3, Ralph Waldo
Leading souls to God above.
clear.” We don’t know yet whether
will be used to care for the fami take charge of that office.
Tyler of Camden and Ermine R.
Guileless hearts, that simply trust
Rockport had a black-out or not.
Questioning no why or must.
The Rockland High School foot Hawes of Rockland.
lies and relatives of soldiers. Thus
Pointing upward all the while.
The alert signals have never been
it was entirely proper that she ball team was ready for the
Children
—blessings of God's smile
Rockland, Oct. 2, Charles A.
loud enough, to my mind.
Mary E. L. Taylor
should decide to gather a few more whistle. The players were K. Greenlaw and Susie E. Seavey.
When anyone tells me she is not
X
«
Smith,
J.
Fifield,
I.
Tuttle,
L.
dollars by auctioning off her en
Rockland, Oct. 1, Archie M.
sure where Richards Hill is located,
AUTUMN
cores. Because of the great size Perry, R. Prescott, F. Fuller, E. York and (Nina A. Clark.
I am safe in saying it is on Route
[For The Courier-Gazette |
of the audience, the auction plan Oney, fS. Daniels, J. Damon, L.
Camdien, Sept. 12, William H.
1 between Ballard Park and the
Through
the stillness Autumn calls,
was a bit unweildly so she sent the Rogers and R. Gilley.
Barker and Reta A. Ellis.
Gorgeous colors deck her halls.
Hoboken Schoolhouse.
•
•
•
•
Rockland, Oct. 10, Thomas E. Flaunting banners wave on high
Should anyone ask if it a good soldier guests down the aises to
Challenging the earth and sky.
These births were recorded:
take
collection
w'hile
she
sang
en

Shannon
and Miss Jennie B. Glancing sunbeams dance and play
place to live, it ought to be, as there
Deer
Isle,
Sept.
25,
to
Mr.
and
As the banners gayiy sway.
Burton.
are Baptists, Methodists, Pente core after encore as they were Mrs. Cecil W. Annis, a son.
Cloudless skies with braclg air
Rockland, Sept. 29, Lewis Hart I Quiet rustlings here and there.
costals, Christian Scientists, Con- called out from the audience. “Ave
. .
_ .
...
,
, i Dropping nuts where squirrels stray
Rockland,
Oct.
2,
to
Mr.
and
and Aza Cavin, both of Clark , Hustling, bustling all the day
gregationalists, Episcopalians, Quak Maria” raised $25 and the high Mrs. Harry Cohen, a daughter.
Island
I Partridge drumming on old logs.
ers and Jehovah Witnesses. I have “C” at the end of the “Italian
■
Distant bay of hunting dog.
Deer
Isle,
Sept.
28,
to
Mr.
and
Martinsville, Oct. 6, (William Frost upon the pumpkins gold
often wondered if we got suddenly Street Song” was worth $100 to Mrs. Thomas Damon, a daughter
I Nights approaching clear ar.d co:d.
Cook and Florence M. Brown of Garnered sheaves of golden grain
bombed and landed in Heaven, just one individual. From time to time
Owl's Head. Oct. 1, to Mr. and Boston.
Tell their stories o’er again.
how would we stand in the eyes of Miss MacDonald left the stage, Mrs. Chester A. Post, a son.
While the hunters moonlight falls.
returning to report the result of
Bennington, Vt., Sept. 10, Oscar Moose and deer entreating call
God.
Rockland, Sept. 30, to Mr. and E. York of Rockland and Miss Golden twilight of the year.
the collections which
finally
days so passing clear
Mrs. John H. Andrews.
Mrs. Fred C. Lindsey, a daughter— Edna C. Bragne of Springfield, Silver
Leaving rays of dazzling light
amounted to more than $1500.
Just before the Winter night.
Mass.
At the close of the concert, Bernice Mae.
Kindling flames that keep aglow
Grand View, Wash., Aug. 27, to
and snow
WASHINGTON
throngs rushed to the stage en
Wliliam Barter of Martinsville During Winter's frost
Mary E L. Taylor
Farewell Party
Mr.
and
Mrs. Adrian Everett, for
trance hoping to get back to meet
raised a 42-pound squash.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen E. Ripley en
merly of South Thomaston, a son.
Gershom L. Burgess, formerly of
their idol. Members of the Mas
THINK THIS OVER
tertained a group of friends at a
North Haven, Oct. 1, to Mr. and Rockport, died in Worcester, Mass,
sachusetts Chapter of the Jeanette
In World War No. 1 when fuel
farewell party in honor of their
MacDonald Fan Club were admit Mrs. Leigh F. Witherspoon, a son aged 53.
was
expensive and kindlings came
eldest son, George Robert, who en
—Alexander Leigh.
ted back stage. What a thrill I re
Vinalhaven had four boys in the under the same hard ban, the la’.e
tered the services of the U. S. Army
Rockland, Oct. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
service in France—Everett Libby, Frank C. Norton told the writer his
on Oct. 9. The evening was spent ceived when Miss MacDonald’s James S. Laycock of Worcester,
Lloyd Calderwood, Waldron Osier way of procuring plenty of excel
secretary
read
off
my
name
to
go
in dancing with music furnished by
Mass., a son, James S.
and Elmer Noyes.
back
stage.
There
I
was
formally
lent tinder to start his fires. He
the boys of Camden Shipyard where
South Thomaston, Oct. 1, to Mr.
Mrs.
C.
C.
Tibbetts
was
elected;
introduced
to
Miss
MacDonald.
saved all the newspapers and soaked
Mr. Ripley has been employed. Mrs.
and Mrs. Frank W. Mahoney, a
president of the Baptist Ladies’ them a few times in water, took
The
chapter
members
stayed
and
Ripley served during the evening,
daughter.
Circle in Thomaston.
them out of the water and twisted
refreshments consisting of sand talked with her for a few minutes.
Hope, Sept. 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Harvey of South Thom a small bunch into proper sized
When
she
learned
that
we
had
wiches, cookies, cake and coffee.
Tileston Noyes, a daughter.
aston bought the Crockett house at sticks and dried them either out of
Those present were the host and front row seats for her Boston
Rockland, Sept. 24, to Mr. and Ash Point.
doors or on the cellar floor. They
hostess, the guest of honor, George concert, she said she would see Mrs. Fred C. Jordan, a son.
Frank L. Newbert of Rockland made good lasting kindlings for
Robert Ripley and Mr. and Mrs. us there.
Jefferson, Sept. 9, to Mr. and
bought the house near the head; of starting coal fires. This is worth
At the stage door entrance Mrs. Henry Cunningham, a son..
Kenneth N. Ripley, Mrs. Raychelle
Rocky Pond, West Rockport.
throngs
were
again
waiting
to
while now that paper is not io'd
M. Foster, Mr. and Mrs. James £1.
Rockland, Oct. 7, to Mr. and
catch
a
last
glimpse
of
their
star.
and the government is well sup
Belcher, Jr. and children, Ann,
Mrs. Guilliano
Passalacqua, a
plied
with them. I am doing it now
UNION
James, Jr. and Ted, William M. As she drove off in the Army es daughter.
Prescott, all of Washington, Mr. cort car, everyone realized what a
Miss Mary Blake is visiting her and finding it worth while. K S F.
Rockland, Oct. *7, to Mr. and
and Mrs. Harland E. Ripley and wonderful, natural, down-to- earth Mrs. Edgar Newhall, a son—Bur parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Blake.
two sons, Richard and Douglas. person they had just seen. They ton Edgar.
Hazel Sukeforth is caring for her
Mrs. Anna Curtis, Mrs. Percy knew she was putting everything
Rockland, Oct. 8, to Mr. and daughter’s children while Mr. and
Knowlton and Desmond Knowlton she had into these benefit con Mrs. Charles M. Lawry, a daughter Mrs. James Curtis are moving to
Camden.
of Liberty, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford certs.
—Alice Myrtle.
In Boston her ovation was still
Rowell, John Bradstreet, Delbert
Charles Esancy is working for
Rockland, Oct. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edgecombe and Virgil Simmons, all greater than it was in Springfield. Charles L. Strout, a son—Richard J. B. Blake.
of Appleton, Mr. and Mrs. George The Concert was carried! off in Kuhn.
Mrs. Clifford Rowell was a caller
Curtis, Mr. and Mrs. James Curtis. the same manner. Her songs va
at
Almon Rowell’s Monday, also on
UNITED
Rockland, Oct. 9, to Capt. and
Jr., Mrs. Richard Young and ried little. She was still joking Mrs. Kenneth Lord, a son—Herbert Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry.
STATES
Arthur Crockett, all of Camden, and cajoling with the soldier Mayhew Lord, 2d.
Carl Sukeforth is working in
and a special guest, Harold Ciley of guests. When she spoke to the
Rockland. Oct. 7, to Mr. and Camden in the shipyard.
Michigan, who is in the U. S. audience, every individual felt as Mrs. Albert Beavey, a son—Albert.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pease and
BONDS
children
have returned from a visit
Navy and is now in port at Cam if she were speaking to him only.
Rockland, Oct. 6, to Mr. and
den, Me., Mr. and Mrs. Maurice J- • At intermission she was pre Mrs. Fred L. Knight, a son—Ed at Lewiston.
AND
Brown and son, Maurice, Jr. of sented yellow roses which were win M.
STAMPS
Coopers Mills and Mr. and Mrs. sent by the Massachusetts Chap
Parents of men in the war service: !
Rockland, Oct. 7, to Mr. and
Arthur J. Gould and son, William ter of her fan club, but the biggest Mrs. C. E. Pendleton of Camden, Is your son receiving The Courier- j
of North Whitefield.
Gazette regularly Can you imagine
part of the evvening was when a daughter----- Ruth Louise.
Mr. Ripley was presented with Miss MacDonald returned to ex
Camden, Oct. 10, to Mr. and anything that would have a greater
several gifts which will be very plain that she would sell her en
value in the eyes of the absent
fighter?
: Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
useful to him in his army life, also cores, the money to swell the fund
not to burn myself on the foot
a sum of money.
for Army Relief. The Bach-Gou lights.
nod “Ave Maria” alone brought
Once again I was fortunate
$537. She talked, joked, smiled enough to be able to go back
and laughed, and had her audi stage. I was delighted beyond
ence completely w’ith her. She words when Miss MacDonald told
sent some of the approximately 100 me she remembered me.
soldiers who were seated on the
People were again at the stage
stage as her guests, out to collect door to see her go, and the Bos
money in their caps. People by the j tonians thought as did the
BOSTON
score filed stageward to put fold Springfieldites that there was one
Here
la
a
hotel
for
permanent
and
transient
guests
away
from the
ing money in her hand and re of the swellest and most sincere
bustle of the commercial hotel, in a quiet, restful atmosphere you'll
ceive a smile and a “thank you” persons they had ever known. It
enjoy. Only 6 minutes to downtown Boston by rapid transit. Family
from that Great Lady of the Silver will be a long time before the peo
suites available. Garage facilities connected. No liquor told.
Screen. Imagine my delight when ple of Springfield and Boston for
Room and bath from $3 —double from $5 —suites from $6
I handed her my contribution to get the auburn-haired beauty who
466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
Courier-Gazette Want Ada Work have her exchange a few words has won the heart of everyone.

' UNCLE
Uncle Sam needs 3(K
month, 2500 for the Ar
for the Navy. The Red
deavoring to enlist tl
through its First Reserv
First, the nurses mui
to see and feel that thi
sponsibllity is to the ai
of the country. Thofi
are fighting for our honl
way of life must have tl]
in the world—care whic
best American trained
give them.
When they are wounric
be mended quickly so thi
go on fighting. Whc:
given everything the\
their country and lie
beds painfully maimed
recognize that we are in
ing with them. Nurse;
them recover in spirit ai
body. Good nursing
only that chances of oi
ing back are greater, it
chances of coming ba
body and mind are bett
Nurses know that onb
their training, can give
service that’s needed, is
war less horrible. It’s ud
sons at the front wh<
nearest to our hearts. I
who want this war to
quickly as possible.
Not only should unmai
between 21 and 40 be en
sign up with the Red

Fifth Of Her
Another A. P. C. Bti
Launched At Camd
urday Afternc
Overboard from th<
shipyard! at 5.30 Saturi
noon will go another
craft, officially known
A.P. 58.
She is the fifth era!
type built by the Cam
building & Marine Rf
and maintains the excell
ard of her predecessors
The boat will be spon
dainty 11-year-old Misj
name of Ellen West Chil
a daughter of Lieut. E
U.S.N., stationed at Bat]
(Her parents and your
Montgomery R. Childs wi
ent at the launching. £
Capt. Ralph S. McDq
other naval officials.
FRESH FISH FAl

Mixed fish arrivals at
O’Hara plant since Oct
Villanova, Capt. Horace
000 and 30,000 pounds:
Ca.pt. Coffin. 13.000 pound

Capt. Ira Tupper, 9,OOP
peunds; Dorothy M., Cap
Bennett, 32,000 pounds
B . Capt. Leo Blood, 1601
Fares received at Feyl<
the same period were.
Capt. John Baggs, 10.00
A. I. & M.. Capt. L. E.
and 2,000 pounds; Muske
A. A. Bain, 55,000 poum

J.,

Capt.

Donald

Joy

pounds and Capt. Elmer
000 pounds.

CHICKEN SUI
Monday Night, 0(
6 to 7 P. M.
Weymouth Grangi
Thomaston
Adults 60e; Childrei

VICTORY

BUY

PWAR

wkhuti

Wonders I

with me telling me to be careful

Geraldine Norton

Kenmore Square

Henry A. Burnham, Mgr

I f the Army

and Navy
gave an

We Have a Truh
GRI
Also, Brand No^
A quarter ton
Don’t forget ol

MAIN ST.
The Store
N. B. W<
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